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HYjESlS 
PREFACE 
The work being presented in the thesis is devoted to the study of optimality con-
ditions and duality results for some vector optimization problems under generalized 
com^exity assumptions. The results obtained in the thesis are organized as follow: 
C H A P T E R I consists of introduction to nonlinear multiobjective programming, 
definitions and prerequisites for the present work. The relevant literature of the work 
studied by various authors has been reviewed and the summary of the thesis is pre-
sented. 
In C H A P T E R II , we consider a nonsmooth multiobjective optimization prob-
lem (EP) and introduce [T, p, a)-type I functions and their generalizations. In order 
to illustrate the definition of {T, p, a)-type I function, an example is given. Based 
upon the introduced functions, Karush-Kuhn-Tucker type sufficient optimality con-
ditions are obtained for a feasible point of (EP) to be an efficient or a properly 
efficient solution. Weak, strong and strict converse duality theorems are derived for 
a general Mond-Weir type dual of (EP). This work generalizes the work of Zhao 
[146], Kuk and Tanino [74] and Kim and Schaible [71]. 
C H A P T E R I I I is confined to the study of sufficient optimality conditions for 
multiobjective subset/fractional subset programming problems. In our first attempt, 
we prove sufficiency results for a multiobjective subset programming problem by in-
troducing a class of generalized {J^, a, p, d)-type I n-set functions. Further, these 
results are extended to multiobjective fractional subset programming problem by 
using generalized (.F, a, p, d)-V'-type I functions. 
In C H A P T E R IV, we introduce the concept of second order {T, a, p, d)-V-
convex function and its generalizations. In order to characterize the definition, an 
example of second order (.F, a, p, d)-y-convex function is given. It is also shown that 
the introduced class generalizes the previous classes appeared in the literature [6, 
107, 145). Various duality theorems are proved for second order Mangasarian type, 
Mond-Weir type and general Mond-Weir type multiobjective duals associated with 
a multiobjective programming problem (VP) under aforesaid assumptions. 
In C H A P T E R V, we formulate Mangasarian type and Mond-Weir type sec-
ond order dual models for a nondifferentiable multiobjective programming problem 
(NMP) and prove duality results imder second order {!F, a, p, d)-convex/generalized 
second order (^, a,p, d)-convex functions. Furthermore, we introduce higher order 
(^, a, p, d)-type I/generalized higher order {!F, a, p, d)-type I functions, the general-
ization of second order (.F, a, p,p,d)-type I/generalized second order {!F,a,p,p,d)-
type I functions given by Hachimi and Aghezzaf [50], and then we formulate a higher 
order dual for (NMP). Weak, strong and strict converse duality theorems are dis-
cussed under the introduced assumptions, as an extension of the results of Zhang 
[143], Mishra and Rueda [93, 94] to multiobjective case. 
C H A P T E R V I deals with second order Mangasarian type and general Mond-
Weir type duals of a nondifferentiable minimax programming problem (MM?). Under 
second order {T, a, p, d)-type I/generalized second order {J^, a, p, d)-type I functions, 
we derive duaUty relations between (MMP) and its corresponding duals. These duals 
and duality results are further generalized to higher order case. The chapter ends 
with the discussion of some special cases. 
In CHAPTER VII, a pair of multiobjective fractional variational symanetric 
dual programs over cones is formulated. The continuous version of generalized ^ -
convexity is proposed and an example in support of introduced definition is also given. 
Usual synunetric duahty results are derived under generalized .7^ -convex functions. 
Under additional assumptions of skew symmetry and symmetry, these programs are 
shown to be self duals. At the end, the static case of these programs is given and 
corresponding duality relations are merely stated. 
Chapter I 
INTRODUCTION 
Optimality conditions and duality have played an important role in the develop-
ment of mathematical programming. Optimality conditions were first investigated 
by John [62] and Kuhn and Tucker [73]. Kuhn-Tucker conditions [73] not only laid 
down foundations for many computational techniques in mathematical program-
ming but are also a great deal responsible for the development of duaUty theory. An 
extensive use of duaUty in mathematical programming has not only been made for 
many theoretical and computational development in mathematical programming it-
self but also in economics, control theory, business problems and other diverse fields. 
It is well known that duality principles coimect two programs, one of which called 
the primal problem, is a constrained minimization (or maximization) problem and 
the other, called the dual problem, is a constrained maximization (or minimization) 
problem, in such a way that the existence of an optimal solution to one of them 
guarantees an optimal solution to the other and optimeil values of the two problems 
are equal. A pair of primal and dual problems is called symmetric, if the dual of the 
dual is the primal problem. 
Many decision making situations involve several criteria conflicting with one 
another. In such situations, a set of feasible alternatives can be defined and each 
criterion can be viewed as a separate objective function defined on this set. Such 
decision making situations can be modeled as multiobjective mathematical pro-
gramming problems or vector minimium (or maximum) problems. These 
problems seek to obtain compromise solutions, called 'efiicient solutions' by Koop-
mans [72]. An efficient solution of a vector minimum problem is a feasible solution, 
if we cannot obtain another feasible solution such that one or more objectives axe 
improved without degrading some other objective function(s). An efficient solution 
is also referred to as noninferior or nondominated or Pareto optimal solution. 
The origin of the vector minimum problem can be traced to early develop-
ment in utihty theory in economics. Pareto [112] began the study of multiobjective 
programming problems by reducing them to a single objective one. However, the 
problem was first explicitly defined and studied by Kuhn and Tucker [73]. To ehm-
inate certain anomalous efficient solutions, they also proposed a slightly restricted 
definition of efficiency, called proper efficiency. Later, Geoffrion [44] modified this 
concept and called an efficient solution to be properly efficient if the ratio of gain 
(in every objective) to loss (in at least one other objective) is always finite. He also 
derived necessary and sufficient conditions for properly efficient solution of convex 
multiobjective programming problem. His work motivated many workers in this 
field. Isermann [56] derived necessary and sufficient conditions for an efficient solu-
tion of a linear multiobjective programming problem and proved that every efficient 
solution is properly efficient. 
Kanniappan [63] discussed Fritz John and Kuhn-Tucker type necessary condi-
tions for an efficient solution of a nondifferentiable convex multiobjective program-
ming problem. Gulati and Talaat [48] observed that an efficient solution of a convex 
multiobjective program, satisfying a regularity condition, is properly efficient. 
The present chapter is divided into three sections. The first section collects the 
important preliminaries. The second section contains a review of the various devel-
opment in scalar and multiobjective mathematical programming, which are relevant 
to the thesis and the last one presents the summary of the thesis. 
Sections, subsections, theorems, remarks, equations etc., are numbered consec-
utively along with the chapter number. For example. Section 4.3 means Section 3 
of Chapter 4, Subsection 3.3.1 means Subsection 1 of Section 3 in Chapter 3 and 
Theorem 5.3 means Theorem 3 in Chapter 5. 
1.1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1.1. NOTATIONS 
Unless otherwise stated, throughout the thesis, the following notations are used, 
i?" denotes the n-dimensional Euclidean space, H^ denotes its non-negative orthant 
and R^ = R denotes the set of all real numbers. We will use ^  to denote transpose of 
a vector or a matrix. The index sets are K = {l,2,...,k} and M = {1,2,... ,m}. 
For / e K, the set Ki = K- {/}. For x,y e i?", 
x^y^^Xb^Vb, V 6 = 1,2,..., n, 
X >y <^ x'^y and x^y, 
x>y^Xb>yb, V 6 = 1,2,..., n. 
It is also noted that there is no difference between the inequalities > and ^  for 
scalax" case. 
Vfr{x) denotes the gradient vector of a scalar differentiable function fr: J?" -^ 
R at X and is defined as 
V/,(x) = ^«s),|^/,W....,A/.(x) 
and for a vector-valued differentiable function / : i?" 
denotes k x n Jacobian matrbc of / at x, that is, 
V/(5) = 
V/i(S) 1 
V/2(x) 
VA(x) 
R!', the symbol V/(x) 
afc/i(^) 
A/2(^) 
.dx dXn fk{x) 
If /r : i?" -> -R is twice differentiable at x, in addition to the gradient vector, 
there exists an n x n matrix Vxx/r or V^/r, called the Hessian matrix of fr at x. 
The element in i*** row and f^ column of this Hessian matrix is the second order 
partial derivative ^^^- A vector-valued function is differentiable if each of its 
components is differentiable, and is twice differentiable if each of its components is 
twice differentiable. 
1.1.2. GENERAL MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
The multiobjective programming problem in n-dimensional EucUdean space can 
be stated as: 
(VP) Minimize f{x) = [fi{x), /2 (x) , . . . , fk{x)] 
subject to x e Xo = {x G X \ g(x) ^ 0}, 
where X is an open subset of i?", / : X -> i?'' and g : X 
functions on X. 
R^ are differentiable 
The function / is known as the objective function and g is known as the 
constraint function. The set Xo is called the feasible set and any point XGXO 
is called a feasible point or simply feasible. The above problem is also called 
vector minimum problem. If for some feasible solution x, 
J = 0 6 M U,(x) = 0}, 
then gj denotes the vector of active constraints. 
If A; = 1, then (VP) is called scalar mathematical programming problem. Any 
point X which is feasible and minimizes the objective function is referred to as 
optimal point or optimal solution. The corresponding value of the objective 
function, i.e., f{x) is known as the optimal value. But in multiobjective pro-
gramming problem, an optimal solution, in the sense of one that minimizes all the 
objective functions simultaneously (called an ideal solution) does not necessarily 
exist. We often have conflicts between various objectives. So the optimal solution 
of one objective function is generally different from the optimal solution of others. 
One of the optimality concepts in these models is efficiency, which found its way 
into operations research in the pioneer work of Koopmans [72]. 
E F F I C I E N T S O L U T I O N , A point x G Xo is said to be an efficient (or nondomi-
nated or noninferior or Pareto optimal) solution of (VP), if there exists no a; G Xo 
such that 
fix) < m. 
This definition is based upon the intuitive conviction that the point x is chosen 
as the optimal solution, if no criterion can be improved without worsening at least 
one other criterion. If fc = 1, x is said to be an optimal solution of (VP), if for all 
X G yi-o, 
fix) ^ fix) 
or, if there exists no x € Xo such that 
fix) < fix). 
It can be seen that the definition of efficient solution for multiobjective pro-
gramming problem is an extension of the definition of optimal solution for scalar 
programming problem. 
WEAKLY EFFICIENT SOLUTION [22]. A point xeXois said to be a weakly 
efficient (weak minimum) solution of (VP), if there exists no other x E Xo such that 
fix) < fix). 
A sUghtly restricted concept of efficiency, called proper efficiency was first in-
troduced by Kuhn and Tucker [73]. Geoffirion [44] modified this concept as follows: 
PROPERLY EFFICIENT SOLUTION. An efficient solution x of (VP) is said to 
be properly efficient, if there exists a scalar N > 0 such that for each / G K and 
x E Xo satisfying /j(x) < /i(x), we have 
fiix) - fiix) ^ ^ 
fiix) - fiix) -
for at least one i e Ki satisfying fi{x) < fiix). 
An efficient solution x G Xo is said to be improperly efficient, if for each scalar 
N > 0 (no matter how large) there exist a point x £ Xo and / G K such that 
fi{x) < fi{x) and 
fijx) - Mx) 
fi{x) - fi{x) 
for all i e Ki satisfying fi{x) < fi{x). 
>N 
1.1.3. CONVEX FUNCTIONS AND EXTENSIONS 
Let X be an open convex subset of i?" and 6 : X -^ R. Then at x e X, we 
define 9 to be 
(i) Convex if for AUX G X. 
e[Xx + (1 - x)x] ^ xe{x) + (1 - x)e{x), for aii A, o ^  A ^ 1, 
or equivalently, if 
9{x) - 6{x) ^ V9{x)'^{x - x), when ^is differentiable at x. 
The function 9 is said to be strictly convex, if the above inequalities are strict 
for X 7^  X, 0 < A < 1. 
(ii) Quasiconvex if for all x G A", 
^(x) ^ ^(x) =» ^ [Ax + (1 - A)x] ^ 9{x), for all A, 0 ^ A ^ 1, 
or equivalently, if 
9{x) ^ ^(x) =J> V^(x)^(x - x) ^ 0, when ^is differentiable at x. 
(iii) Pseudoconvex if 9 is differentiable at x and for all x G X, 
V9[xf{x - x) ^ 0 => ^(x) ^ ^(x), 
or equivalently, if 
9{x) < 9{x) => V^(xf (x - x) < 0. 
(iv) Strictly Pseudoconvex if 6 is diflFerentiable at x and for all x G X (x ^ x), 
V^(xf (x - x) ^ 0 =» ^ (x) > ^(x), 
or equivalently, if 
9{x] ^ e{x) ^  ve{xf(x - x) < 0. 
Further, 9 is said to be convex on X, if ^ is convex at every point of X. A 
fe-dimensional vector function 6 = {61,62,..., 6k) is said to be convex at x (or on X) 
if for each ie K,di is convex at x (or on X). A function 6 is concave if and only if 
—^  is convex. Other definitions follow similarly. 
In 1981, Hanson [51] introduced the concept of invexity by replacing the differ-
ence vector [x — x) in the definition of a convex function with any vector function 
T]{x, x) for a nonlinear programming problem. These functions were named as invex 
fimctions by Craven [36] and as 77-convex functions by Kaul and Kaur [65]. Later, 
Heinson and Mond [54] defined two new classes of functions, called type I and type 
II fimctions, which were further generalized to pseudo-type I and quasi-type I func-
tions by Rueda and Hanson [115]. Both classes are related to, but more general 
than, invex functions. Bector et al. [18] introduced the concept of univex func-
tions as a generalization of B-vex fimctions introduced by Bector and Singh [17]. 
In [66], Kaul et al. considered a differentiable multiobjective programming problem 
involving generalized type I functions. Combining the concepts of type I and univex 
functions, Rueda et al. [116] gave optimality conditions and duafity results for sev-
eral mathematical programming problems. Suneja and Srivastava [122] introduced 
generalized d-type I fimctions in terms of directional derivatives for a multiobjective 
programming problem. Aghezzaf and Hachimi [2] introduced the class of generalized 
type I functions for a differentiable multiobjective programming problem. 
The concept of {T, p)-convexity was introduced by Preda [113], as an extension 
of .F-convexity [53] and p-convexity [126]. Gulati and Islam [47] obtained suf-
ficient optimality conditions and duaUty theoren:is for multiobjective programming 
problems under generalized .F-convexity. In [4], Ahmad derived several suflicient op-
timaUty conditions and duaUty results involving generalized {T, p)-convex functions. 
Motivated by various concepts of generahzed convexity, Liang et al. [79, 80] intro-
duced a unified formulation of generalized convexity called (J^, a, p, d)-convexity for 
nonUnear fractional programming problems. Hachimi and Aghezzaf [49] extended 
the concept to (.F, a, p, d)-type I functions. The aforesaid concepts were further 
generahzed to second order (T, a, p, d)-convex functions by Ahmad and Husain [6] 
and second order (J^,a,p,d)-type I functions by Hachimi and Aghezzaf [50]. Some 
of the above extensions of convex functions are defined below: 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.1. A functional J^-.XXXXRT —> Ris said to be subUnear in 
its third argument, if for all M^ JO 
{A) T{x,5;a -I- 6) ^ J^{x,x;a) + J^{x,x;b), for all a,b e ET, 
[B) T{x,x;aa) = a!F{x,x;a), for a.\\a e R,a^O and a G i?". 
By (B), it is clear that T{x,x;Oa) = 0. 
Let T be sublinear; a(-,-) : X x X -> i?+ \ {0}, rf(-,-) : X x X -> i? and 
p = (pi,P2, • • • ,Pfc) £ •R''- Let /, : X -> i2, z G /T be a twice differentiable function 
at X G X. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.2. For each ie K, fi\s said to be second order (.F, a, p, d)-convex 
at X € X, if there exists a vector pE R!^ such that for all x G X, 
/,(x) - /.(x) + ip^VV.(i)p ^ :F(x,x;a(x,x){V/,(x) + VV.(x)p}) + PidHx,x). 
If the above inequality is strict, then /, is said to be strictly second order {J^, a, p, d)-
convex at x G X. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.3. For each i e K, /, is said to be second order {T,a,p,d)-
pseudoconvex at x G X, if there exists a vector p G R" such that for all x G X, 
.F(X,X;Q(X,X){V/.(X) +VV.(x)p}) ^ -p^cPix,x) =^ Mx) ^ / .(x)-ip^VVi(i)p. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.4. For each i G K", /, is said to be strictly second order {T, a, p, d)-
pseudoconvex at x G X, if there exists a vector p G R" such that for all x G X, 
.7^(.r,x;a(x,x){V/.(x) + V^Mx)p}) ^ -p4\x,x) => /,(x) > /,(x) - -p^VV.(x)p. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.5. For each t G K, /, is said to be second order (.r,a,p,d)-
quasiconvex at x G X, if there exists a vector p G iT* such that for all x G X, 
fr{x) ^ fr{x) - ^p^VV«(x)p => J-(x,x;a(x,x){V/.(x) + VV«(^)p}) ^ -p.d'(a;,x). 
Let Q = (a^a^), where a^a^ : X x X ->^  i?+ \ {0} and p = (p\p^) such that 
P^ = (Pi>P2'-->Pfc) ^ -R*. P^  = (Pi.P2.---.Pm) ^ -R'"> i-e., P^ has A; components 
corresponding to k components of / and p^ has m components corresponding to m 
components of ^. Let f : X -^ R^ with components /i, z G /f and p : X —> i?^ with 
components QJ, j G M be differentiable at x G X. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.6. For each i G K and j G M , ( / , ,PJ) is said to be second order 
[T, a, p, d)-type I at x G X, if there exists a vector p e R^ such that for all x G Xo, 
Mx) - Mx) + \p'^V'Mx)p ^ T{x,x;a\x,x){VUx) + VV^(x)p}) + p y ( x , x ) , 
- 9jix) + \p''V'9j{x)p ^ T{x,x;a\x,x){Vgj{l-) + V^gj{x)p}) + p]d?{x,x). 
If in the above definition, the inequalities are strict, then (/j, g^) is said to be strictly 
second older [T, a, p, c?)-type 1 at x G X. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1.7. For each i e K and j e M, (/i,gj) is said to be second order 
(^, a, p, d)-pseudoquasi-type I at x 6 X, if there exists a vector p G jR" such that 
for all X G Xo, 
/i(x) < /i{x)-ip^VVi(S)P=^ ^(a^,^;«'(a^,S){V/i(x)+VVi(i)p}) < -P,^rf2(x,f), 
-5j(^) + \p^^''9i{^)P ^ 0 =» .F{x, x; a2(x, x){Vgj{x) + V2^j(x)p}) ^ -p^d^Cx,x). 
In the above definition, if 
then (/i,5j) is said to be second order (.F, a, p, d)-strictlypseudoquasi-type I at 
x€X. 
In the proofs of the duality theorems, sometimes it will be more convenient to 
use certain alternatives but equivalent forms of the above definitions. These are 
obtained by considering the contrapositive statements. For example, second order 
(J", a, p, d)-pseudoconvexity can be defined in the following equivalent way: 
For each i G i^ ", /i is said to be second order {!F, a, p, rf)-pseudoconvex at £ G X, 
if there exists a vector pe R^ such that for all x G X, 
fi{x) < fi{x) - ^p'^VVi(5)P => H^,x;a{x,x){Vfi{x) + VV.(xM) < -pi(P{x,x). 
L E M M A 1.1 (Generalized Schwartz Inequality). Let B be a positive semidefinite 
symmetric matrix of order n. Then for all x,w e i?*, 
x'^Bw ^ {x^Bx)^•uFBw)^. 
1.1.4. CLASSIFICATION OF MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMS 
We now classify the mathematical programs as follows: 
(I) Linear Program. In (VP), if the functions / and g are linear, then it is called 
a multiobjective Unear programming problem. 
(II) Nonlinear Program. If any of the functions involved in (VP) is not Unear, 
then (VP) is called a multiobjective nonlinear programming problem. 
Most of the recent researches in the field of mathematical programming are 
directed towards the study of nonlinear programs. Some of the important problems 
in this class, discussed in the present thesis, are listed below: 
8 
(A) Convex Program. In (VP), if the objectives are convex (or concave) and the 
feasible set Xo is convex, then it is called a convex programming problem. 
It may be noted that in (VP), the feasible set Xo is convex if X is convex and 
the components of g are quasiconvex. 
(B) Nonconvex Program. The mathematical program, which is not convex, is 
called a nonconvex program. 
1.1.5. NECESSARY OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
Necessary optimality conditions for scalar convex programming problem were 
iirst investigated by John [62]. He considered the following scalar nonHnear program: 
(NLP) Minimize f{x) 
subject to X eXo = {x e X \ g{x) ^ 0}, 
where X is an open subset of iJ"; / : X ->• J2 and g : X -> R^ are differentiable 
functions on X, and gave the following characterization of optimality: 
T H E O R E M 1.1 (Fritz John Necessary Conditions). If x is an optimal solution of 
i^ NLP), then there exist Xe R and Jie R^ such that 
~XVf{x) + jfVg{x)=Q, 
ffg{x) = 0, 
(A,p)>(0,0). 
In the above conditions, the scalars A and pj, j G M are called Lagrangian 
multipUers. If the Lagrangian multipher A is equal to zero, then the Fritz John 
conditions do not make use of any information pertaining to the gradient of the ob-
jective function. In this case any function can replace / and there will be no change 
in the above necessary conditions. So the Fritz John conditions are of no practical 
value in locating an optimal point, when A = 0. In order to exclude such cases, some 
restrictions are imposed on the constraints. In the Uterature, these restrictions are 
termed as constraint qualifications. Some of these constraint qualifications make 
use only of the convexity properties, while others make use mostly of the differen-
tiability of the functions defining the feasible region Xo. 
We state below the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification [10, 86], which will be 
used in the present thesis: 
The Kuhn-Tucker Constraint Qualification. 
The vector function g is said to satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification 
at X 6 Xo, if ^ is difEerentiable at x and if 
' There exists e : [0, 1] -^ R° such that 
(a) e(0) = X 
(6) e{t) G Xo, for 0 ^ t ^ 1 
(c) e is continuously differentiable at t = 0 
^gj{x)y ^ 0 J 
and ^e(O) = Ay, for some scalar A > 0 
Assuming one or the other constraint qualifications, many authors have devel-
oped necessary optimality conditions for (NLP) that are precisely the Fritz John 
conditions, with the added property A > 0. 
T H E O R E M 1.2 [64, 73] (Karush-Kuhn-Tucker Necessary Conditions). Let x be 
an optimal solution of (NLP) and let g satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualifi-
cation at X. Then there exists p, € i?" such that 
V/(x) + /x^V^(x) = 0, 
jfg{x) = 0, 
The above necessary conditions hold under any constraint quahfication [86]. 
Kuhn and Tucker [73] also proved that the above necessary conditions are sufficient 
for optimaUty under suitable convexity assumptions. 
1.1.6. DUALITY IN MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING 
Duality theory has played an important role in the development of mathematical 
programming. OptimaUty conditions and duahty can be used not only to develop 
termination criteria but also to motivate and design the computational methods 
itself. Neumann [110] introduced duality theory in linear programming and formu-
lated the following dual pair: 
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(PP) Minimize f{x) = c^x 
subject to Ax ^ b, 
x^O. 
(DP) Maximize g{y) = b'^y 
subject to A^y ^ c, 
The above pair shows that if the primal problem is a minimization of a Unear 
function over a set of Unear constraints, then the dual is a maximization of another 
linear function over a set of Unear constraints. Moreover, one can easily see that the 
dual of (DP) is (PP), that is, the dual of the dual is again the primal problem. 
Neiunann [110] related (PP) and (DP) in the form of the foUowing theorems 
by assuming Xp and Vb to be the sets of all feasible solutions of (PP) and (DP), 
respectively. 
(I) Weak Duality Theorem. For x E Xp mdy eY^, 
fix) ^ 9{y). 
(II) Strong Duality Theorem. If (PP) has an optimal solution, then (DP) also 
has an optimal solution amd 
min f{x) = max g{y). 
(III) Existence Theorem. There exists a boimded (finite) optimal solution to 
(PP), if and only if there exists a feasible solution to both the primal and its dual. 
Duality in nonUnear programming has also been developed extensively. It origi-
nated with the duaUty results of quadratic programming given by Dennis [40]. Wolfe 
[134] formulated the following dual to (NLP): 
Maximize f{y) + tfg{y) 
subject to V/(y) + fx^Vgiy) = 0, 
/x^O, 
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and proved weak and strong duality theorems assuming / and g to be convex. Man-
gasarian [86] pointed out that these duahty relations do not hold under weaker con-
vexity assumptions. Mond and Weir [105] introduced the following dual to (NLP): 
Maximize /(y) 
subject to V/(y) + ii^Vg{y) = 0, 
and proved duality theorems weakening the convexity assumptions of / and g to 
pseudoconvexity of / and quasiconvexity of iJ?'g. They also discussed duaUty results , 
for the problems having equaUty constraints. 
1.2. REVIEW OF THE RELATED WORK 
1.2.1. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS IN MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE 
PROGRAMMING 
In their classical work in 1951, Kuhn and Tucker [73] also gave some interesting 
results concerning multiobjective optimization. Since then, research in this field 
has made remarkable progress both theoretically and computationally. Some of the 
earliest attempts to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for efficiency of (VP) 
were carried out by Kuhn and Tucker [73] and Arrow et al. [8]. In 1968, Geoffirion 
[44] modified the concept of properly efficient solution [73] and proposed a compre-
hensive theorem for establishing necessary and sufficient conditions for a properly 
efficient solution of (VP). He introduced the following scalar parametric problem: 
(VPl) Minimize \^f{x) = Y.^ifi{x) 
1=1 
subject to g{x) ^ 0, x € X, 
k 
where Aj, i € iiT are strictly positive parameters (often normaUzed according XI -^ t = 
1=1 
1) and related its optimal solution with a properly efficient solution of (VP) in the 
following sense: 
T H E O R E M 1.3. Let Ai > O, i G /f be fixed, if x is an optimal solution of (VPl), 
then X is a properly efficient solution of (VP). 
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We state below some of the necessary optimality conditions, which will be used 
in the present thesis: 
T H E O R E M 1.4 (Fritz John Necessary Conditions) [89]. Let £ be a weakly efi&cient 
solution of (VP). Then there exist A G J?* and /i 6 iT* such that 
k m 
m 
A^O,/x^O, (A,/i)^0. 
T H E O R E M 1.5 (Kuhn-Tucker Necessary Conditions) [89]. Let x be a weakly effi-
cient solution of (VP) at which the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification is satisfied. 
Then there exist X€ R'' and p,e R^ such that 
k m 
Xl^Vi(x) + Y,'^fii9j{x) = 0, 
J2f^i3j{x) = 0, 
A; 
i = l 
Mond et al. [103] considered the following nondifferentiable multiobjective pro-
gramming problem: 
(NMP) Minimize (/i(x) + (x^Bix)^ ^(x) + (x^Bax)^..., Mx) + (x^Bfei)?) 
subject to g{x) ^0, x e X, 
where fi. X -^ R,ie K and g : X -> R" axe differentiable functions and for each 
i E K, Bj is an n X n positive semidefinite symmetric matrix. 
They gave the following necessary optimality conditions: 
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T H E O R E M 1.6 (Necessary Optimality Conditions). Let x be a properly efficient 
solution of (NMP) at which a constraint qualification [97, 135] is satisfied. Then 
there exist A G i?*", /i € iT* and xviE RJ'^ie K such that 
k 
53 ^i(V/i(5) + BiWi) + Vfl'^gix) = 0, 
2 = 1 
ffgix) = 0, 
(x^Bix)2 = x'^BiWi, i e K, 
Wi^BiWi ^l,i e K, 
k 
A>0, X^Ai = l, fi^O. 
1.2.2. SYMMETRIC AND SELF DUALITY 
In mathematical programmiiig, a pair of primal and dual problems is called 
s^^nmetric, if the dual of the dual is the primal problem. However, the majority of 
dual formulations in nonlinear programming do not possess this property. Symmet-
ric dual quadratic programs were given by Born [42] and Cottle [34]. Dantzig et al. 
[38] first formulated a pair of symmetric dual programs, while Mehndiratta [88] and 
Mond [99] studied symmetric duafity for certain class of nondifferentiable programs 
which involve square roots of quadratic forms in the objective function. Dantzig 
et al. [38] formulated the following sjrmmetric dual programs and established weak 
and strong duaUty theorems under convexity assumptions. 
Minimize /C(x, y) — y^VyK{x, y) 
subject to Vj,/C{x, y) ^ 0, 
x,y^O. 
Maximize }C{u, v) - vFVxlC{u, v) 
subject to Vi/C(u,i;) ^ 0, 
u,v^O. 
A program is said to be self dual [42], if the dual can be recast in the form of 
the primal, that is, if the primal and dual formulations are equivalent. Mond and 
Cottle [100] observed that if JC{x, y) is skew symmetric, then the above programs 
are self duals and estabUshed self duality results. 
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1.2.3. VARIATIONAL PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
Let / = [a, b] be a real interval and x : I ^f R^ with derivative x, /(t, x{t), x{t)) 
be a scalar fiinction and g(i,x(t),i(t)) be an m-dimensional vector function, both 
continuously differentiable with respect to each argument. Then the problem of 
finding a piecewise smooth extremal x = x(t) for the program: 
Minimize F(x, x) = /^ /(i, x{t),x{t))dt 
subject to x{a) = a, x{h) = /?, 
5( i ,x( i ) ,x( f ) )^0, < G / , 
is known as variational programming problem. 
Mond and Hanson [101] formulated the following dual to the above variational 
problem in the spirit of usual finite dimensional mathematical programming prob-
lems and proved a weak duality theorem assmning / and g to be convex in (x,x): 
Maximize J^  [/(t, it,u) - A(t)^5f(t, w, ii)\dt 
subject to u{a) = a, u{b) = P, 
f{t,u,u) - X{tfg{t,u,u) = —\Vxf{t,u,u) - X{tfV:cg{t,u,u)], 
X{t) ^ 0. 
1.2.4. SECOND ORDER DUALITY 
The study of second order duality is significant due to the computational ad-
vantages over first order duaUty, as it provides tighter bounds for the value of the 
objective function, when approximations are used [52, 87, 98]. Mangasarian [87] 
first formulated second order dual for (NLP) and estabUshed duahty results under 
somewhat involved assumptions. Mond [98] considered the following second order 
symmetric dual programs: 
Minimize X:(x, y) - y'^Vy]C{x, y) - y'^VyyK{x, y)p - \p^VyylC{x, y)p 
subject to VyK{x, y) + VyyK,{x, y)p ^ 0, 
x > 0 . 
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Maximize K,{x,y) - x^Vi/C(a;,y) - x^Vxx^{x,y)r - ^r^Vii/C(x,y)r 
subject to Va;K](x, y) + Vii/C(x, y)r ^ 0, 
and reproved second order duality theorems imder simpler assumptions than those 
p^e^^ously given by Mangasarian [87]. An alternative approach to higher order du-
ality is given in [125]. 
1.2.5. MINIMAX PROGRAMMING 
Schmitendorf [117] considered the following minimax programming problem: 
(NP) Minimize sup0(x,y) 
subject to ^(x) ^ 0, X G A", 
where F is a compact subset of i?"; (^ (^  •) : il" x iT" -> i? is C^ on J?" x iT* and 
g(-) : R" -^ /T* is C^ on R". 
He established the following necessary and sufficient optimaUty conditions for 
(NP) by defining the set 
y(x) = {y G y I 4>{x,y) = sup <}>{x,z)}. 
T H E O R E M 1.7 (Necessary Conditions). Let x* be a solution of (NP) and the 
vectors Va;Pj(x*), j € J are linearly independent. Then there exist a positive integer 
s, scalars Xi ^ 0, i = 1,2,...,s, /Xj ^ 0,j € M and vectors yi G Y{x*),i = 
1,2 ,5, such that 
s m 
Y^XiV:,(l>{x\yi) + Y,^ljV^gj{x*) = 0, 
1=1 j = i 
5 
1=1 
Also, if /3 is the number of nonzero / i j , l ^ s + j 8 ^ n + l. 
T H E O R E M 1.8 (Sufficient Conditions). Let x* e Xo. Let g{-) be a convex function 
of X and for every y eY, let (/>(•, y) be a convex function of x. If there is a positive 
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ml teger s, 1 ^ s ^ n + 1, if there are scalars Aj ^  0, i = 1,2,..., s, Y^Xi ^0 and 
i = l 
A'j = 0. 3 ^  M and if there are vectors yi 6 Y{x*), z = 1,2,..., s, such that 
s m 
i= l j = l 
then X* is a minimax solution. 
Tanimoto [123] appUed these optimahty conditions to define the following dual 
problem to (NP): 
m 
max sup (l>{x, y) + V" Atj^ j {x), 
{s,X,y)eK (i,^)GH(3,A,y) ^ 
where K is the set of triplets {s,X,y), where s ranges over the integers 1 ^ s ^ 
s 
n + 1, A = (Ai, Aa,..., A,) with Aj > 0, i = 1,2,..., s, X) -^ j = 1 and H(s,X,y) 
denotes the set of all (i./x) G iT x R"" satisfying 
s m 
E ^i Vx (f>{x,yi) + E Mj V 9j{x) = 0, 
i= l j = l 
{yi ,y2, . - - ,y5}cy(x) , 
( s ,A ,y)eX, 
and he derived the duality theorems for convex minimax programming. Weir [131] 
relaxed the convexity assmnptions in the sufficient optimality of [117] and employed 
the optimality conditions to construct several dual problems. 
1.2.6. DUALITY IN MULTIOBJECTIVE PROGRAMMING 
Duality, which is a fruitful theory and plays an important role in mathematical 
programming, has been extended to multiobjective optimization since late 1970's. 
Isermann [57-59] developed multiobjective duahty in the linear case. Duahty for 
linear vector maximum problems with matrix variables was discussed by Corley 
30]. For the nonhnear cases, duality has been developed by Bitran [21], Craven 
35], Kawasaki [67], Tanino and Sawaragi [124] etc. These studies differ in their 
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approach as well as the sense m which 'OptimaUty' is defined for the multiobjec-
tive programming problem. Bitran's development associates a matrix, rather than a 
vector, to efficient points of the saddle point dual. Craven treated the problem from 
the strong vector minimization view point rather than the Pareto minimization. 
Kawasaki's work is based on the conjugate set valued function, the Lagrangian and 
minimum techniques. Tanino and Sawaragi developed a duality theory for convex 
multiobjective problems using a vector-valued Lagrangian function and exploring 
the properties of primal and dual point to set maps. 
Sector et al. [13] and Singh [119] discussed Mond-Weir tjrpe duahty in multi-
objective programming using the constraint quaUfication [118] based on the idea of 
convergence vector imder different generaUzed convexity assmnptions. They consid-
ered the following dual problem: 
(D) Maximize f{y) 
subject to A^V/(y) + f^'^^giy) = 0, 
t^'^giy) ^ 0, 
A > 0, /x ^  0, 
and proved the duaUty theorems relating the efficient solutions of (VP) and (D). 
Gulati and Talaat [48] obtained these duahty relations without any constraint qual-
ification under weaker convexity assumptions as follows: 
T H E O R E M 1.9 (Weak Duahty). Let x and (y, A,/i) be feasible solutions of (VP) 
and (D), respectively. If X^f is pseudoconvex and n^g is quasiconvex at y, then 
X^fix) ^  X^fiy). 
T H E O R E M 1.10 (Strong DuaUty). Let X be a properly efficient solution of (VP) 
and let g satisfy the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification at x. Then there exist 
X € R'' and p. € iT" such that {y = x,X,p,) is feasible for (D) and objective values 
of (VP) and (D) are equal. Also, if weak duality (Theorem 1.9) holds for all feasible 
solutions of (VP) and (D), then (z, A, ^) is a properly efficient solution of (D). 
T H E O R E M 1.11 (Converse DuaUty). Let {y, A, p) be a weakly efficient solution of 
(D), the nxn Hessian matrix V^(A^/(y) + fJ^g{y)) be positive or negative definite 
and V/i(y),i e K he Unearly independent. Also, if weak duaUty (Theorem 1.9) 
holds for all feasible solutions of (VP) and (D), then y is a properly efficient solution 
of (VP). 
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Weir (128,129] first discvissed Wolfe type duality for properly efficient solutions. 
However, the contributions of Craven [37], Weir and Jeyakumar [132] and Weir and 
Mond [133] are for weakly efficient solutions. 
1.3. SUMMARY OF THE THESIS 
This thesis is concerned with the study of optimality Qonditions and duality 
results for some vector optimization problems. The results obtained are discussed 
in Chapters II to VII. 
In Chapter II, we consider the following nonsmooth multiobjective optimization 
problem: 
(EP) Minimize f{x) = [/i(x),fiix),...,fk{x)] 
subject to xeXo = {x€X \ g{x) S 0}, 
where f : X -^ R'', and g : X -> R^ are locally Lipschitz functions. 
For (EP), we introduce the notion of [J^, p, a)-type I functions and their gener-
alizations. Based upon the introduced notion, Karush-Kuhn-Tucker type sufficient 
optimality conditions for (EP) are established and visual duality results are discussed 
for the following general Mond-Weir type dual to (EP): 
(ED) Maximize f{y) + X] Mj{y)e 
subject to 
k m 
Y^fijQM^O, P=l,2,...,r, 
i=l 
Chapter III deals with the multiobjective subset/fractional subset programming 
problems. Firstly, the class of generalized (JF, a, p, d)-type I n-set functions is intro-
duced and sufficiency results for the following multiobjective subset programming 
problem are discussed: 
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(P) Minimize F{S) = [Fi(S),F^iS),...,Fk{S)] 
subject to Gj{S) ^ 0, j e M, 5 = (5i, ^ j , . . . , 5„) G A"", 
where A" is the n-fold product of a-algebra A of subsets of a given set X, Fi, i^ K 
and Gj, j € M are real-valued functions defined on A^. Further, we extend these 
results to fractional analogue of (P) involving generalized (^, a, p, d)-V-type I func-
tions. 
In Chapter IV, we concern with a nonlinear multiobjective progranuning prob-
lem, where the objectives and the constraints are differentiable functions on an open 
set X C R^. Along the lines of Mond and Zhang [107], Zhang and Mond [145] and 
Ahmad and Husain [6], we have introduced second order {!F, a, p, d)-V'-convex func-
tion and its generalizations. By means of an example, it is shown that the introduced 
class generalizes most of the previous classes of generalized convex functions. Mak-
ing use of these assumptions, weak, strong and strict converse duaUty theorems are 
proved for the following second order vector duals: 
MANGASARIAN TYPE DUAL 
( m m 
fiiy) + E f^My) - ip^^Viiv) + E HaM)?, 
m m \ 
• • •, fkiv) + E miv) - W'^Vkiv) + E m{y))p 
subject to 
k m. 
X;(VAi/i(y) + '^'XiMy)p) + Y^C^mM + '^%9Ay)p) = o. 
1=1 j = i 
it 
i= l 
MOND-WEIR TYPE DUAL 
(SMD) Maximize (/i(y) - ^VVi (y )p , • • •, fk{y) - \p^V^My)p) 
subject to 
k m 
Y^{y>^ifi{y) + V2Ai/i(y)p) + Y^iVpjgjiy) + V^Pjgj{y)p) = 0, 
1=1 j = i 
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m ^ m 
2' 
3=1 J = l 
GENERAL MOND-WEIR TYPE DUAL 
(SGD) Maximize ( /i(y) + E /Xj9,(y) - Ip^'^Viiv) + E t^j9j{y))P, 
•. •, fk{y) + E M.-^ i(2/) - y V^(A(y) + E MiP.(2/))P) 
subject to 
fe m 
1=1 j = i 
E ^i5i(y) - l^"^^ E i^5^ (^ )P ^  0, ^ = 1,2,..., r, 
ieJ/3 ieJ^ 
A^O, X]Ai = l, 
1=1 
Chapter V is divided into five sections. In Section 5.1, a brief description of 
the related work is given. In Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we formulate the following sec-
ond order dual models for a nondifferentiable multiobjective programming problem 
(NMP): 
MANGASARIAN TYPE DUAL 
(NWD) Maximize {fi{y) + ^ ^g{y) + y'^B^wi - Ip^V^My) + iFg{y)]v, 
•••, fk{y) + fi^giy) + y'B.w, - Ip'V^My) + iF9{y)}p) 
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subject to 
i : Ai(V/i(y) + Vyi{y)p + BiWi) + Vn^g{y) + V''ijiFg{y)p = 0, 
VJ, <i'^BiWi ^ l , ieK, 
t = i 
MOND-WEIR TYPE DUAL 
(NMD) Maximize (/i(y)+y^BiWi-|p^VVi(y)p, • • •, fM+v'^BkWk-^jFV^fkiv)?) 
subject to 
E \{Vfi{y) + V'My)p + Bm) + V/x^p(y) + V'ffg{y)p = 0, 
i= l 
A^ p^(y) - ^p^vV^p(y)p ^ 0, 
Wi^BiWi ^ 1 , i e i^, 
A>0,/x^O. 
Appropriate duality results are proved under second order (^, a, p, d)-convexity/ 
generalized second order {T, a, p, d)-convexity assumptions. The concept of gener-
alized higher order {T, a, p, d)-type I functions is introduced in Section 5.4 and the 
following unified higher order dual is proposed 
(NHD) Maximize {fi{y) + hi{y,p) - p^Vj,hi{y,p) + y'^B^wi 
• ••, fk{y) + hk{y,p) -p'^Vphk{y,p) + y^BkWk 
+ E fei(y) + fj-jQjiy,p) - p^^piHQjiy^p))]) 
j&Jo 
subject to 
k 
X^Vph{y,p) + E AiSitOi + Vp(/x^g(y,p)) = 0, 
t = i 
E Mj(y) + /^i9i(y,p)-P^Vp(/ij9j(y,p))] ^ Q,/3=l,2,...,r, 
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A>0, EAi = l, /x^O, 
t = i 
and duality relations are presented. The dual (NWD) and (NMD) can be obtained 
by suitable transformations in (NHD). These results generalize the work of Zhang 
[143], Mishra and Rueda [93, 94] and Hachimi and Aghezzaf [50]. 
In Chapter VI, we consider the following nondifferentiable minimax program-
ming problem and establish usual duaUty results for its second order Mangasarian 
type dual (MWD) and general Mond-Weir type dual (MGD) under second order 
{!F. a, p, d)-type I/generalized second order {J^, a, p, rf)-type I assumptions. 
(MMP) Minimize s\xp f{x,y) + (x^Bx) 2 
subject to g{x) ^ 0 , x E X, 
where y is a compact subset of R^, X is an open subset of i2"; f{-,-) : X xY -^ R, 
and g{') : X —>• R^ are twice differentiable functions at x E X, and B is an n x n 
positive semidefinite symmetric matrix. 
Furthermore, these results are extended to higher order duality. 
Chapter VII is related to the study of Mond-Weir type symmetric duality for 
multiobjective fractional variational problems over arbitrary cones. In this chapter, 
we apply generalized .F-convexity on the functions involved in order to prove weak, 
strong and converse duaUty theorems. The formulated programs are: 
(SP) Minimize J^P{t,x,x,y,tf)dt J^f{t,x,x,y,y)dt J^f''{t,x,x,y,y)dt 
J^h^{t,x,x,y,if)dt' J^h'^{t,x,x,y,y)dt' ' J^h''{t,x,x,y,y)dt 
subject to 
x{a) = 0 = x{b), y{a) = 0 = y{b), 
x{a) = 0 - x{b), y{a) = 0 = y{b), 
k 
J2 A' {H'{x, y) ( 4 - £»4) - F'ix, y) (/ij, - Dh}^ } e C^ t e I, 
1 = 1 
k 
y{tf ^ A^  {H\x, y) {f; - Df^ - F'{X, y) (/i; - Dh)^ } ^ 0, t G /, 
i = l 
A > 0, x{t) eCx, te I. 
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(SD) Maximize J^f^{t,u,u,v,v)dt J^p{t,u,u,v,v)dt J^f''{t,u,u,v,v)dt 
J^ h^{t,u,u,V, v)dt J^ h'^{t,u, it, v, v)dt J^ h''{t,u,u, v,v)dt 
subject to 
u{a) = 0 = ^(6), v{a) = 0 = v{h), 
u{a) = 0 = u{b), v{a) = 0 = v{b), 
k 
- 5] ; V {W{u,v) (/i - Dfi) - F'"(u,t;) (K - Dhy } G CI t G /, 
t = l 
k 
1=1 
A > 0, v{t) G C2, t G I. 
Under additional assumptions of skew symmetry and symmetry, these programs 
are shown to be self duals. Moreover, the static case of these programs is also pre-
sented and only the statements of the corresponding duaUty theorems are given. 
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Chapter II 
OPTIMALITY AND DUALITY FOR NONSMOOTH 
VECTOR OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS 
The results of this chapter have been accepted for pubhcation in 
Journal of Nonlinear and Convex Analysis, 8 (2007). 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of nonsmooth optimization using locally Lipschitz functions was put 
forward by FVancis Clarke in 1980's. He extended the properties of convex functions 
to the case of locally Lipschitz functions by suitably defining a generalized deriva-
tive and a subdifferential. Zhao [146] established optimality conditions and duaUty 
results in nonsmooth scalar programming assuming Clarke [29] generalized subgra-
dients under type 1 functions. Mishra and Mukherjee [92] extended the concept 
of V'-pseudoinvexity and y-quasiinvexity to the case of nonsmooth multiobjective 
programming problem and derived suflBicient optimality conditions and duality re-
sults. Kuk and Tanino [74] obtained optimality conditions and duaUty theorems 
for nonsmooth multiobjective programming problems involving generalized type I 
vector-valued fimctions. Recently, Kim and Schaible [71] treated the nonsmooth 
multiobjective programming problem [74] with the addition of equahty constraints 
and discussed a number of suflBcient optimaUty conditions and duality relations un-
der various generalized invexity assumptions. 
Being inspired by the excellent work of Kuk and Tanino [74] in nonsmooth mul-
tiobjective programming, we combine the classes of [T, p)-con-veK fimctions [113] 
and type I functions [54, 115] in order to define {J^, p, a) - type I functions and their 
generahzations. These concepts are then used to establish Karush-Kuhn-Tucker 
type sufficient optimality conditions for a feasible point of (EP) to be efficient or 
properly efficient. Moreover, weak, strong and strict converse duality theorems are 
discussed for a general Mond-Weir type dual of (EP). 
2.2. PRELIMINARIES 
A function / : HJ^ —> R is said to be locally Lipschitz at x G i2", if there exist 
scalars 5 > 0 and e > 0 such that 
\f{x')-f{x^)\ S S\\x'-x^\\, for all x\x^Ex + eB, 
where x + cB is the open ball of radius e about x. 
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The generalized directional derivative [29] of a locally Lipschitz function / at x 
in the direction v e BP, denoted by f°{x\v), is as follows: 
f°{x; v) = lim sup 
y-^x 
f{y + tv)-f{y) 
The Clarke generalized gradient [29] of / at x is defined by 
df{x) = {T 6 fi" I f{x;v) ^ T'^V, for all u G i?"} . 
The function / is said to be regular at x in the sense of Clarke [29], if /°(x; v) 
f'{x;v), where f'{x;v) is the directional derivative 
f'(x\ v) = lim f{x + tv)-f{x)] 
Consider the following nonsmooth multiobjective optimization problem: 
(EP) Minimize /(x) = [/i(x), /2(x),..., /fc(x)] 
subject to X e Xo = {x e X \ g{x) ^ 0}, 
where f : X -¥ R'', and g : X -^ i?" are locally Lipschitz functions. 
We introduce {!F, p, cr)-type I/generalized {J^, p, a)-type I functions as follows: 
Let J" be sublinear and let the functions / and g be locally Lipschitz at a given 
point X e X. Let piE R,ie K, Uj e R, j e M and d{-, •) : X x X -^ R. 
D E F I N I T I O N 2 . 1 . For each ie K mdj e M, {fi,gj) is said to be (J", p, cr)-type 
I at X G X, if for all x G Xo, we have 
fi{x) - fi{x) ^ JF(x,x;Ci) + PiCp{x,x), for all ^^  G dfi{x), 
- gj(x) ^ f{x,x-Xj) + aj(f{x,x), for all Q G dgj{x). 
(2.1) 
In (2.1), if the inequality is strict, then {fi,gj) is said to be (.?^ , p, cr)-semistrictly-
type I at X. 
R E M A R K 2 . 1 . if p^  = O, J^(X, X; i^) = ^Trj{x, x),ieK and aj = 0, Tix, x; C;) = 
Cjj]{x,x), j G M for a certain mapping rj : Xo x X -^ RP-, then above definition 
reduces to one of type I functions defined in [74]. 
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E X A M P L E . Consider the following multiobjective optimization problem: 
Minimize f{x) = [fi{x)j2{x)] 
subject to g{x) ^ 0 , x G X, 
where / = (/:, fi) : X{= R) -> R'^ and g : X{= R) ^ R are given by 
f f \ ^ S ^^ + ^'y - l ^ a ; < 0 , 
f(.\ f a:2 ; - 1 ^ X < 0, 
•^'^"^^^Ix; O ^ x ^ l , 
and 
9{x) = |x| - 1 ^  0. 
The feasible region is Xo = {x : - 1 ^ x ^ 1}. 
The Clarke generalized gradients of / i , /2 and g at x = 0 are 
dfiiO) = { 6 : 1 ^ 6 ^ 3}, a/2(0) = { 6 : 0 ^ 6 ^ 1 } and 5^(0) = {C : - 1 ^ C ^ li-
lt can be easily seen that (fug), i = 1,2 is (.F,p,a)-type I at x = 0 € X, for 
the subhnear functional T{x,x;a) = aF{x^ + x), d(x,x) = ^/x + x -2, p = 2 and 
(7 = 3. But (/i, g), i = 1,2 is not type I [74] as can be verified by taking p = 0 and 
a = 0. 
D E F I N I T I O N 2.2. For each % e K and j e M, (fugj) is said to be {T,p,a)-
quasipseudo-type I at x G X, if for all x G Xo, we have 
fi{x) ^ fi{x) =^ H^,x;^i) ^ -Pi(f{x,x), for all ^i E dfi{x), 
T{x, x; Q Z -(Tj(f{x, x) = > -9j{x) ^ 0, for all Q e dgj{x). (2.2) 
If (2.2) is satisfied as 
JF(x,x;(,) ^ -aj(f{x,x) =4> -gj{x) > 0, for all Q e dgj{x), 
then {fi,gj) is said to be (J", p, cr)-quasi-strictlypseudo-type I at x. 
D E F I N I T I O N 2 .3 . For each i e K and j e M, {fi,9j) is said to be {T,p,a)-
pseudoquasi-type I at x G X, if for all x G XQ, we have 
T{x, x; Ci) ^ -Pid^{x, x) = ^ fi{x) ^ fi{x), for all i^ G dfiix), (2.3) 
-gj{x) ^ 0 =^ !F{x,x; Cj) ^ -crjd^(x, x), for all (j G dgj{x). 
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If (2.3) is satisfied as 
H^,x;ii) ^ -Pid\x,x) =^ fi{x) > /i(x), for aU ^ ^ € a/i(x), 
then ifugj) is said to be (JF, p, a)-strictlypseudo-quasi-type I at x. 
2.3. SUFFICIENCY 
In this section, we obtain Karnsh-Kuhn-Tucker type sufficient optimaUty con-
ditions for a feasible point of (EP) to be efficient or properly efficient. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 1 . Suppose that there exist a feasible solution x of (EP) and scalars 
k 
Xi^O. ieK,Y,Xi = l and p,j ^ 0, j G J such that 
i= l 
OGEM/i(x)+E/ i i%(S)- (2.4) 
i= i jeJ 
If 
[i) {fi^9j)y i ^ K, j e J is (J^, p, o-)-semistrictly-type I at x; and 
it 
(u) Yl ^iPi + E fij<^j = 0' 
1=1 jeJ 
then X is an efficient solution of (EP). 
P R O O F . Condition (2.4) impUes that there exist i^ G dfi{x), i G /C and Cj € 
dgjix)-, j e J satisfying 
E Ui + E /iiCi = 0. (2.5) 
t= i jeJ 
Now, suppose that x is not an efficient solution of (EP), then there exists a feasible 
solution X of (EP) and an index / such that 
fi{x) ^ fi{x), i G Ki 
and ji{x) < fi{x), I G K. 
k _ 
These two inequahties with Xi^O, i E K,^Xi = 1 lead to 
1=1 
EAi/i(x)^EAi/i(x). 
1=1 i = l 
Also, we have - E fijOji^) = 0. 
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By h>-pothesis (i), we have 
Ux)-Ux)>r{x,x;^i) + p^d\x,x), for all 4i € 9/i(x), i G K, (2.6) 
-g,{x)^T{x,x;Cj) + <^jd\x,x), for aU Q ^ dgjix), j e J. (2.7) 
On multiplying (2.6) by A, ^  0, i G K, (2.7) by fij ^0, j e J and summing over i 
and j , respectively, we get 
o^j:xJ^{x)-i:xJ^{x)>J'{x,x•i:Ui)+i:~XiPid:'{x,x), foraueiGa/i(x), (2.8) 
1=1 t = l »=1 t = l 
0 = - E fijQA^) ^ ^ (^ . ^; E /ijO) + E MjO-jd2(x, x), for aU Cj e a5i(x). (2.9) 
Now relations (2.8). (2.9) and the sublinearity of J^ imply 
T{x. .r; E x,^, + E MJ) = H^^ ;^ E \Q + H^^ S". E P-jQ) 
1=1 j e J t=i jeJ 
k 
< - ( E V t + EP-]Oj)S{x,x) 
^ 0, (by hyp. (ii)). 
This implies, E '^ tCt + E P-jQ T^  0' 
which is a contradiction to (2.5). Hence x is an efficient solution of (EP). 
T H E O R E M 2.2. Suppose that there exist a feasible solution x of (EP) and scalars 
k _ 
A, ^ 0,2 e ir, E '^ t = 1 and fij^OJ eJ such that (2.4) holds. If 
1=1 
k 
(^ ) ( E ^tft> E fijQj) is (.F,pi,cri)-strictlypseudo-quasi-type I at x; and 
1=1 JGJ 
{h) pi + CTi ^  0, 
then X is an efficient solution of (EP). 
P R O O F . Following the proof of Theorem 2.1, we obtain 
E A,/.(x) ^ E KMx) 
t= i t= i 
and -EMA^) = 0. 
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From hypothesis (i), it follow that 
^(x,x; E >^iCi) < -Pid^ix^i), for all ii 6 dfi{x), i 6 K, 
T{x, x; Y, HQ ^ -0\d^{p, x), for all Q € dgj{x), j € J. 
Using rhe sublinearity of !F and /9i + ffi ^ 0, we again reach at a contradiction like 
Theorem 2.1. 
The following theorem can be proved along the similar Unes of the proof of The-
orem 2.2. 
T H E O R E M 2 .3 . Suppose that there exist a feasible solution x of (EP) and scalars 
fc _ 
A; ^ 0. / 6 A', E -^ i = 1 ^ ^^ Mj ^  0, j € J such that (2.4) holds. If 
i=l 
k 
{i) lIZ ^ifi^ Z) fijQj) ^ ^ (.^, P2,C2)-quasi-strictlypseudo-type I at x; and 
{ii) p2 + 0-2 ^ 0, 
then J- is an efficient solution of (EP). 
T H E O R E M 2.4. Suppose that there exist a feasible solution x of (EP) and scalars 
A, > 0, i e /C and /Zj ^ 0, j € J such that (2.4) holds. If, any one of the followmg 
two sets of hypotheses is satisfied: 
(a) {%) {fi,gj),ieK,j eJ is (J",p, a)-type I at x; and 
k 
{ii) Y, \Pi + E H^^j = 0> 
1=1 jeJ 
k 
(b) (^ ) ( E '^i/i' E P'jOj) is (.F,p3,cr3)-pseudoquasi-type I at i ; and 
t= i j^J 
{ii) P3 + 0-3 ^ 0, 
then J- is a properly efficient solution of (EP). 
P R O O F . Condition (2.4) implies that there exist i^ G dfi{x), i G K and Q e 
dgj{x), j e J satisfying 
^ = EUi+EHCj- (2.10) 
i=i jeJ 
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(a) Since [fuQj), ie K, j e J is (^, p, a)-type I at x, we have for all x G Xo, 
i:hfi{x)-J:~Xifi{x) ^ ^ ( x , x ; E M i ) + E AiPid2(x,x), V^i G dfiix), (2.11) 
i = l t = l i= l t= l 
0 = - E fiiQii^) ^ Hx, x; E PiCi) + E H(riCP{x, x), V Q € dgj{x). (2.12) 
Now relations (2.11), (2.12) and the sublinearity of J^ imply that 
E Ai/i(a:) - E Ai/i(x) ^ ^(x, x; E Ui) + E AiPid2(x, x) 
1=1 i= l t=l i= l 
+ :F(X,X; E AiCj) + E fij(^j(^{x, x) 
^ :F(x, x; E >^iii + E fiiCj) + ( E AiPi + E Jij<^j)<^{x, x) 
i= i j e J t= i i&j 
^ ( E AiPi + E fijCTj)(f{x,x), (by (2.10)) 
i=i i e J 
^ 0 , (by hyp. (ii)). 
Hence, by Theorem 1.3, x is a properly efficient solution of (EP). 
(b) Since gj{x) = 0, /ij ^ 0, j e J, the second part of hypothesis (i) gives 
^(x,x; E Mj) ^ -(T3(^{x,x), for all Q G dgj{x), j € J. 
The above inequaUty together with the sublinearity of J^, (2.10) and hypothesis (ii) 
k 
impUes J"(x,x; E ^i6) = -P3(P{x,x), for all ^i e dfi{x), i e K, 
i= l 
which on applying the first part of hypothesis (i) yields 
EAi/ i (x)^EAi/ i (x) . 
i= l i=l 
Hence, by Theorem 1.3, x is a properly efiicient solution of (EP). 
2.4. GENERAL MONO-WEIR TYPE DUALITY 
In this section, we discuss weak, strong and strict converse duality theorems 
between (EP) and its general Mond-Weir type dual (ED). 
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ED) Maximize f{y)+ Y, H9j{yy 
subject to 
k 
0 G Y, ^M{y) + 
Ai ^  0, ieK, 
fij ^ 0 , j e M, 
i = l 
where e = (1 ,1 , . . . , 1) € R'' and J^CM, (3 
r 
and (J Ji3 = M. 
0=0 
j = l 
/3= l ,2 , . . . , r , 
= 0,1,2,..., r with J^nJ^ 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
= 0, /3 7^7, 
T H E O R E M 2.5 (Weak Duality). Assume that for all feasible x for (EP) and all 
feasible (y, A, /z) for (ED), any one of the following two sets of hypotheses is satisfied: 
k 
(a) (i) ( ^ Xifi+ ^ fijQj, Y. N9j, P = 
quasi-type I at y; and 
[ii) Pi + E ou Z 0, 
/ j= i 
: l ,2, . . . , r) is(J",pi , a-ij3)-strictlypseudo-
A: 
(b) (i) ( E ^»/i + E Mi^ j. E H9h /5 = 1> 2 , . . . , r) is (J^, p2, a-2/3)-quasi-strictly 
pseudo-type I at y; and 
r (ii) P2 + E <^23 ^ 0. 
/3=1 
Then the following cannot hold: 
/(a:) < /(y) + E Mi5i(y)e. 
P R O O F , (a) Suppose to the contrary that 
/ (2:)</(y)+EMi9;(y)e (2.18) 
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k 
holds. Since x is feasible for (EP), A. ^ 0, i G X, E -^ i = 1 and ,^- ^ 0, ; G M, 
t = i 
then (2.18) imphes 
E Vi(a:)+ E H9i{^) ^ E Ai/i(y)+ E f^i9M- (2-i9) 
Also, from (2.14), we have 
- EM.P.(y)^0, / ?= l , 2 , . . . , r . (2.20) 
Using (2.19) and (2.20), hypothesis (i) gives 
Hx,y; E Ai^i+ E MiO) < -Pi<i'(x,y), for aU {i G a/i(y), i 6 /<:, (2.21) 
^(x,y; E f^jQ)^-axp(f{x,y)JoTa\\Cjedgj{y),jeJ0,0 = l,2,...,r. (2.22) 
By the sublinearity of J^, we summarize (2.21) and (2.22) to get 
fern k T 
^{x,y\E Ai^ i + EMjCj) ^ H^,y\E AiCi + E HQ) + E -^(2;,^; E i^iQ) 
t= i j = i t= i jeJo /3=i jGJ^ 
r 
< -(pi + Y.oifi)^{x,y)-
r 
Since Pi + E ^W = 0) ^^ ^^ve 
fc m 
:^(a;,y;EAi^i+EMi)<0. (2.23) 
i=l j = l 
From condition (2.13), there exist i^ G ^/t(y), i G X and Cj G dgj{y), j e M such 
that 
fc m 
E \^i + E A^ iO = 0, 
i= l j = l 
which implies 
fc m 
^(3:,y;EAi6 + E/^iCi) = 0, 
contradicting (2.23). Hence /(x) < f{y) + E f^j9j{y)^ caimot hold. 
(b). Under this hypothesis, (2.21) holds as ^ inequahty (with pi — P2) and (2.22) 
holds as strict inequality (with aip — 0-2/3) and again we obtain (2.23). 
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D E F I N I T I O N 2.4 (Cottle Constraint Qualification). Let fi, ieK and gj, j eM 
be locally Lipschitz functions at a point x e Xo- Problem (EP) is said to sat-
isfy the Cottle constraint qualification at x, if either pj(x) < 0, for all j € M, or 
0 ^ conv {dgj{x) : gj{x) = 0}, where conv denotes the convex hull. 
T H E O R E M 2.6 (Karush-Kuhn-Tucker Type Necessary Conditions) [89]. Assume 
that X is an efficient solution of (EP) at which the Cottle constraint qualification is 
k 
satisfied. Then there exist scalars Ai ^ 0, i G A", X) A, = 1, ^j ^ 0, j G M such 
t = i 
that 
fc m 
0 e X^ Xidfiix) + Y, t^jdgjix), (2.24) 
1=1 i = i 
fXjgjix) = 0, j G M. (2.25) 
T H E O R E M 2.7 (Strong DuaUty). Let X be an efficient solution of (EP) at which 
k _ 
the Cottle constraint qualification is satisfied. Then there exist A G R'', ^ Aj = 1 
i=l 
and p, G i?" such that {x, A, fi) is feasible for (ED) and the objective values of (EP) 
and (ED) are equal. If weak duaUty (Theorem 2.5) holds, then (x, A, p) is an efficient 
solution of (ED). 
k 
P R O O F . By Theorem 2.6, there exist scalars A, ^ 0, i G /(', X^  Ai = 1 and 
_ »=i fij ^ 0,j G M such that (2.24) and (2.25) hold. Therefore, (x,A,/x) is a feasible 
solution of (ED) and the objective values of (EP) and (ED) are equal. Now, suppose 
that (x. A, p) is not an efficient solution of (ED). Then there exists a feasible solution 
(y, A, i-i) of (ED) such that 
/(x) + J2 P'j9jix)e < f{y) + E fJ-j9jiy)e-
Prom the above inequality and (2.25), we have 
fix) < fiy) + J2 H9j{y)e, 
which contradicts weak duality (Theorem 2.5). Hence (x, A, p,) is an efficient solution 
of (ED). 
T H E O R E M 2.8 (Strict Converse Duality). Let x and {y,\,p) be the feasible 
solutions of (EP) and (ED), respectively, such that 
ii) E \fi{x) ^ E XJ,{y) + E PMV)^ (2.26) 
'=1 i=i jeJo 
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(ii) ( E ^i / i+ E H9h E Mh /? = 1,2,. . . ,r) is (:F, pi,ai/3)-strictlypseudo-quasi-
type I at y; and 
r 
(iii) pi + E <^ i/J = 0-
Then x = y. 
P R O O F . We assume that x ^y and exhibit a contradiction. By hypothesis (ii), 
we have 
^(x,y; E Hi + E NQ ^ -Pi^(^,y) 
t = l j€Jo 
=^ E ^i/i(S) + E ftidiix) > E Ai/i(y) + E N9j{yl (2-27) 
- E /ii^iCi/) ^ 0 = > .7 (^x, y; E /iiO) S -(T,0(f{x, y), /? = 1,2,..., r. (2.28) 
Since (y, A, p) is feasible for (ED), we obtain 
- E / i i ^ i ( y ) ^ 0 , / 3 = l , 2 , . . . , r . (2.29) 
jeJg 
Relation (2.28) along with (2.29) yields 
Hi,m E fijCj) ^ -ai^d2(x,y), /3 = 1,2,... ,r. (2.30) 
From condition (2.13), there exist ^i G dfi{y) and Cj ^ ^5j(y) such that 
fc _ m E ><i^i + E /^ Ki = 0, 
t= i j = i 
which along with the sublinearity of T gives 
ik m 
0 = :^(x,y;E^i^i + E/iiO) 
t=i i=i 
^ :F(x,y;E AiCi + E AjO) + E ^(s.y; E AiO). (2.31) 
t=i ieJo /3=i ie./;9 
The inequality (2.31) together with (2.30) reveals 
H^,y] E>'iii + E AjCi) ^ E <7i/3d^( ,^j/) 
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and by hypothesis (iii), we have 
H^, m E Ui + E MiCi) Z -picPix, y). (2.32) 
The mequaUties (2.27) and (2.32) imply 
* _ * _ 
E ^^ifii^) + E fij9j{^) > E ^i/i(y) + E mM-
Since ^ ftiQiix) ^ 0, we obtain 
i= l i=l iG./o 
contradicting (2.26). Hence x — y. 
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Chapter III 
SUFFICIENCY FOR MULTIOBJECTIVE SUBSET 
PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
A part of this chapter has been accepted for publication in Journal 
of Global Optimization, DOI 10.1007/sl0898-007-9150-4. 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of optimizing n-set functions was initiated by Morris [108], whose 
results are confined to set functions of a single set only. Such types of programming 
problems have various interesting applications in fluid flow [19], electrical insulator 
design [23], regional design (districting, facility location, warehouse layout, urban 
planning etc.) [32, 33], statistics [39, 111] and optimal plasma confinement [127]. 
Corley [31] generalized the results of Morris [108] to n-set functions and discussed 
optimality conditions and Lagrangian duality. Several authors have shown interest 
in studying optimization problems involving differentiable n-set functions. For brief 
survey of multiobjective subset programming and multiobjective fractional subset 
programming, the readers are advised to consult [11, 16, 81-83, 114, 139, 140] and 
[12, 20, 61, 68, 91, 141, 142], respectively 
Motivated by Liang et al. [79, 80], Hanson and Mond [54] and Preda et al. 
[114], we introduce the class of generalized {T^ a, p, d)-type I n-set functions for the 
following nonlinear multiobjective subset programming problem: 
(P) Minimize F{S) = [Fi(5), ^2(5) , . . . , Fk{S)] 
subject to Gj{S) ^0, jeM, S = {81,82, • • . , 5„) G ^ " , 
where A"^ is the n-fold product of a-algebra A; Fi, i G K and Gj, j G M are real-
valued n-set functions defined on A"". Let X' = {8 \ 8 E A"", Gj{8) ^ 0, j G M} 
be the set of all feasible solutions of (P). 
Based upon these functions, sufficiency theorems are discussed for properly ef-
ficient, efficient and weakly efficient solutions of (P). Further, we prove parametric 
and semi-parametric sufficient efficiency conditions for a fractional analogue of (P) 
involving generalized {J^, a, p, d)-V-type I assumptions. 
3.2. NOTATIONS A N D DEFINITIONS 
Let {X, A, n) be a finite atomless measure space with Li{X, A, /x) separable and 
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let d be the pseudometric on ^ " defined by 
diS,T) = 
.p=i 
, 5 = (5i,52,...,5„), T = (Ti,T2,. . . ,T„)e^", 
where A denotes symmetric difference; thus, {A^, d) is a pseudometric space. For 
h e Li(X,A,fj,) and Z € A with characteristic function xz ^ o^oC-X", A A*). ^^^ 
integral /^ h d/i will be denoted by {h, xz)-
We next define the notions of differentiabiUty and convexity for n-set functions. 
These were originally introduced by Morris [108] for set functions and subsequently 
extended by Cor ley [31] to n-set functions. 
A function 0 : -4. ->• il is said to be differentiable at S* G A, if there exist 
D(}){S*) 6 Li{X,A,n), called the derivative of 0 at S* and V^ : Ax A-^ R such 
that for each S ^ A, 
cl>{S) = (l>{S*) + {Dcf>{S*), xs - Xs^) + V^{S, S*), 
where V^(5,5*) is o{d{S, 5*)), that is, limd(s,s.)^o ^ ^ y = 0. 
A fimction F : A^ -^ R\s said to have a partial derivative at 5* = {Sl,S2,..., 5*) € 
A^ with respect to its pth argument, if the function 
((>{Sp) = F(5i , . . . , S*_i,Sp, 5 ^ 1 , . . . , 5*) 
has derivative I></>(5*) and we define DpF{S*) = D(I>{S;). If DpF{S*), p = 1,2,..., n, 
all exist, then we put DF{S*) = {DiF{S*), ^2^(5*), . . . , D„F(5*)). 
A function F : A^ -^ Ris said to be differentiable at S*, if there exist DF{S*) 
and WF : A'' X A"" ^ R such that 
n 
F{S) = F{S*) + Y,{DpF{S*), xs, - xs;) + Wp{S,S% 
where WF{S, S*) is o{d{S, S*)) for all 5 G A"". 
It was shown in [108] that for any triplet {S,Y,X) e Ax Ax [0,1], there exist 
sequences {Sk} and {Yk} in A such that 
Xs, ^ X^s\Y and XY, ^  (1 - A),,^ ^^ (a) 
imply 
XSkUY^uisnY) ^ A s^ + (1 - A)^ y, (6) 
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where ^ denotes weak* convergence of elements in Loo{X,A,^) and 5 \ y is the 
complement of Y relative to 5. The sequence {Vk{X)} = {Sk U Vfc U (5 n Y)} satis-
fying (a) and (b) is called the Morris sequence associated with (5, Y, A). 
D E F I N I T I O N 3 . 1 . A function ^ : .4" -> /? is said to be (strictly) convex, if for 
every (5, Y, X) e A^xA^x [0,1], there exists a Morris sequence {Vlfc(A)} in A^ such 
that 
limsup<^{yfe(A)) ( < ) ^ \(f>{S) + {l-X)(t>{Y). 
k-¥O0 
It was shown in [31, 108] that if a differentiable function (f) : A^ —^ Ris (strictly) 
convex, then 
n 
0(5) ( > ) ^ <!>{¥)+ Y,{D,cl>{Y),xs,-XY,) yS,YeA\ 
p=i 
We now define a new class of generaUzed {T, a, p, d)-type I n-set functions. This 
class of functions may be viewed as an n-set version of a combination of two classes 
of point-functions: generaUzed {T, a, p, (i)-convex functions and generalized type I 
functions, which were introduced by Liang et al. [79, 80] and Hanson and Mond 
[54], respectively. 
Let T{S,S*; •) : L'i{X,A,n) -^ Rhe sublinear and 6 : A"" x A"" -^ A"" x A"" 
be a function such that S ^ S* ^ 0{S,S*) ^ (0,0). Let a = (0^,0^), where 
a\a'^ : A"" xA"" ^ R+\ {0} and p = {p\p'^) such that p^ = {pi, PI, • • •, PI) ^ 
^'^i P^ = (Pi) P2) • • •»Pm) ^ - ^ j i-6-, P^ has k components corresponding to A; com-
ponents of F and p^ has m components corresponding to m components of G. The 
number of components in p^ and p^ may vary depending upon the way of the objec-
tives and the constraint functions, involved in various hypotheses, e.g., the hjrpothe-
sis may be on F, G, X^F and fx'^G etc. For S* e X', J' = {j e M \ Gj{S*) = 0} and 
Gj> will denote the vector of active constraints at S*. The functions F : A^ -^ R'', 
with components Fj, i e K and G : >l" -)• i?"* with components Gj, j e M he 
differentiable at 5* e >t". 
D E F I N I T I O N 3 .2 . For each ieK a.ndj e M, {Fi,Gj) is said to be {T,a,p,d)-
type I at 5* € .A", if for each S 6 X', 
Fi{S) - Fi{S*) ^ J'{S,S*;a\S,S*)DFi{S*)) + plcF{e{S,S*)), 
- Gj{S*) ^ T{S,S*;a''{S,S*)DGj{S*)) + p]d\e{S,S*)). 
D E F I N I T I O N 3 . 3 . For each i e / r and j G M , {Fi,Gj) is said to be {T,a,p,d)-
pseudo-type I at 5* € X", if for each S e X', 
T{S, S*; a\S, S*)DFi{S*)) + p]d\e{S, S*)) ^ 0 ^ F,(5) ^ Fi{S*), 
J'{S,S*;aHS,S*)DGj{S*)) + p'jd\e{S,S*)) ^ 0 => -Gj{S*) ^ 0. 
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D E F I N I T I O N 3.4. For each i e X and j e M, {Fi,Gj) is said to be {T,a,p,d)-
quasi-type l&t S* eA", if for each S eX', 
Fi{S) S Fi{S*) => nS,S*;a\S,S*)DFi{S*)) + pjd^idiS,S*)) ^ 0, ' 
-Gj{S*) ^ 0 => 7{S, 5*; a''{S, S*)DGj{S*)) + p]d\d{S, S*)) ^ 0. 
D E F I N I T I O N 3 .5 . For each i G A: and j e M, {Fi,Gj) is said to be {T,a,p,d)-
pseudoquasi-type I at 5* G A^, if for each 5 G X', 
Fi{S) < Fi{S*) =^ T{S,S*;a\S,S*)DFi{S*)) + p}cP{e{S,S*)) < 0, 
-Gj{S*) ^ 0 =» T{S,S*;a\S,S')DGj{S*)) + p^^d'^ieiS,S*)) ^ 0. 
3.3. SUFFICIENCY IN SUBSET PROGRAMMING 
In this section, we discuss suflSciency for (P) under (.F, a, p, d)-type I/generalized 
{!F,Q,p,d)-type I functions. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 1 . Suppose that there exist a feasible solution S* of (P) and scalars 
X*>0,ieK and p.*^ ^ 0, j G J' such that 
k 
T{S, S'; J2 KDFiiS*) + Y, f^*jDGj{S*)) ^ 0. (3.1) 
t=i jeJ' 
If 
(i) (FuGj), ieK,jeJ'is (.F,a,p,d)-type I at 5*; and 
then 5* is a properly efficient solution of (P). 
P R O O F . By hypothesis (i), we have for all 5 G X' 
Fi{S) - Fi{S*) ^ J'{S,S*;a'{S,S*)DFi{S*)) + pld'ieiS^S*)), 
- Gj{S*) ^ T{S,S*;a'iS,S*)DGj{S*)) + pj<i'{diS,S*)l 
which on using At >0,ieK, p* ^ 0, j G J', a\S, S*) > 0, a'^{S, S*) > 0 and the 
sublinearity of T imply 
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JlKFiiS) t^FiiS*) 
0 = - E M;G (^5*) ^ :^(5,5*; E /^PG,(5*)) + jeJ' 
By the sublinearity of T, we summarize the above inequaUties to get 
t=i jeJ' 
<; 1=1 t = l 
Q 1 ( 5 , 5 * ) a'{S,S*) 
1=1 jeJ ' 
a^{S,S*) a^{S,S*) 
V 
d2(^(5,5*)). (3.2) 
/ 
111 view of h>'pothesis (ii), inequality (3.2) gives 
EA-F, (5) E A : F . ( S * ) k 
^ 0 , (by (3.1)), 
or 
i=\ >. t = l 
As a\S, S*) > 0, it follows that 
EA*F, (5 )^EA*F, (5*) . 
t = i t = i 
Hence, by Theorem 1.3, S* is a properly efficient solution of (P). 
T H E O R E M 3 . 2 . Suppose that there exist a feasible solution S* of (P) and scalars 
A* > 0, ieK and n'^ ^  0, j G J' such that (3.1) holds. If 
(i) (A* F, ^},'^Gj') is (JF, a,p, rf)-pseudoquasi-type I at 5*; and 
P\ P2 (ii) "^ + ^ > 0 
then 5* is an efficient solution of (P). 
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P R O O F . Suppose that S* is not an efficient solution of (P). Then there exists a 
feasible solution S such that 
F{S) < F{S*). 
As A* > 0, ie K, it follows that 
ZKFi{S)<EKFiiS*). (3.3) 
i= l 1=1 
Also, Gj{S*) = 0 and /x^  ^  0, j G J' yield 
E H*Gj{S*) = 0. (3.4) 
The h>-pothesis (i), inequalities (3.3) and (3.4) imply 
T{S,S*;a\S,S*) t KDFi{S*)) + p\dP{e{S,S*)) < 0, 
J-(5,5*; aHS, S*) E Pi*jDGj{S')) + pl(P{e{S, S*)) ^ 0, 
which by a\S, S*) > 0, a^iS, S*) > 0 and the subUnearity of .F give 
By the subUnearity of .F, we sununarize the above inequaUties to get 
k 
1=1 i e J ' 
^ :^(5, S*; E A*£)Fi(5*)) + :F(5, S*; E /^PG,(5*)) 
t=l J6J' 
Using hypothesis (ii), (3.5) reduces to 
T{S, 5*; E A*DFi(5*) + E M ; ^ G , ( 5 * ) ) < 0, 
t=i jeJ' 
which contradicts (3.1). Hence 5* is an efficient solution of (P). 
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R E M A R K 3 . 1 . in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, ii X^ > 0, i e K is replaced by 
k 
A* ^ 0, i G K,'^X* = 1, we get the weak efficiency of S* for (P). Below we 
t = i 
give these results. 
T H E O R E M 3 .3 . Suppose that there exist a feasible solution S* of (P) and scalars 
k 
A* ^ 0, i 6 K, ^ A^  = 1 and n*. ^ 0, j G J' such that (3.1) holds. If 
1 = 1 
(i) {Fi,Gj), ieK,jeJ' is (J-,a,p,d)-type I at S*; and 
EA-pJ E />? 
then S* is a weakly efficient solution of (P). 
P R O O F . Following the proof of Theorem 3.1, we obtain 
E KFiiS) E KFiis*) 
1=1 > t = i 
a\S,S*) = a^{S,S*) ' 
If 5* is not a weakly efficient solution of (P), then there exists a feasible solution S 
(S 7^  5*) of (P) such that 
FiiS) < FiiS*), i G K. 
k 
Since A* ^ 0, i G K, E \* = 1 and a\S, S*) > 0, we have 
1=1 
E KFiiS) E A*Fi(5*) 
i = l 1=1 
(3.6) 
a\S,S*) a\S,S*) ' 
which contradicts (3.6). Hence iS* is a weakly efficient solution of (P). 
T H E O R E M 3.4. Suppose that there exist a feasible solution S* of (P) and scalars 
k 
A^  ^  0, i G /C, E \* = 1 and fi*^ ^ 0, j G J' such that (3.1) holds. If 
i = l 
(i) {X*^F,fj.*j,'^Gj') is (.F, a, p, d)-pseudoquasi-type I at 5*; and 
p^ p2 
then 5* is a weakly efficient solution of (P). 
P R O O F , its proof follows on the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
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3.4. SUFFICIENCY IN FRACTIONAL SUBSET PROGRAMMING 
Zalmai [141, 142] considered the following multiobjective fractional subset pro-
gramming problem: 
(FP) M m i m ^ z e ^ ^ ^ , ^ ^ , . . . , ^ 
subject to Gj{S) ^ 0, j € M, 5 = (5i, 52, • • •, 5„) G A"", 
where Fi, Hi, i £ K and Gj, j & M are real-valued functions defined on A^ and 
for each i G K, Fi{S) ^ 0, ifi(5) > 0 for all 5 G A"^. He discussed a fairly large 
number of sufficient eflBciency conditions and duality results for (FP) under gener-
ahzed {T, a, p, ^)-V-convexity. Recently, Mishra [91] generalized the duafity results 
appeared in [141] to generalized (J", p, a, ^ )-V-type I functions but suflBciency con-
ditions were not discussed in his treatment. In this section, we derive parametric 
and semi-parametric sufficient efficiency conditions for (FP) under the following as-
sumptions [91]: 
D E F I N I T I O N 3.6. For each ieK mdj e M, {Fu Gj) is said to be (.F, a, p, d)-Y-
type I at 5*, if there exist vectors a = ( a j , . . . , aj^ , a^,..., a^) and p = {p\,..., p\, 
Pi> • • •»Pm)j where a], a | :XxX-^R+\ {0}, p], pj eRiovieKj eM such 
that for all S G X', 
Fi{S) - Fi{S*) ^ HS, S*; aliS, S*)DFi{S*)) + pld\e{S, S*)), 
- GjiS*) ^ T{S, S*;a%S, 5*)DG,(5*)) + p]S{e{S, 5*)). 
D E F I N I T I O N 3.7. For each i G A: and j G M , (Fi,Gj) is said to be {T,a,p,d)-
V-pseudoquasi-type I at 5*, if there exist vectors a. = {Q\, ...,al,dtl,..., a^) and 
P = (p\ P )^ e •R^ where a], a^j : X x X-^ R+\ {0} for ieK,jeM such that for 
all S G X', 
k k k 
Y,c^]{S,S*)Fi{S) < Y,^]{S,S*)Fi{S*) => HS,S*;Y,DFi{S*))+p'd\e{S,S*)) < 0, 
1 = 1 1=1 t = l 
m m 
- Y,^PiiS*) ^ 0 => T{S, S*; X;DGj{S*)) + fcP{e{S, S*)) S 0. 
3=1 j = l 
D E F I N I T I O N 3 .8. For each leKasidjeM, {Fi, Gj) is said to be {T, a, p, d)-V-
quasistrictlypseudo-type I at S*, if there exist vectors a = {a\,..., a j , a^,..., a^) 
and p = ip\p^) G /^^ where a}, aj: X x X ^ R+\ {0} ioi i e K, j € M such 
that for all 5 G X', 
k k k 
J2^]{S,S*)Fi{S) S J2^]{S,S*)Fi{S*) => J^{S,S*;Y,DFi{S*))+p'd-'{e{S,S*)) ^ 0, 
1=1 t = i ,=1 
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m 
T{S, 5*; Y, DGj{S*)) + p'(f{e{S, 5*)) ^ 0 ^ - J^a|G,(5*) > 0. 
In the above definition, if 
k k k 
Y,o]{S,S*)F,{S) < ^aJ(5,5*)Fi(5*) => :F(5,5*;X;^^i('5*))+P'rf'(^(5,5*)) ^ 0, 
1=1 t = l i = l 
then (Fi,Gj) is said to be (^, d,p, d)-V-prestrictquasi strictlypseudo-type I at S*. 
In order to derive parametric and semi-peurametric sufficiency conditions for 
(FP), we need the following necessary [83, 142] conditions: 
T H E O R E M 3 .5. Assume that Fi,Hi,ieK and Gj, j e M axe differentiate at 
S' e .A" and that for each i € K, there exists 5* 6 A"^ such that 
n 
Gj{S*) + Y,{D,Gj{S*), Xs* - Xs;) <Q,jeM 
p=i 
and for each I £ Ki, 
n 
Y,{D,Fi{S*) - U:D,HI{S*), X5. - xs;) < 0. 
p=i 
If S* is an efficient solution of (FP) and u* = jj!'^s*)' ^ ^ ^ ' ^^ '^^  there exist 
k 
A* > 0, z G K, $] A* = 1 and /x* ^  0 such that 1 
i= l 
X ; ( E^n^p^«(^*) - '^ i-Dp i^('5*)] + $^/x*DpG,(5*), xs, - xs; ) ^ 0, V 5 e .A", 
p=l \ i=l j=l 
fi*Gj{S*) = 0, j G M. 
T H E O R E M 3.6. Assume that Fi,Hi,iEK and Gj, j 6 M are differentiable at 
5* e A"' and that for each ie K, there exists 5* G >l" such that 
n 
Gj{S*) + Y^{D,GjiSn, Xsi - xs;) < 0, jeM (3.7) 
p=i 
and for each I E Ki, 
n 
J^{Hi{S*)D,Ft{S*) - Fi{S*)D,Ht{S*), Xs^  - Xs;) < 0. (3.8) 
p=i 
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k 
If S* is an efficient solution of (FP), then there exist AJ > 0, i € JR^ , X) AJ = 1 and 
i= l 
H* ^0 such that 
p=i \ t = i j = i 
^ 0, V 5 G >1", 
/.*G,(5*) = 0, J G M. 
For simpUcity, we shall henceforth refer to an efficient solution S* of (FP) sat-
isfying (3.7) and (3.8) for some 5*, i G /<", as a normal efficient solution. 
3.4.1. PARAMETRIC SUFFICIENCY CONDITIONS 
For stating Theorems 3.8 and 3.9, we use the following real-valued functions 
Bi{-,X*,v*) and Cj(-,/i*) (or Cj') defined for fixed A*,i/* and /x* on AP' and for all 
ie K, j e J' by 
Bi{;yy) = X:[F,{-)-u*H,{-)] 
Let Fi, Hi, i e K and Gj, j e M are differentiable at S* e X'. 
T H E O R E M 3.7. Suppose that there exist a feasible solution S* of (FP) and 
scalars X* > 0, i ^ K and n^ ^ 0, j G J' such that 
J' (s,S*;J2K[DFi{S*) - u:DHi{S*)] + Y,f^*jDGjiS*)\ ^ 0, V 5 G >4", (3.9) 
Fi{S*) - u*Hi{S*) = 0, i G K (3.10) 
If 
(i) \{Fi{-) - u:Hi{-)\^j^,Gj.] is (J-,a,p,d)-V-type I at S*; and 
^ ^ f e a K 5 , 5 * ) + ^ a , ? ( 5 , 5 * ) = " ' 
then S* is an efficient solution of (FP). 
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P R O O F . The inequality (3.9) along with the subUnearity of T impUes 
jr(5,5'; Y. KP .^C-^ *) - :^^ -f^ .(5*)]) + T{S. S*; Y, t^]DGj{S*)) ^ 0. (3.11) 
»=1 J 6 J' 
By hypothesis (i), we get 
(F,(5) - U:H,{S)) - (Fi(5*) - U:H,{S*)) 
^ JF(5, S*; aliS, 5*)pF.(5*) - z/:Z?i/.(5*)]) + pld\e{S, 5*)), i G K, 
-Gj{S*) ^ T{S,SWj{S,S*)DG,{S')) + p'^cf{e{S,S*)), j e J'. 
On multiplying the first inequality by A^  > 0, i G K, second by /x^  ^ 0, j G J' and 
using (3.10), we obtain for aWi E K and j G J', 
A:(F.(5)-i^r//»(5))^:r(5,5*;a.H5,5*)A:[DF.(5*)-^*Dffi(5*)])+A*pJd2(^(5,5*)), 
0 ^ :F(5 , 5*; a2(5, 5 * ) ^ ; D G , ( 5 * ) ) + p,*py{e{S, 5*)), 
which by using a}(S, S*) > 0, i G /f, 0^(5', S*) > 0,j G J' and on being summarized 
give 
E-T7^(^'('5)-^:^.('5)) ^ HS,S*;J2^:[DF,{S*)-U:DH,{S*)]) 
+^(5,5*; g A^;DG,(5*))+ ^ X : ^ ^ ^ + g ^ ^ ^ j d^(^(5,5*)). (3.12) 
The inequalities (3.11), (3.12) and hypothesis (ii) imply 
Since al{S,S*) > 0 and X* > 0,i S K, the above inequality yields 
(Fi(5) - ulHy{S\F2{S) - U;H2{S),...,F,{S) - ulH,{S)) i (0,0,... ,0), 
which imphes (fmmsi 3m ^,. (313) 
Now, if S* is not an efficient solution of (FP), then there exists S e X' such that 
Fi{SlF2{S)_ F,{S)\ fF,{S*) F2{S*) F,{S*)\ 
H^isy H.isy• • •'H,{s)J - \H,{s*yH2{s*y-'H,{s*))- ^^ -'^ ^ 
Hence, in view of (3.10), (3.13) and (3.14), we conclude that S* is an efficient solu-
tion of (FP). 
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T H E O R E M 3 .8. Suppose that there exist a feasible solution S* of (FP) and 
scalars AJ > 0, i 6 iC and /xj ^ 0, j € J' such that (3.9) and (3.10) hold. If 
{i) [{Bi(-,X*,u*))i^K,Cj>] is (.F,a,p,d)-V-pseudoquasi-type I at S*; and 
{ii) p^  + p2 ^ 0, 
then S* is an efficient solution of (FP). 
P R O O F . By GJ{S*) = O, n* ^  O and a5(5,5*) > 0, j G J', we have 
X;a|(5,5*)/x*G,(5*) = 0. (3.15) 
The inequality (3.15) and the second part of hypothesis (i) yield 
T{S,S*;J2l^*iDG^iSl) + p'd\e{S,S*))^0. (3.16) 
The inequality (3.16) along with (3.11) and hypothesis (ii) gives 
k 
TiS, S*; Y. XnDFiiS') - u:DHiiS*)]) + p'd^{e{S, S*)) ^ 0, 
t = i 
which by the first part of hypothesis (i) implies 
k k 
5^aK5,5*)A*(F,(5) - U:H,{S)) ^ Y.a]{S, S*)X*{Fi{S*) - U:H,{S*)), 
t = i t = i 
which in view of (3.10) becomes 
Y,a]iS,S')X:{F,{S)-u:HiiS))^0. 
i=l 
As a]{S,S*) > 0, A,^  >0, ieK, it foUows that 
(Fi(5) - ulH,{S),F2{S) - u*,H2{Sl...,FkiS) - ulHk{S)) i (0,0,...,0). 
Now, following the proof of Theorem 3.7, we conclude that S* is an efiicient solution 
of (FP). 
The proof of the following theorem is analogues to Theorem 3.8 and hence being 
omitted. 
T H E O R E M 3.9. Suppose that there exist a feasible solution S* of (FP) and 
scalars A* > 0, i € K and ^i] ^ 0, j e J' such that (3.9) and (3.10) hold. If 
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(i) \{Bi{-,X*,u*))i^K,Cj>] is (^, d, ^, d)-V-prestrictquasi-strictlypseudo-type I at 
5*; and 
(ii) p^ + p^Z 0, 
then 5* is an efficient solution of (FP). 
In order to prove next sufficient efficiency theorems, we introduce some addi-
tional notations. Let {7o, A, •• •,-^r} be a partition of index set J', thus I^ C J' for 
each j9 € {0,1 , . . . , r}, IpDl^ = 9,ii P ^  7. We define the real-valued functions for 
fixed A*, u* and /i* on A^ as follows: 
£i{-,X\u\fi*) = X*[Fi{-) - u:Hi{-) + Y,t^*iG5{-)l i ^ ^> 
jelo 
T H E O R E M 3.10. Suppose that there exist a feasible solution 5* of (FP) and 
k 
scalars A* > 0, z G iC, J ] A* = 1 and p,*^ ^ 0, j G J' such that (3.9) and (3.10) hold. 
i=l 
If 
(i) [{Si{-, X*,u*,n*))i^K, (>C/3(-, M*))^ =i,2,...,r] is (^, a, p, d)-V-pseudoquasi-type I at 
S'; and 
(ii) p'+tpl^O, 
13=1 
then 5* is an efficient solution of (FP). 
P R O O F . Since Gj{S') = 0, n*j ^ 0 and aj{S,S*) > 0, j e Ip, we have 
J2 «?('5, S*)P*G^{S*) = 0, /3 = 1,2,..., r, 
which along with the second part of hypothesis (i) gives 
:^(5,5*; Y, M P G , ( 5 ' ) ) ^ -p2 d'{d{S, S*)), /? = 1,2,..., r. (3.17) 
By (3.9) and the subUnearity of !F, we obtain 
k 
J^{S, S'; J2 KlDFiiS*) - utDH,{S*)] + J ] /x*DG,(5*)) 
i= l ' jG/o 
r 
+ E.F(5,5*;5;^/i*DG,(5*))^0, 
/3=i jap 
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or 
k 
t = l jG/o 
-J2py{e{S,S*))^0, (by (3.17)). 
0=1 
k 
From hypothesis (ii) and 1^ AJ = 1, the above mequality becomes 
T{S, S*; J2 KlDFiiS*) - u*DHi{S*) + Y. ix]DG^{S*)]) + p'd\6{S, S*)) ^ 0. 
(3.18) 
Inequality (3.18) together with the first part of hypothesis (i) imphes 
fc fc 
i = l 1=1 
which in view of (3.10), Gj{S*) = 0 and p,] ^  0, j € h yields 
Y,a\{S,S*)K[F,{S) - U:H,{S) + Y^fi*Gj{S)] ^ 0. 
t= i j e /o 
Since a]{S, S*) >0,X*i>0,ieK and (Ji*jGj{S) ^ 0, j € h, we get 
(Fi(5) - u*,H,iS),F2{S) - u*,H2{S),...,F,{S) - KHk{S)) i (0,0,...,0), 
and therefore 
(FxjS) F2{S) F,{S)\ 
which is identical to (3.13). Hence following the proof of Theorem 3.7, we conclude 
that iS* is an efiicient solution of (FP). 
The following theorem can be proved along the Unes of Theorem 3.10. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 11 . Suppose that there exist a feasible solution 5* of (FP) and 
k 
scalars X; > 0, i G iC, J ] A,^  = 1 and /x^  ^ 0, j € J' such that (3.9) and (3.10) hold. 
i= l 
If 
(z) [{Ei{-, A*, I/*, fjL*))ieK, {J^p{-, At*))/3=i.2,...,r] is {T, a, p, rf)-V-prestrictquasi-strictly 
pseudo-type I at 5*; and 
/ 3=1 
then S* is an efficient solution of (FP). 
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3.4.2. SEMI-PARAMETRIC SUFFICIENCY CONDITIONS 
We use the functions Cj(-,/x*) and Cp{-,fi*) defined in Subsection 3.4.1 and the 
real-\-alued functions ri{-,S*, A*) and Qi(-,S*, A*, /x*) defined for fixed S*, A* and /i* 
on A" and for aWi e K by 
r,(.,5*, A*) = XmiS*)Fi{.) - Fi{S*)Hi{-)], 
0K-,5*, A*,/x*) = Xm{S*)Fi{-) - Fi{S*)Hi{') + J^/x^G.O]. 
Following theorems are the semi-parametric version of parametric sufficient ef-
ficiency conditions (Theorems 3.7-3.11) and these theorems can be proved along the 
similar lines. 
T H E O R E M 3.12. Suppose that there exist a feasible solution S* of (FP) and 
scalars X* > 0, i e K and /xj ^ 0, j e J' such that 
T ( 5,S*;^A*(H,(5*)DFi(5*) - Fi{S*)DHi{S*)) + 5 ] M P G , ( 5 * ) ) ^ 0, 
V 5 € ^ " . (3.19) 
If 
(i) [{Hi{S*)Fi{-) - Fi{S*)Hi{-))i^K,Gj,] is (.F,a,p,d)-V-type I at 5*; and 
^''^ ha]{S,S*)^^,aj{S,S*)=''' 
then S* is an efficient solution of (FP). 
T H E O R E M 3 .13. Suppose that there exist a feasible solution 5* of (FP) and 
scalars X*i > 0, i e K and /x^  ^  0, j G J' such that (3.19) holds. If 
(i) [{Ti{-, S*, X*))i^K,Cji] is (.F,a,p, d)-V-pseudoquasi-type I at 5*; and 
{ii) p' + p'^^ 0, 
then S* is an efficient solution of (FP). 
T H E O R E M 3.14. Suppose that there exist a feasible solution S* of (FP) and 
scalars A* > 0, i G /C and p^ ^ 0, j G J' such that (3.19) holds. If 
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(i) [{ri{-,S*,X*))i^K,Cj'] is (J", d, p, d)-V-prestrictquasi-strictlypseudo-type I at 
5*; and 
{ii) p^+p^Z 0, 
then S* is an eflficient solution of (FP). 
T H E O R E M 3 .15. Suppose that there exist a feasible solution S* of (FP) and 
it 
scalars A,^  > 0, i € K, X) A,^  = 1 and p,] ^  0, j € J' such that (3.19) holds. If 
(i) [(ei(-, 5 ' , A*, //*))iGK, (>C^ (-, M*))/3=i,2 r] is {T, a, p, d)-V-pseudoquasi-type I at 
5*; and 
(u) p' + E p? ^ 0, 
/3=1 
then 5* is an efficient solution of (FP). 
T H E O R E M 3 .16. Suppose that there exist a feasible solution S* of (FP) and 
k 
scalars A^  > 0, i G X, E \* = 1 and p.] ^  0, j G J' such that (3.19) holds. If 
1=1 
(i) [(ei(-, 5*, A*, /x*))ig/<:, (£/?(•, /i*))^ =i,2,...,r] is (:?^ , d, P, d)-V-prestrictquasi-strictly 
pseudo-type I at 5*; and 
( " ) P ^ + E P ? ^ O , 
then 5* is an efficient solution of (FP). 
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Chapter IV 
SECOND ORDER DUALITY FOR MULTIOBJECTIVE 
PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
Optimization theory is one of the most Uvely and exciting branch in modem 
mathematics, in which the importance of convexity is well known. But the notion 
of convexity does no longer suffice for many mathematical models used in decision 
science, economics, management science, stochastics, applied mathematics and en-
gineering. Therefore, various generaUzations of convex functions are provided for 
the validity of results to larger classes of optimization problems. The generalization 
of convex functions was initiated by Hanson [51] and these functions were named as 
invex functions by Craven [36] and as 77-convex functions by Kaul and Kaur [65]. In 
[60], Jeyakumar and Mond introduced V-invexity and its generalizations for vector 
functions. Specifically, Preda [113] introduced the concept of (J", p)-convexity, an 
extension of .F-convexity defined by Hanson and Mond [53] and p-conve3dty given 
by Vial [126]. More specifically, Liang et al. [79, 80] proposed a unified formulation 
of convexity, called {T, a, p, d)- convexity, which includes many other convexity as-
sumptions. 
Second order dual was first formulated by Mangasarian [87] for a scalar program-
ming problem. He established duality results imder somewhat involved assumptions. 
Mond [98] reproved the duaUty results of Mangasarian [87] under simpler assump-
tions and showed that second order dual has computational advantages over first 
order dual. Zhang and Mond [145] extended the class of {T, p)-convex functions to 
generalized second order (.^, p)-convex functions and discussed duality results for 
second order Mangasarian type, Mond-Weir type and general Mond-Weir type mul-
tiobjective duals. Aghezzaf [1] introduced a new class of generalized second order 
(.F, /9)-convexity for vector-valued functions and established various mixed duality 
results. In [50], Hachimi and Aghezzaf proposed a new class of generalized second 
order type I for vector-valued functions and discussed mixed type duality theorems. 
In the present chapter, motivated by Mond and Zhang [107], Zhang and Mond 
[145] and Ahmad and Husain [6], we introduce the concept of second order {T, a, p, d)-
V-convex fimction and its generalizations, which includes most of the introduced 
classes of generalized convex functions. An example of second order {T,a,p,d)-
V-convex function is given in order to characterize its definition. Weak, strong 
and strict converse duality theorems are proved for second order Mangasaxian type, 
Mond-Weir type and general Mond-Weir type multiobjective duals of (VP). 
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We define the second order (^, Q,p, d)-V-convex function and its generaliza-
tions as follows: 
Let f : X ^ R'' he twice differentiable at x G -X". 
D E F I N I T I O N 4 . 1 . / i s said to be second order (^, a, p, d)-V-convex at x e X, 
if there exist a vector p G i?*, the functions Oi : X x X -^ R+\ {0}, i E K, d : 
X X X ^ R and pi€ R,iE K such that for all x G X and ie K, 
fi{x) - fi{x) + -p^V^fi{x)p ^ :F(x,x;ai(x,x)(V/i(x) + VVi(5)p)) + Pid\x,x). 
If the above inequality is strict, then / is said to be strictly second order 
{J^, Q, p, d)-V-convex at x. 
REMARK 4.1. 
(i) For fc = 1 and Qi(x, x) = 1, the above definition becomes that of second order 
(.7^ , p)-convex function introduced by Zhang and Mond [145]. 
(ii) li Pi — 0, i & K and T{x, x; a) = o^'n{x, x) for a certain mapping r): XxX -^ 
i?", the inequality reduces to that of second order V-invex function introduced 
by Mond and Zhang [107]. 
(m) If ai(x,x) = a(x,x), i E K, then we get the definition of second order 
{J^, a, p, d)-convex given by Ahmad and Husain [6]. 
E X A M P L E . Consider the function f = {fij2) • X -^ R^, where X{C R^) = 
{(xi, X2) : Xi ^ 2, X2 ^ 2} such that 
/ (Xi, X2)= f x l ( X 2 - l ) ^ ^ j . 
It can be seen that / is second order {T, a, p, d)-V-convex at x = (2,2) £ X 
1 Xo 1 
for ai(x,x) = —, a2(x,x) = —, p^ = —, pa = - 3 , pf = (0 1), p^ = 
(1 1), J^{x,x;a) = a T , d{x,x) = yJ{Xi - 2)2 + (X2 - 2)2. But / is x i - 2 X 2 - 2 
not second order (.F, p)-convex [145] because f\ is not second order (.F, p)-convex 
at (2,3) 6 X. Also, / is not second order V-invex [107], as the inequahty for /a 
is not satisfied at (4,4) G X. Moreover, / is not second order (.F, a, p, d)-convex 
[6]. For this, if ai = 02 = -r-, then the inequality for f\ is not satisfied at (3,5) 6 X. 
£1 
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D E F I N I T I O N 4 .2. / i s said to be (strictly) second order (.F, a, p, d)-V-pseudoconvex 
at X € X, if there exist a vector p 6 /T*, the functions dci : X x X -> R^\ {0}, i e 
jr, d : X X X -> i? and pe R such that for all x £ X, 
k 
T{x, X- YjyUix) + VVi(5)p)) + Pd'(x, x) ^ 0 
fc k . fe 
=^  J ^ ai(x, x)fi{x) (>) ^ 5 ^ ai(x, x)/i(x) - -p^V^ ^ ai(x, x)/i(x)p. 
i = l i = l i = l 
D E F I N I T I O N 4 .3 . / i s said to be (strictly) second order (J", a, p, d)-V-quasiconvex 
at X G X, if there exist a vector p G BP', the functions di : X x X -4 J?+ \ {0}, i 6 
K, d : X X X -> i? and peR such that for all x 6 X, 
k k ^ k 
52«i(x,x)/i(x) ^ ^di(x ,x) / i (x) - -p^V^ ^ ai(x, x)/i(x)p 
j = l i = l t = l 
=» jr(x, x; ^ (V / i (x ) + VVi(x)p)) + pd\x, x) (<) ^ 0. 
4.2. MANGASARIAN TYPE DUALITY 
In this section, we consider the following second order Mangasarian type dual 
of (VP) and discuss duality results. 
h{y) + E i^igAv) - y^ ' ( / i ( i / ) + E ^jPi(y))p. 
m m 
• • •. A(y) + E AXiPi(y) - W'^Kfkiy) + E /^ iPj(y))p 
i = i j = i 
subject to 
k m 
Y.{y\fi{y) + V2A,/,(y)p) + X;(V/x,-^,(y) + VV,-5i(y)p) = 0, (4.1) 
1=1 j=\ 
k 
A^O,J]Ai = l, (4.2) 
t = i 
/i ^ 0. (4.3) 
Let Qo be the set of all feasible solutions of (SWD). 
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T H E O R E M 4 .1 (Weak Duality). Suppose that for all x e Xo and (y, A,/i,p) e Qo, 
(i) / is second order {T, a, p, <i)-V-convex at y and g is second order {T, d, p, d)-
V-convex at y, 
(^0 E / ' X = 1 and aj{x,y) = l,je M; and 
i=iOti{x,y) 
Then 
,^iai(x,y) ^ 
/i(:r) ^ /.(y) + E AiiP;(y) - |p''V2(/,(y) + Z ^i^9i{y))p, i e K. (4.4) 
P R O O F . We proceed by contradiction of (4.4) that there exist x e Xo and 
(y, A, 1.1. p) G Qo such that 
Mx) < fi{y) + E H9j{y) - y v2(/i(y) + Y: H9j{y))p^ ^ e K, 
j = i j = i 
which on using (4.2), ai{x,y) > 0, i E K and hypothesis (ii) becomes 
or 
|:^-|:^-§-«4^^-^{i:^^i:-(+< 
According to hypothesis (i), it follows that 
0. 
(4.5) 
1 fi{x) - fi{y) + •^p'V^fi{y)p ^ :F{x,y;Qi{x,y){Vfi{y) + V'fi{y)p)) + pid\x,y) 
and 
9j{x) - 9j{y) + i/'^''9Ay)P Z Hx,y\ Qjix,y)(Vy,(y) + V2p,(y)p)) + p^d\x,y). 
On multiplying the first inequality by — — ^ '^0,i e K, second by u,- > 0 with 
ai{x,y) 
0!j{x, y) = 1, j e M, then summing over i and j , respectively and sublinearity of J^ 
imply 
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^J'ix,y; Y,{VXifi{y) + V^Ai/ily)?) j+J" (x,y; Y^{VtJ,jgj{y) + V^fijgj{y)p) j 
+ E ^ ^ + EM.^.'^(^.V). (4.6) 
% 
The equations (4.1), (4.6) and the subUnearity of J^ yield 
which by virtue of hypothesis (iii) gives 
771 
By Yl H9ji^) = ^' ^^ follows that 
3=1 
E^-EliS-g-'^'^^^v^ltSS-g-'^f^"' 
which is a contradiction to (4.6). This completes the proof. 
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T H E O R E M 4.2 (Strong Duality). Let S be a weakly eflScient solution of (VP) 
at which the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification is satisfied. Then there exist 
Xe R'',p,e i?"* and pe R^ such that (x, X,p,,p = 0) e Qo, and the objective values 
of (VP) and (SWD) are equal. If, in addition, weak duality (Theorem 4.1) holds for 
all feasible solutions of (VP) and (SWD), then {x,X,p,,p = 0) is a weakly efficient 
solution of (SWD). 
P R O O F . Since X is a weakly efficient solution of (VP) at which the Kuhn-Tucker 
constraint quafification is satisfied, by Theorem 1.5, there exist X G R'' and p, e R^ 
such that 
k m 
X; VAi/i(x) + 5 ] V/x,p,(x) = 0, 
i = l j=l 
m 
j = i 
k 
Therefore, {x,X,p.,p = 0) e Qo and the objective values of (VP) and (SWD) are 
equal. By weak duality (Theorem 4.1), (x, A, p,,p = 0) is a weakly efficient solution 
of (SWD). 
T H E O R E M 4 .3 (Strict Converse Duality). Let x and {y,X,fi,p) be feasible solu-
tions of (VP) and (SWD), respectively, such that 
Jk _ k m 1 * J I L 
{i) E AJi(x) ^  E Ai/i(y) + E NdAv) - ^P^'V^IE ^ '/^ (^ ) + E ~mmp. 
'=1 »=i i=i ^ 1^1 ^x 
{ii) f is strictly second order (J", a, p, d)-V-convex at y and g is second order 
[!F, d, p, d)-V-convex at y, 
{Hi) Q;i(x,y) = 1, ieK, dj(x,y) = 1, j e M; and 
k _ m 
{iv) EAiPi+EAjPj^O-
Then x = y. 
P R O O F . We assume that x ^ y and exhibit a contradiction. Using (4.2), (4.3), 
hj-potheses (ii), (iii) and the subUnearity of .F, we obtain 
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E Mix) - E hfm + if^' E Xifmp > T (x,y; E(VA,/,(y) + V^Xifi{y)p)) 
t=i t=i t=i \ «=i / 
+ E^tPid^(x,j/) 
t=i 
and , 
m m m I m 
E Ai^i(s)-E /iiPi(y)+5^v2 E /iiPi(y)p ^ ^^  ^ . y ; E(Viu,p,(y) + v^gMP) 
m 
Adding these inequalities, we get 
j k _ m i t _ m ( * - "* I 
E Ai/i(x)+E mi^hE Ai/i(y)-E /ii^i(y)+ip'^v2 <^  E ^iMv) + E A,yi(i/) > P 
i=i i = i t=i j= i 1^ 1=1 j = i J 
> :^ (x,i/; E(VAi/i(y) + V^Ai/iCy)?)") + ^ ( ^ > J/i E(V/x,-5i(j/) + V2/x,-^ ,(j/)p) 
fc _ m 
+ E Kpi^{x, j/) + E HPj(^{x, y) 
t=i j = i ( fc _ _ m 
x,y; E(VAi/i(y) + v'~Xifi{y)p) + Zi'^mAy) + "^'mAm) 
fc _ m 
+ E AipiCp(i,y)+E P'jPj^{x,y) ( by the subUnearity of J^), 
i=l i = l 
which on using (4.1) and T{x,y;0) = 0 gives 
i l t _ m fc_ m ( ' : _ " i 1 
E Ai/i(x)+E /iiy.(s)-E Ai/i(y)-E /iiPi(y)+iF^v2 ^ E ~M{y) + E /iiPi(y) > P 
i= i i = i t=i i = i [ t = i j = i J ( fe _ m \ 
E^iPi+EP'jPjj(^ix,y). 
m 
This inequahty along with hypothesis (iv) and E P-jQjix) ^ 0 yields 
fe_ fc_ m | ' f _ wi 1 
E Ai/i(x) - E Ai/i(y) - E /ii9 (^y) + \f^' {E Ai/i(y) + E mM \p>o, 
i= l i= l i = l [^i=l j = l J 
which is a contradiction to hypothesis (i). Hence x = y. 
In the subsequent sections, we will denote by /^, the vector (Ai/i, A2/2, • • •, Xkfk) 
and by g^", the vector {nigi,ti292,•••,fim9m)-
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4.3. MOND-WEIR TYPE DUALITY 
In this section, we present the following Mond-Weir type dual associated to 
(VP): 
(SMD) Maximize (/i(y) - |p^VVi(y)p, • • •, fk{y) - \l^V^fkiy)p) 
subject to 
k m 
E(^^«/'(y) + '^'^fi(y)p) + E(^^^-5^(^) + ^ V,9i(y)p) = 0, (4.7) 
i= l j = l 
m ^ m 
E ^'^djiy) - ^p" E ^Vi5i(y)p ^ 0, (4.8) 2 
A^O, ^ A i = l, (4.9) 
1=1 
At ^ 0. (4.10) 
Let U denote the set of all feasible solutions of (SMD). 
T H E O R E M 4.4 (Weak Duahty). Suppose that for all a; G Xo and {y,X,n,p) € U, 
(i) f^ is second order (J", a, p, d)-V-pseudoconvex at y and g^ is second order 
{T, a, p, d)-V-quasiconvex at y; and 
{ii) p + p^O. 
Then f,{x) i U{y) - y VVi(y)p, i G K. (4.11) 
P R O O F , since x e Xo and {y,X,fj,,p) G C/, we have 
m m m 
E /x,-5,(x) ^  0 ^ E MAy) - y V2 E ;z,.p,.(2/)p. 
3=1 3=1 j=l 
As aj{x,y) > 0, j € M, we get 
m 
E Oij{x,y)fXjgj{x) ^ ^ aj{x,y)njgj{y) - ^ V ^ J ] aj{x,y)fXjgj{y)p, 
3=1 j=l 3=1 
which on using the second part of hypothesis (i) gives 
^\x,y; Ei'^fijgjiy) + ^ "^pijgMp) ) + ~P^{x,y) ^  0. (4.12) 
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The equation (4.7) along with the subUnearity of T gives 
T U.y\ |:(VAi/i(y) + v''\u{v)v)\ ^T\x,y\ Y.^mAy) + vVi5j{y)p) 
^ j= U,y\ hyxifiiy)+v2Ai/i(y)p)+|:(VMiPi(y)+vVi^iC?/)?) j = o. (4.13) 
The inequaUties (4.12), (4.13) and hypothesis (ii) imply 
:F Uy; hyXifiiy) + V'Xifi{y)p)^ + Pd^{x,y) ^ 0, 
which by the first part of hypothesis (i) yields 
t ai{x, y)\fi{x) Z E ctiix, y)\fi{y) - ip^V^ J: ai{x, y)Xifi{y)p. (4.14) 
i=i t=i t=i 
Now suppose contrary to (4.11), i.e., 
fi{x) < fi{y) - y v2/i(y)p, i e K. 
Using (4.9) and ai{x,y) > 0, ie K,^e get 
k k k 
Y: oci{x, y)Xifi{x) < E ai{x, y)Xifi{y) - ip^V^ E ai{x, y)Xifi{y)p, 
1=1 i = l t = l 
which is a contradiction to (4.14). This completes the proof. 
R E M A R K 4 .2 . Theorem 4.4 still holds, if second order {T, a, p, d)-V-pseudoconve-
xity of f^ is replaced by second order {T, a, p, d)-V-quasiconvexity and second or-
der (JF, d, p, d)-V-quasiconvexity of p** is replaced by second order {J^, a, p, d)-V-
pseudoconvexity. 
The proof of the following theorem follows the similar lines of Theorems 4.2. 
T H E O R E M 4.5 (Strong DuaUty). Let X be a weakly efficient solution of (VP) 
at which the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification is satisfied. Then there exist 
Xe R'', p.£ R^ and p G i?" such that (x, A, /i,p = 0) G U, and the objective values 
of (VP) and (SMD) are equal. If, in addition, weak duaUty (Theorem 4.4) holds for 
all feasible solutions of (VP) and (SMD), then {x,X,ji,p = 0) is a weakly efficient 
solution of (SMD). 
T H E O R E M 4.6 (Strict Converse Duality). Let x and {y,X,p,,p) be feasible solu-
tions of (VP) and (SMD), respectively, such that 
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(i) E \fi{x) ^ E \fi{y) - |P^V2 E A./,{y)p, 
1=1 i = l t = l 
(u) /^ is strictly second order {T, a, p, d)-V-pseudoconvex at y and g^ is second 
order {T, a, p, d)-V-quasiconvex at y, 
{Hi) Qi{x,y) = l,ieK; and 
{iv) p + p^O. 
Then x = y. 
P R O O F . We assume that x ^ y and exhibit a contradiction. Since x e Xo and 
(y, A, fi.p) e U, we have 
m m m 
E Mji?i(^ ) ^ 0 ^ E Mji?j(y) - IP^V^ X) fij9j{y)P-
j=i i=i i= i 
By Qji.r,y) > 0, j € M, it follows that 
m m m 
E Cij{x,y)jljgj{x) ^ E oij{x,y)fijgj{y) - ^p^V^ J ] aj{x,y)fijgj{y)p. 
On using the second part of hypothesis (ii), we get 
^ i X,y; E(V/ijP,(y) + V^'MMP) 1 + P^{^.y) ^ 0- (4.15) 
Now, from (4.8), (4.15), hypothesis (iv) and the sublinearity of !F, we obtain 
^ (x, y; E(VA,/i(y) + V^A,/i(y)p)^ + pd^{x,y) ^ 0, 
which in view of the first part of hypothesis (ii) yields 
fe _ fc _ * _ 
E ai{x,y)Xifi{x) > E oii{x,y)Xifi{y) - ip^V^ E Bti{x,y)\ifi{y)p. 
i= l t=l i= l 
Since ai{x,y) = 1, i G i^ T, we have 
E Mix) > E Ai/i(y) - ip^V2 X: A,/,(y)p, 
t = i 1=1 t = i 
which is a contradiction to hypothesis (i). Hence x = y. 
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4.4. GENERAL MOND-WEIR TYPE DUALITY 
For (VP), we present the following second order general Mond-Weir type dual: 
(SGD) Maximize I My) + E HQiiv) - b^V^C/i^/) + ^ /*jPi(y))p, 
• • •, fk{y) + E f^ioAy) - W^VM + E m{y))p 
subject to 
k m 
Yl(y^ifi(y) + V2A,/i(y)p) + Y^iVfMjgjiv) + VViffi(y)p) = 0, (4.16) 
1=1 j = i 
E /^ i^ i^ )^ - ^P"^^' E t'^9j{y)p ^ 0, ^ = 1,2,..., r, (4.17) 
fc 
t=i 
A* ^ 0, (4.19) 
where J^ has the same meaning as in Chapter 2. 
R E M A R K 4 . 3 . Let J^ = 0, I3 = 1,2,..., r. Then (SGD) reduces to Mangasarian 
type dual considered in Section 4.2. If Jo = 0, then (SGD) becomes Mond-Weir 
type dual discussed in Section 4.3. 
Let Yo be the set of all feasible solutions of (SGD). 
T H E O R E M 4 .8 (Weak DuaUty). Suppose that for all x G Xo and {y, A, /x,p) e Y^, 
(i) {\fi+f^'jJJo)ieK is second order {T, a, p, d)-V-pseudoconvex at y and {njgj)jejp, 
/3 = 1,2,..., r is second order {!F, a, p, d)-V-quasiconvex at y; and 
iii) P + E P ^ ^ O . 
0=1 
Then fi{x) ^ fi{y) + E H9jiy) " iP^'^Hfiiy) + E t^j9j{y)}P, i e K. (4.20) 
P R O O F . Since X e Xo and (y, A,/x,p) G 1^ 0, we have 
E H9ji^) ^ 0 ^  E /^iPi(y) - y V2 E /^iPi(y)p, /? = 1,2,...,r. 
j^Jp j^Jp j&Jp 
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As dj(x,y) > 0, j e Jfi, /3 = 1,2,...,r, the above inequality gives 
Yl aj{x,y)f^jgj{x) ^ E otj{x,y)njgj{y) - Jp^V^ Yl aj{x,y)fijgj{y)p. 
By the second part of hypothesis (i), it impUes 
^ U.y. E (V;x,Pi(2y) + VVi5i(y)p)) +P^d2(x,y) ^ 0, ^ = 1,2,... ,r. (4.21) 
The inequality (4.21) along with (4.16), hypothesis (ii) and the subhnearity of J^ 
yields 
^ ( x,y; E(VAJ, (y) + V^Kfi{y)p) + E (VMi5i(y) + VViP,(y)p) ) 
\ 1=1 je7o y 
+ pcP{x,y)^Q, 
which on using the first part of hypothesis (i) gives 
fc fc 
Eai(x,j/)(Ai/i(x)+ E f^j9ji^)) = T,oii{x,y){Xifi{y)+ E H9j{y)) 
- b^V2 (j:a,{x,y)iKfi{y) + ^ Mi9i(y)) | P- (4.22) 
\t=i jeJo J 
Assuming (4.20) to be satisfied and using E H9ji^) = >^ ^ ^ S t^ 
Mx) + E Mj5i(2;) < fi{y) + E /^i^il?/) - y ^ ' { / i ( y ) + E /^i5i(y)}p, i e K 
Using (4.18), ai{x,y) > 0,i e K and summing over i, we get 
Jk fc 
5]ai(x,y)(Ai/i(a;)+ X) /^j5j(2;)) <T,Oii{x,y){Xifi{y)+ E MjPi(y)) 
i=i jeJo »=i jeJo 
- b'^ V^ I E ai{x,y){Kfi{y) + E /Xi5,(y)) U, 
which is a contradiction to (4.22). This completes the proof. 
The proof of the following theorem follows on the lines of Theorem 4.2 and 
hence being omitted. 
T H E O R E M 4 . 8 (Strong Duality). Let x be a weakly efficient solution of (VP) 
at which the Kuhn-Tucker constraint qualification is satisfied. Then there exist 
A G R'', fi G i?'" and p € R" such that (x, A, /i,p = 0) G Vo, and the objective values 
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of (VP) and (SGD) are equal. If, in addition, weak Quality (Theorem 4.7) holds for 
all feasible solutions of (VP) and (SGD), then (x, A,/i,p = 0) is a weakly efficient 
solution of (SGD). 
T H E O R E M 4 .9 (strict Converse Duality). Let x and (y, A,/i,p) be feasible solu-
tions of (VP) and (SGD), respectively, such that 
(i) E Kfiix) ^ E Xifiiy) + E HQM - iP^^HZ Kfiiv) + E fijoAvM 
1=1 t=i jeJo »=i j6Jo 
(a) (Xifi + p^^gjo)ieK is strictly second order {J^, a, p, d)-V-pseudoconvex at y and 
{P'j9j)j&j0i /3 = 1,2,...,r is second order {J^, a,p, d)-V-quasiconvex at y; and 
{Hi) ai{x,y) = 1, ieK, 
(iv) P+JZPP^O. 
/ 3 = 1 
Then x = y. 
PROOF. We assume that x ^ y and exhibit a contradiction. Since x £ XQ and 
{y,X,p,,p) e Vo, we have 
E fiM^) ^ 0 ^ E fii9M-|p^v2 E mMP,P = i,2,...,r. 
jeJp jeJ0 i&Jp 
As dLj{x, y) > 0, j G J/3, /0 = 1,2,..., r, it follows that 
E otj{x,y)ftjgj{x) ^ E otj{x,y)p,jgj{y) - \fV'^ E otj{^,y)fij9jiy)p. 
The second part of hypothesis (ii) gives 
:F\x,y-Y. C^fljgM + "^^gMP)) +Pp^{i. v) ^ o. (4.23) 
The inequaUty (4.23) along with (4.16), hypothesis (iv) and the subhnearity of T 
yields 
^ (*,y;X!(VA,/i(y) + V%fi{y)p) + Y^iVjijgjiy) + V%gj{y)p)]+pdH^,y) ^ 0. 
On using the first part of hypothesis (ii), the above inequahty implies 
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^ai(x,ii)(Ai/i(x)+ E ftM^)) > T, ^ ii^MKfi{y)+ E P-miv)) 
1=1 jeJo »=i j^Jo 
wMch by ^^ Aj5j(^) = 0 gives 
jeJo 
Sails,y)Ai/i(x) > Eai(S.l/)(^i/i(y)+ E MiSi(y)) 
i=i t=i jeJo 
-IP^'V^ (E«i(s,y)(Ai/i(y) + E mm 1 P-
y = i jGJo 
Since Qi(x,y) = 1, i G /C, we obtain 
E Ai/i(x) > E A,/,(y) + E /ii5i(y)" IP"^' ( E Ai/i(y) + E miy) ] P. 
t=i i= i jeJo \ »= i iG-'o 
a contradiction to hypothesis (i). Hence x = y. 
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Chapter V 
SECOND AND HIGHER ORDER DUALITY FOR 
NONDIFFERENTIABLE MULTIOBJECTIVE 
PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
This chapter is partially in print in Numerical Functional Analysis 
and Optimization. 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
Mond [97] considered the following nondifferentiable mathematical program-
ming problem: 
(P) Minimize f{x) + (x^Bx)* 
subject to g{x) ^ 0 , x e X, 
where f : X -> R and g : X —^ R!^ are differentiable functions, and B is an n x n 
positive semidefinite symmetric matrix. 
Mond [97] established necessary and sufficient optimaUty conditions for a fea-
sible point of (P) to be optimal. He also formulated a Wolfe type dual for (P) and 
proved duality results under convexity. Chandra et al. [24] proposed a Mond-Weir 
type dual to (P) and discussed duaUty results involving pseudoconvexity and qua-
siconvexity assvunptions. Later on, Mond and Smart [104] generalized the results 
obtained by Mond [97] and Chandra et al. [24] to invexity/generalized invexity con-
ditions. Zhang and Mond [144] formulated first and second order general Mond-Weir 
type dual for (P) and proved appropriate duahty results by using first and second 
order generalized invexity conditions. Recently, Yang and Zhang [138] pointed out 
certain shortcomings in the proof of second order converse duaUty theorem of Zhang 
and Mond [144] and presented its correct version. 
The study of higher order duaUty for scalar programming problems has been of 
much interest and in this connection many contributions [87, 93, 94, 106, 143] have 
been made for its development. 
In [103], Mond et al. presented the following miiltiobjective version of (P): 
(NMP) Minimize (/i(x) + (x^Bix)?, ^(a;) + (x^Bax)^..., f^ix) + (x^Bfcx)i) 
subject to g{x) ^ 0 , x G X, 
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where fii X -¥ R,ie K and g : X -^ R"^ axe differentiable functions, and Bi,ie K 
is an n X n positive semidefinite synunetric matrix. They formulated two types of 
dual models for (NMP) and derived duaUty results under convexity and generalized 
convexity assumptions. Later on, Lai et al. [77] discussed weak duality theorems for 
Wolfe and Mond-Weir type duals of (NMP) involving invex and generalized invex 
functions, respectively. 
In our opinion, there is no Uterature in which second and higher order duaUty for 
(NMP) is discussed. However, second order duaHty for differentiable case of (NMP) 
was treated in [6, 50, 90, 145]. To fulfill this requirement, we have attempted to 
formulate second order Mangasarian type and second order Mond-Weir type duals 
for (XMP) and to prove weak, strong and strict converse duality theorems under 
(J", a. p, d)-convexity and weaker (.F, a, p, d)-convexity assumptions. Subsequently, 
the concept of generahzed higher order {T, a, p, (i)-type I functions is introduced in 
order to prove usual duaUty theorems for a unified higher order dual to (NMP). 
5.2. MANGASARIAN T Y P E D U A L I T Y 
In this section, we deal the following Mangasarian type dual to (NMP): 
(NWT)) Maximize (/i(y) + /x f^f(?/) + y'^BiWi - ^p^V^fiiy) + ffg{y)}p, 
• • •, fkiv) + ijiFgiy) + y^BkWk - Iv^V'ifkiy) + ii^g{y)}p) 
subject to 
E Ai(V/i(y) + V^fi{y)p + B^Wi) + V/x^p(y) + W p ( y ) p = 0, (5.1) 
i= l 
Wi^BiWi Si, ieK, (5.2) 
A > 0 , E A i = l , M ^ 0 , (5.3) 
1=1 
where y,p e R'',Wie EJ", i e K and /x G R^. 
T H E O R E M 5 .1 (Weak Duality). Let x and {y,fi,wi,W2,...,Wk,X,p) be feasible 
solutions of (NMP) and (NWD), respectively. Assume that 
(0 (/i(') + (•VBiWi), i e K is second order (JF, a, p, d)-convex at y, 
(^0 9j{'), J G M is second order (J", Q, p, d)-convex at y, 
k m 
{in) Yl XiPi + E P'jPj ^ 0; and 
1=1 j=i 
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(iv) a(x,y) = a{x,y). 
Then the following cannot hold: 
/i(x)+(x^Bix)5 ^ fi{y)+if9{y)+y''BiWi-^p^V'{fi{y)+t/9{y)}p, i G Ki (5.4) 
and 
/Kx) + (x^B,x)3 < fi{y)+fi^g{y)+y'^Biwi-^p'^V'{fi{y)+,x^9{y)}p, I € K. (5.5) 
P R O O F . Suppose to the contrary that (5.4) and (5.5) hold, i.e., 
fi{x) + {x'^Bixy ^ fi{y) + fi^g{y) + y'^BiWi - \p'^V''{fi{y) + M^p(t/)}p, i e Ki 
and 
fi{x) + {x^BixY < fi{y) + tFg{y) + y'^Bm - \p^V\fi{y) + /i^y(y)}p, / € K. 
k 
Since A > 0 and ^ Aj = 1, the above inequalities yield 
E Wi{x)+{x'^BixY) < E \{fi{y)WBiWi-\p^V^U{y)p)+ii^9{y)-\p'V^tJ?'g{y)p. 
i = l i = l 
The above inequality together with (5.2) and Lemma 1.1, imphes 
i:\i{U{x)+x^BiWi) < J:Xi{fi{y)WBm-\p'V^U{y)p)+iFg{y)-\p'V''iFg{y)p. (5.6 
i = l »=1 
From hypotheses (i) and (ii), we have 
fi{x)^x'^Bm-fi{y)-y'^BiWi^p''V^fi{y)p 
^ J'{x,y;a{x,y){Vfi{y) + V''U{y)p + BiWi}) + pid'ix,y) (5.7) 
and 
9j{x)-9j{y)Hp^^^gMP ^ Hx,y,cc{x,y){'7gj{y)+V''gjiy)p})+pj(f{x,y). (5.8) 
On multiplying (5.7) by Ai > 0, i € K, (5.8) by Hj ^ 0, j € M, using the sublinear-
ity of T and taking summations over i and j , respectively, we sununarize to get 
EAi(/i(x)+x^B,i/;~/,(y)-y^B,ti;,+yvVi(y)p)+//^p(x)-/i^y(y)+yVV^^(t/)p 
i = l 
^ :F(x,y;a(x,y){E Ai(V/i(y)+V2/i(l/)p+Bit"i)}) 
i = l 
fc m 
+ .F(x, y; Q(X, y){V/i^p(y) + V V^(y)p}) + ( E AiPi + E /^ .•Pi)rf'(2;, y), 
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which by (5.6), yFg{x) ^ 0 and hypothesis (iii), yields 
jr(a;, y; a(x, y){t H'^Mv) + VVi(y)p + Bm)}) 
+ J'{x,y]aix,y){VfM^g{y) + V^ffg{y)p}) < 0. 
Since a{x,y) = a{x,y), therefore by the sublinearity of J^, we have 
nx, y; a(x, y){j: Ai(V/i(y) + VVi(y)p + B^Wi) + Vfx'^g{y) + V^ffg{y)p}) < 0, 
which is a contradiction to (5.1) as T{x,y;0) — 0. This completes the proof. 
T H E O R E M 5.2 (Strong DuaUty). Let X be a properly efficient solution of (NMP) 
at which a constraint qualification is satisfied. Then there exist X E R'',p, £ /T", 
Wi e /?", i € A' and p € i?" such that (x,p,iDi,iD2,... ,u)fc, A,p = 0) is feasible 
for (NWD), and the objective values of (NMP) and (NWD) are equal. If, in addi-
tion, weak duality (Theorem 5.1) holds for all feasible (x,/x,tyi,iy2, • • .,Wk,p), then 
{x, p., wi, 1^2,..., Wk, \,p — 0) is a properly efficient solution of (NWD). 
P R O O F . Since X is a properly efficient solution of (NMP) at which a constraint 
qualification is satisfied, by Theorem 1.6, there exist A G i2*,/i € i?"* and Wj 6 
J?", i e X such that 
k 
Y, Ai(V/i(x) + Bm) + Vfgix) = 0, 
t = i 
ffg{x) = 0, 
(x^Bix)5 = x'^BiWi, ie K, 
wjBiWi ^ 1 , ieK, 
k 
A>0, Y.~Xi = l, Ji^O. 
1=1 
Thus (x, /2, iDi,it)2,..., Wk, A,p = 0) is feasible for (NWD) and the objective values 
of (NMP) and (NWD) are equal. First, we show that (x, p,,ivi,iD2,..., iVk, A,p = 0) 
is an efficient solution for (NWD). Suppose that it is not efficient, then there exists 
a feasible solution {y*,^*,wl,W2,... ,wl, X*,p*) such that 
fiiy') + ^ *''9iyl+y*^Biw:-^p*'^V'[fi{y*) + f^*''g{y*)]p* 
^ fi{x) + jFg{x) + x^BiWi, i e Ki 
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and 
> fi{x) + fi^gix) + x'^Bm, I e K. 
Using {x^BiX)^ = x^BiWi, i G X and p^s(x) = 0, we have 
/,{x)+(x^5.-x)^ ^ /i{y*)+/x*^p(y*)+y*^JBi<-ip*^V^[/,(l/*)+/^p(2/*)K, i G Ki 
and 
a contradiction to weak duality (Theorem 5.1). Hence [x, Ji, uii, W2,---, Wk, A,p = 0) 
is an efficient solution of (NWD). Now assume that it is not properly efficient, then 
for each scalar N > Q, there exists a feasible solution (y*, /x*, wj, Wj, • • •, w^, X*,p*) 
and i £ Ki such that 
fi{y*)+f^*''9{y*)+y*''Biw:-\p*''^Vi{y*)+f^'^9{y*)]p* 
> fi{x) + fjrgix) + x^BiWi 
and 
l/i{y*)+/^*''p(y*)+y*''5i<-Vv^[/i(y*)+/x*^p(y*)K]-[/i(x)+/i^p(x)+x^B,tZ;,] 
> N [Ifiix) + fg{x) + x'^Bm] - [fi{y*) + fj,*'^g{y*) + y*'^Biw: 
1 
2^  -Vv2[/Ky*) + /i*^ p(y*)]p*] 
for all / € JFC satisfying 
/,(x)+/x^p(x)+x^B,*,>/,(y*)+/i*^p(y*)+y*^B,tor-ip*^V2[/,(y*)+/i*^p(y*)]p*. 
Again by {x'^Bix)^ = x^BiWi, ie K and jFg{x) = 0, we get 
[/i(y*)+/x*''p(y*)+y*''5,<-^p*^V2[/,(y*)+/x*^^(y*)]p*]-[/,(x)+(x^B,x)^ 
> N [fi{x) + (x^B,x)^] - [fi{y*) + /.*^^(y*) + y*^Biw*, - \v*'^V'[W) + ii*^9{y*W]\ 
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This means that [fi{y*) + ix*'^g{y*) + y^'^B^wt - Ip^^^Viiv*) + f^*^9{y*)]P*] ^ 
infinitely better than [fi{x) + (x^Bix)^], i 6 Ki, whereas [fi{x) + {x^Bix)^] is 
finitely better than [fi{y*) + fj^'^giy*) + y'^Bjwf - |p*^V2[/,(y*) + fj.*'^g{y*)]p*] for 
all / € K. Therefore, 
/,(x)+(x^Bix)^ ^ fi(y*)+^i*''g{y*)+y*''Biwt-'^p*''v'[fi{y*)+^x*^giy*)]p\ i e Ki 
and 
/,(x)+(x^5zx)^ < fi{y*)+ii*'^g{y*)W^Biwt-\p*^V^[h{y*)+lx*'^g{y*)]p\ I e K, 
which again contradict weak duaUty (Theorem 5.1). Hence {x,Ji,Wi,iv2, ...,Wk, 
A,p = 0) is a properly efficient solution of (NWD). 
T H E O R E M 5.3 (Strict Converse Duality). Let x and {y,p,,iDi,W2, • • .,Wk,X,p) be 
feasible solutions of (NMP) and (NWD), respectively. Assume that 
(0 E Mfi{x) + x^B.Wi] ^ t Mfiiy) + fBm - Ip^V'fiim j:Mfi{x)+x^Bm]^j: 
t = l t = l 
+ ff9{y)-ip'^'ji'9{y)p, (5.9) 
(ii) (/i(-) + {•)'^BiWi), i e K is strictly second order (J", a, p, rf)-convex at y, 
{Hi) gj{-), j G M is second order (J", a, p, d)-convex at y, 
k _ m 
(iv) Y, >^iPi + E ftjPj = 0; and 
i=l j=l 
(r) a{x,y) = a(x,y). 
Then x = y. 
PROOF. We assume that x ^  y and exhibit a contradiction. Prom hypotheses (ii) 
and (iii), we have 
Mx) + x-^Bm - My) - fBm + Wv^fmp 
> T{x, y; a{x, y){Vfi{y)+V''fi{y)p+Bm})+pid^{x, y), (5.10) 
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^ T% m ot%y){V9j{y) + V^9j{y)P}) + Pjdf'ix, y). (5.11) 
On multiplying (5.10) by Aj > 0, i G X and (5.11) by fij ^ 0, j G M and using the 
sublinearity of J^, we sunomarize to get 
f Mfm + ^ '^Bm) + fg{x) - t MfiiV) + fB,Wi - ip'V^hm) 
1=1 »=i 
- n^g{y) + iP^VjFgm > .F(x, y; a(x, y) E Ai{V/i(j/) + V^My)p + Bm}) 
i= i 
k m 
+ JF(x, y; a{x, y){Vjfg{y) + V2/x^g(y)p}) + ( E A^ p^  + E MiPi)d'(5, V)-
t = i j = i 
The above inequality on using the subhnearity of .F, (5.1), hypotheses (iv) and (v) 
with ft^g{x) ^ 0 gives 
t Uf,{x)^xFB,Wi] > t A,[/i(|i)+rBi^i-|p^V2/i(y)p]+/i^g(y)-ip^V2/i^5(y)p, 
i=i i=i 
which is a contradiction to (5.9). Hence x = y. 
5.3. MOND-WEIR TYPE DUALITY 
In this section, we formulate the following Mond-Weir type dual associated to 
(NMP) and discuss the duaUty results. 
(NMD) Maximize (/i(y) + y'^B^wi - lp^V^fi{y)p, 
...Jk{y) + y''BkW,-lp^V'My)p) 
subject to EAi(V/i(y)+V2/i(y)p+Bit/;i)+V/i^g(y)+VV^5(y)p = 0, (5.12) 
i= l 
/ 5 ( y ) - ^P^vV''p(y)p ^ 0, (5.13) 
Wi'^BiWi ^1, ieK, (5.14) 
A>0 , / i ^O . (5.15) 
R E M A R K 5 .1 . Let Si = O, i e k. Then (NMD) becomes second order Mond-
k 
Weir type dual obtained by Zhang and Mond [145] with the addition of E -^ t = 1-
t = i 
If, in addition, p = 0, then (NMD) reduces to first order Mond-Weir type dual 
considered in [105]. 
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and 
T H E O R E M 5.4 (Weak Duality). Let x and (y,/x,t0i,t02,• •. ,tOfe, A,p) be feasible 
solutions of (NMP) and (NMD), respectively. Assume that 
(0 Yl ^i{fi{') + {•VBiWi) is second order {J^, a, p, d)-pseudoconvex at y, 
t = i 
(ii) n^g{-) is second order (.F, a,p,d)-quasiconvex at y; and 
(in) — ^ + — ^ ^ 0. 
Then the following cannot hold: 
fi{x) + {x^Bixy S fi{y) + y^Bm - ^p^VVi(y)p, i e Ki (5.16) 
fiix) + {x'^Bixy < fi{y) + y'^Bm - ^p^VVKy)P, I e K. (5.17) 
P R O O F , Prom fM^g{x) ^ 0 and (5.13), we have 
fFg{x) ^ 0 ^  fFg{y) - Ip^V""n'^g{y)p, 
which by the virtue of hypothesis (ii) implies 
Tix,y;a{x,y){ViJL'^g{y) + V^tfg{y)p)) ^ -pcl^{x,y). 
As Q(X, y) > 0, it follows that 
^(^,y; V/x^p(y)+vVp(?/)p) ^ --^/i^^y)- (5-18) 
Now, by the subUnearity of .F, (5.12) and (5.18), we get 
0 = J'{x,y; E Ai(V/i(2/)+VVi(y)p+Biti;i)+V/x^p(2/)+VV^(y)p) 
t = i 
^ T{x, y; E Ai(V/i(t/) + V'f,{y)p + B^Wi)) + T{x, y; V/x^p(y) + VV^^(y)p) 
i= l 
A: 
^ :^(x, y; E Ai(V/i(y) + V2/i(y)p + B t^o^ )) - 5 & ^ ( ^ . y), 
which by hypothesis (iii) gives 
k 
Hx,y;EM'^fi{y) + ^ 'My)p+BiWi)) ^ --B—d\x,y). (5.19) 
t=i a[x,y) 
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Since ^ is sublineax and a{x,y) > 0, inequality (5.19) with hypothesis (i) impUes 
J:Xi{fi{x) + xTB,Wi) ^J:Hfiiy) + y'^BiWi-lj^V^fi{y)p). (5.20) 
i= i t=i 
The inequaUty (5.20) along with Lenuna 1.1 and (5.14) impUes 
E Ai(/i(x)+(x^Bix)^) ^ E \{Uy)+y'^Bm-ip'V^fi{y)p). (5.21) 
i = l i=l 
Suppose (5.16) and (5.17) hold, i.e., 
Mx) + (x'^Bix)'^ S fi{y) + y^Bm - \P''V''fi{y)p, i e Ki 
and 
fi{x) + {x'^Bix^ < fi{y)+y'^BiWi - :^p^V^My)p, I € K. 
In view of A > 0, the above inequalities give 
E XiiMx) + {x^B,xr) < E xuiy) + y^Bm - Wv^fi{y)p\ 
i=\ t=l 
a contradiction to (5.21). This completes the proof. 
The proof of the following theorem follows on the similar lines of Theorem 5.2. 
T H E O R E M 5.5 (Strong DuaUty). Let x be a properly efficient solution of (NMP) 
at which a constraint qualification is satisfied. Then there exist A G i?*, /i € i?", 
Wi G i?", i ^ K and p e RJ^ such that {x,p,iDi,W2,• • .,iVk,X,p = 0) is feasible for 
(NMD), and the objective values of (NMP) and (NMD) are equal. If, in addition, 
weak duality (Theorem 5.4) holds for all feasible (x,/i,ryi,iy2,...,tUfc,A,p), then 
(x, /i, u)i, i£)2,..., Wk, A,p = 0) is a properly efficient solution of (NMD). 
T H E O R E M 5.6 (Strict Converse Duality). Letxand (y,/i,iyi,tZ;2,.. .,iyfc, A,p) be 
feasible solutions of (NMP) and (NMD), respectively. Assume that 
(i) EMfi{x) + x'^Bm] ^ EXi[fi{y)+y'^Bm-kP^^'fi{y)p], (5.22) 
i=l t=l 
k 
{ii) E Xi[fi{-) + {-VBiiVi] is strictly second order (.F, d, p, d)-pseudoconvex at y, 
t=i 
(iii) pFg{-) is second order (.7^ , a, p, d)-quasiconvex at y; and 
a{x,y) a{x,y) = 
Then x = y. 
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P R O O F . We assume that x ^ y and exhibit a contradiction. Since x and 
(y,/i.tDi, W2,.. .,Wk,X,p) are the feasible solutions of (NMP) and (NMD), respec-
tively, we have 
ffg{x) ^ 0 ^ ffgiy) - {p^V^ffgiy)?. 
Using hypothesis (iii), it follows that 
T(x,y;a{x,y){Vfi^g{y) + V^fi'^g{y)p)) ^ -p(f{x,y), 
which by Ci{x,y) > 0 yields 
Now. the sublinearity of !F, (5.12) and the above inequahty imply 
0 = T{x, y- E A,(V/i(y)+VVi(y)p+Bi^O+VAi^p(y)+VV^ff(y)p) 
1=1 
^ T{x. y-1 A,(V/i(y) + VVi(y)p + Bm)) + T{x,y; Vffgiy) + V'ffg{y)p) 
i = l 
^ T{x. y; Z \i{Vm + V'fMp + Bm)) - ^7§^d\x, y), 
t=i "^2;,y; 
which by the virtue of hypothesis (iv) shows 
:F{X, y; E Ai(V/i(y) + V'My)p + BiWi)) ^ --t^d^^, y). 
i=i "l^;, y) 
The above inequahty together with hypothesis (ii), Q!(x,y) > 0 and the subhnearity 
of T gives 
E Ufi{x) + x^BiWi] > t Ufiiy) + fB,Wi - ip^V2/i(y)pl, 
i=\ t=l 
a contradiction to (5.22). Hence x = y. 
5.4. UNIFIED HIGHER ORDER DUALITY 
In this section, first we introduce higher order (.F, a, p, d)-type I functions. 
Let T be sublinear and let p = {p^,p'^), where p^ = {p\,P2,---,pi) € R'', p^ — 
(PI- P1, • ••, pi) € i r . Let a\a'^:XxX^R+\ {0} and d{; •) : X x X-^ R. 
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D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 1 . For each ie K and j e M, (fugj) is said to be higher order 
{J^, a, p, d)-type I at x e X with respect to p € K", if for all x G Xo, 
fi{x) ^ fi{x) + hi{x,p) - P^^phiix,p) + :F{X,X;a\x,x)^phi{x,p)) + p\S{x,x), 
-[9i{x) + 9i(x,p) -p^Vpgj(x,p)] ^ ^(x,x;a^(x,x)Vpgj(x,p)) + p]d^{x,x). 
D E F I N I T I O N 5.2. For each leK and ; G M , U^gj) is said to be higher order 
{!F, a, p, d)-pseudoquasi-type I at x G X with respect to p G i?*, if for all x G Xo, 
fi{^) < /i(5) + /ii(x,p) -p^Vp/ii(x,p) => .F(x,x;a^(x,x)Vp/ii(x,p)) < ~p\d^{x,x), 
- t e ( ^ ) + gj(*,p) -P^Vpgj(x,p)] ^ 0 ={• ^ (x,x;a2(x,x)Vpgj(x,p)) ^ -p]d?{x,x). 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 .3 . For each i€K and j G M, {/i,5j) is said to be higher order 
{T, a, p, d)-strictly pseudoquasi-type I at x G X with respect to p G i?", if for all 
X G Xo, 
J^{x,x;a\x,x)Vphi{x,p)) ^ -pl(f{x,x) ^ fi{x) > fi{x) + hi{x,p)-p'^Vphi{x,p), 
-{9j{^) + qj{x,p)-p'^Vpqj{x,p)] ^ 0 => ^ (x,x;a2(x,x)Vpgj(x,p)) ^ -p'^j(P{x,x). 
R E M A R K 5.2, if we put hi{x,p) = p^Vfi{x) + \p^V'^fi{x)p, i G A' and 
qj(x,p) = p^Vgj(x) + ^P^V^gj(x)p, j G M in the above definitions, then for 
each i e K and j G M, (fugj) is second order (.F,a, p,p,d)—type I, second or-
der (.F, a, p, p, d)—pseudoquasi-type I and second order {T, a, p, p, d)—strictlypseudo 
quasi-type I at x, respectively, introduced by Hachimi and Aghezzaf [50]. 
Now, we formulate the following unified higher order dual for (NMP) and dis-
cuss weak, strong and strict converse duahty theorems. 
(NHD) Maximize (/i {y) + hi (y, p) - p^Vp/ii [y, p) + y^BiWi 
+ E [I^JQAV) + mjiy^p)-'P'^^pimi{y^p))l 
• • •, fk{y) + hk{y,p) ~ p^Vp/ifc(y,p) + y'^BkWk 
+ E Imiiy) + mAv^p) - p^^pimAy^p))]) 
jGJo 
subject to 
k 
1 
1=1 
^p\^h{y,p) + Y. ^iBiWi + Vp{pFq{y,p)) = 0, (5.23) 
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E Imiiy) + mAv^p) - f^vimAy^v))] ^ o, /? = i, 2,...,r, (5.24) 
wjBiWi ^ 1, i G /C, (5.25) 
k 
A > 0, E Ai = 1, /i ^ 0, (5.26) 
t= i 
where h : i?" x i?" -> i?'= and g : iT x i?" ->• i?"* are differentiable functions. Jp C M 
has the same meaning as in Chapter 2. 
R E M A R K 5 .3 . Let hi{y,p) = p^V/i(y) + \p^V'^fi{y)v, i e K 
and gj(y,p) = p^Vgjiy) + \p^V^9j{y)p, j e M. 
{i) If J^ = 0, /? = 1,2,..., r, then (NHD) reduces to the Mangasarian type second 
order dual considered in Section 5.2. 
(ii) If Jo = 0, then we get the Mond-Weir type second order dual formulated in 
k 
Section 5.3, with the omission of ^ At = 1. 
T H E O R E M 5.7 (Weak DuaUty). Let X and {y,n,X,Wi,W2,.. .,Wk,p) be feasible 
solutions of (NMP) and (NHD), respectively. Assume that 
(0 ii:m{-) + {-VBiWi\+ ZmA-l E/^i9j(-) , /?=l,2, . . . , r) ishigheror-
\t=i jeJo jeJp J 
der (J^, Q,p, d)—pseudoquasi-type I at y; and 
("'(si&J + SScbp^jso-
/3= 
Then the following cannot hold: 
U[x) + [pFBixyi ^ fi{y) + hi{y,p) - p^vMy^p) + y^^iWi 
+ ^[f^jdjiy) + miiy^ P) - p'^^pimAy^p))]^ ^ ^  KI (5.27) 
and 
fiix) + {x'^BixY < fi{y) + hi{y,p) - p'^Vphiiy^P) + y^BiWi 
+ Y.I^j9j{y) + mi(y>P) -/Vp(^jgj(y,p))], / G K. (5.28) 
jeJo 
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P R O O F . Suppose to the contrary that (5.27) and (5.28) hold. Smce /i^p(x) ^ 0 
and A > 0, we have from Lemma 1.1 and (5.25), 
k k 
t = l jGJo »=1 
+ Yl^j3j{y) + HQjiy^p) - p^^pimAy^p))]- (5.29) 
jeJo 
Also, inequaUty (5.24) gives 
-53^f'^djiy) + mAy^p)-p'^^pimjiy^p))]^o, p = i,2,...,r. (5.30) 
In view of hypothesis (i), (5.29) and (5.30) imply 
k 
J'ix,y-a\x,y){VpX^h{y,p) + ^AiBiti;^ + Vp{Y^mAy^P))}) < -p\(i^{x,y), 
jr(x,t/;a2(x,y){Vp(5]/ijg,(y,p))}) S -pl(f{x,y), /? = l ,2, . . . , r . 
Using the sublinearity of !F and Q^{x,y) > 0,a^(x,y) > 0 in the above inequalities, 
we smnmarize to get 
k m 
T{x,y; VpA^/i(y,p) + Y,>^iBiWi + Vp(^/Xjg,(y,p))) 
i=l i = l 
< 
-[^)^^^/)^(^'y^- '^ -^ l' 
On applying hypothesis (ii), (5.31) reduces to 
h m 
T{x,y; VpX^h{y,p) + Y,^iBm + VpiJ^mAy^P))) < 0- (5.32) 
t=i i = i 
The inequality (5.23) and the subUnearity of J^ yield 
k m 
T{x,y;VpX^h{y,p) + J2XiBiWi + Vp{Y,Mjiy^P))) = 0, 
t=i i = i 
which contradicts (5.32). This completes the proof. 
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T H E O R E M 5.8 (Strong Duality). Let x be a properly eflScient solution of (NMP) 
at which a constraint quaUfication is satisfied and 
hi{x,0) = 0,ieK- Wph{x,0) = V/(x), ] 
\ (5.33) 
qj{x,0) =0, je M; Vpg(x,0) = Vg{x). J 
Then there exist X € R'', ft £ RT, Wi e BT, i e K and p e R" such that 
{x,fi,X,wi,W2,...,'Wk,p — 0) is feasible for (NHD) and the objective values of 
(NMP) and (NHD) are equal. If, in addition, weak duality (Theorem 5.7) holds 
for all feasible {x,^i,\,Wl,W2, — Wk,p), then {x,fJL,X,iDi, W2,...,'Wk,p = 0) is a 
properly efficient solution of (NHD). 
P R O O F . Since X is a properly efficient solution of (NMP) at which a constraint 
qualification is satisfied. Then by Theorem 1.6, there exist A e R'',p G R^ and 
Wi e R^, i ^ K such that 
E Ai[V/i(x) + Biivi] + Vp^g{x) = 0, 
! = 1 
p^g{x) = 0, 
(x^Bix)^ = xFBiWi, i e K, 
wjBiWi ^ l,i GK", 
A>0, EAf = l, /x^O. 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
(5.36) 
(5.37) 
(5.38) 
i=l 
The relations (5.34), (5.35), (5.37j and (5.38) along with (5.33) imply that (x, pL, A.'iSi, 
^2, •• •, Wfc,p = 0) is a feasible solution for (NHD). EquaUty of objective values thus 
follows from (5.35) and (5.36). Now, proper efficiency of (x, p, X,ivi,W2,..., Wk,P = 
0) for (NHD) follows on the similar Unes of Theorem 5.2. 
T H E O R E M 5.9 (Strict Converse Duality). Let x and {y, p, ivi, W2,..., Wk, X,p) be 
feasible solutions of (NMP) and (NHD), respectively. Assume that 
(i) E Ai[/i(x) + x^Bm] ^  E Ufiiy) + hiiy,p) - f^Mv^P) + fBiW,] 
1=1 t= i 
+ E [mj{y)+mj{y,p)-P^'^p{Pjqj{y,p))], (5.39) 
j&Jo 
{ii) \EMfi{-) + {YBiWi]+T,H9j{-\ EMi^ i ( - ) , / ?= l ,2 , . . . , r | is higher 
y=i j^Jo J&J/3 I 
order (.F, Q,p, (/)—strictlypseudoquasi-type I at y; and 
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{Hi) a'ily)'^ a^{x,y)]^/^)-^-
Then x = y. 
P R O O F . We assume that x ^y and exhibit a contradiction. By hypothesis (ii), 
we have 
:F(x,y;aHx,y){E^i[Vp/k(ii,p) + BiiDi] +Vp(E m^PW ^ -p\<fi{x,y) 
^ E Mfiix) + x'^BiiDi] + z fimix) > E Mfiiv) + hi{y,P) 
«=1 jeJo « = 1 
-p'^Vphi{y,p)+y'^BiiDi]+ E \Mj9j{y)+P'i<lMP)-p'^^p{mj{y,P))i (5.40) 
- E IfijQjiy) + ftjQj{y,P) -P^^viMiiy^P))] ^ o 
^ Hx,ma\x,y){Vp( E m^^y^P))}) ^ -P^i^,y),0=l,2,...,r. (5.41) 
By inequality (5-24), we get 
- E [P-igjiV) + PjQjiy,P) - P'^^piPjqMP))] ^ o, ^ = i, 2 , . . . , r, 
which along with (5.41) gives 
J^ix,y;a^{x,y){'^pi E /ii9i(y.P))}) ^ -pjd2(x,y), /3 = 1,2,. . . , r . (5.42) 
jG^/3 
The inequaUty (5.23) and (5.42) along with the subhnearity of J^ and a^{x,y) > 0 
imply 
fc _ 1 ^ 
J'ix, y; VpF/i(y,p) + E AiBiWi + Vp( E PJQMP))) ^ -27^^(2Z^?)^ '(* '^)-
Prom hypothesis (iii), the above inequaUty changes to 
:F(X,y; Vp\^h{y,p) + E KBiWi + Vp( E PiQ^P))) ^ —^d\x,y). 
That is. 
A; 
:r(x,i/;aHx,y){VpF%,p)+EAiBitZ)i+Vp(E /iigj(i/,P))}) ^ -Pld'(x,y). (5.43) 
1=1 j&Jo 
The inequality (5.43) together with (5.40) becomes 
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+ fBiW,\ + X) [Mj£fj(y) + Mjgj(j/.P) -P^Vp(/ijgj(y,p))]. 
Since /i^p(x) ^ 0, we have 
Y, \i[fi{x) + x'^Bm] > D Ai[/i(y) + hi{y,p) - p^VMv^P) + V'^Bm] 
+ E iP-jQiiy) + fijQjiVyp) - p^^pifijQMP))], 
which contradicts (5.39). Hence x = y. 
5.5. SPECIAL CASES 
(n If we put Bi = 0, hi{y,p) = p^V/i(y) + \v^V'^Si{y)v, i € K, and qj(y,p) = 
P^'^9jiy) + lp^'^'^9j{y)P, j eM, Jo = LQM and Jp = M\L, then we obtain 
second order mixed type dual discussed in [1]. 
(ii) Let k = l,/ii(y,p) = p^V/i(y) + Ip^"^""fx{y)p and gj(y,p) = p^V5j(y) + 
ip^V^pj(y)p in (NHD). Then we get the nondifferentiable general Mond-Weir 
type second order dual of Zhang and Mond [145]. If, in addition p = 0, Jo = 
L C. M and J^ = M\L, then we obtain first order mixed type dual discussed 
in [3]. 
{Hi] If A; = 1, then (NHD) reduces to the nondifferentiable general Mond-Weir type 
higher order dual considered in [94]. If, in addition, Bi = 0, i G K, then we 
obtain the general Mond-Weir type higher order dual given by [93]. 
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Chapter VI 
SECOND AND HIGHER ORDER DUALITY FOR 
NONDIFFERENTIABLE MINIMAX 
PROGRAMMING PROBLEMS 
A part of this chapter has been accepted for pubUcation 
in Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics, DOI 
10.1016/j.cam.2007.03.022. 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
Schmitendorf [117] established necessary and sufficient optimality conditions for 
a differentiable minimax programming problem (NP) (see Chapter 1) mader convex-
ity assumptions. Tanimoto [123] applied these optimality conditions to define a first 
order dual and derived appropriate duaUty theorems. Yadav and Mukherjee [136] 
presented the fractional analogue of (NP) and employed the optimality conditions 
in [117] to construct two dual problems for this fractional minimax progranuning 
problem and derived duality results. Chandra and Kumar [27] pointed out certain 
omissions and inconsistencies in the dual formulation of Yadav and Mukherjee [136]; 
they constructed two modified dual problems for fractional minimax programming 
problem and proved duality theorems. Many other authors have shown interest 
in developing optimaUty conditions and duaUty results for differentiable minimax 
fractional programming problems [85,137] and nondifferentiable minimax fractional 
programming problems [7, 55, 75, 76, 96]. 
In order to generalize the notion of convexity to second and higher order, and to 
extend the validity of sufficiency and duality results to larger classes of optimization 
problems, various attempts have been made. More precisely, Liang et al. [79, 80] 
introduced the concept of [T, a, p, d)-convex function, which was further extended 
to second order {!F, a, p, d)-convex functions by Ahmad and Husain [6] and to second 
order {T, a, p, d)-type I fimctions by Hachimi and Aghezzaf [50]. Bector et al. [15] 
introduced four types of second order dual models for (NP) and established dual-
ity results under second order generahzed invexity assumptions. Liu [84] discussed 
duaUty results for a general Mond-Weir type second order dual associated to (NP) 
involving second order generalized B-invexity assiunptions. 
Recently, Mishra and Rueda [95] considered the following nondifferentiable min-
imax programming problem: 
(MMP) min s\xp f{x,y) + (x^Bx)^ 
x&X ygy 
subject to g{x) ^ 0 , xeX, 
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where y is a compact subset of iT*; /(•, •) : X xY -^ R and g{-) : X ^ FT" aie 
twice diflferentiable functions at x e X, and B is an n x n positive semidefinite sym-
metric matrix. They proved second order duality theorems for a general Mond-Weir 
type dual associated with (MMP) by using the concept of generalized second order 
type I functions. 
In this chapter, we are motivated by Bector et al. [15], Liu [84] and Mishra and 
Rueda [95] to discuss duaUty results for second and higher order duals of (MMP). 
In Sections 6.2 and 6.3, we derive duality results for second order Mangasarian type 
and general Mond-Weir type duals in the framework of second order (J", a, p, d)-
type I/generalized second order (J", a, p, d)-type I functions. A unified higher order 
dual is formulated and appropriate duaUty results are proved involving higher order 
{J^, a, p, d)-type I functions in Section 6.4. In the last section, several known results 
are shown as special cases. 
Let Xo = {x e X \ g{x) ^ 0} denote the set of all feasible solutions of (MMP). 
For each {x, y) e Xo x Y, we define 
Y{x) = {yeY: f{x,y) + (x'^Bx)^ = sup/(x,z) + (x^Ba;)^, 
zsY 
and 
^ = { ( s , t , y ) e i V x i ? ; x i r " : l ^ s ^ n - { - l , t = (ti,t2,...,t.) G i?; 
s 
with X)*i = l,y = (yi,y2,---,ya) with^i e y(x), i = l ,2 , . . . , s} . 
i = l 
Following theorem is an special case of Theorem 3.1 [76] and will be needed in 
the proofs of strong duaUty theorems. 
T H E O R E M 6.1 (Necessary Conditions). If x* is a solution (local or global) of 
(MMP) satisfying x*'^Bx* > 0 and Vgj{x*), j e J axe linearly independent, then 
there exist (s',t*,y*) e K, w* € iT and n* e R^ such that 
t = l j=l 
m 
Z f^*M^*) = 0, 
n^o,i = i,2,...,s*, i:tr = i, 
{x*^Bx*)-2 = x*^Bw*, 
w*'^Bw* < 1. 
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6.2. MANGASARIAN TYPE DUALITY 
This section deals with the duaUty results for the following second order dual 
to(MMP): 
s m 
(MWD) max sup 'ZUf{z,yi) +z^Bw+^ ^ijO^iz) 
(s,t,y)6A' {z,v,,n,p)eHi{s,t,y) t=l j=l 
s m 
1=1 j = l 
where Hi{s, i, y) denotes the set of all {z,w,(j,,p) € E^ x R^ x R^ x B^ satisfying 
5 m s m 
V EUf{z,yi)+Bw+V E fiigj{z)+V^EUf{z,yi)p+V^ E mA^)P = 0, (6.1) 
t = l j = l i = l j=l 
w^Bw ^ 1. (6.2) 
If, for a triplet {s,t,y) G K, the set Hi{s,t,y) = 0, then we define the supremum 
over it to be —oo. 
T H E O R E M 6.2 (Weak DuaUty). Let X and {z,w,fi,s,t,y,p) be feasible solutions 
of (MM?) and (MWD), respectively. Assume that 
(») [/(', Vi) + {•)'^Bw, i = 1,2,..., s, pj(-), j 6 M] is second order (.F, a, p, d)-type 
I at 2, 
(ii) Q^(x,2) = a^(x,2); and 
s m 
(m) E*iPj + EMiPi^O. 
t=i j = i 
Then 
, s m 
sup /(x, y) + (a;^Sx)5 ^ E <</(-2, Vi) + ^ '^Bw + E f^j9j{z) 
y e y i=i j = i 
« m 
- y v 2 [ E t i / ( 2 , y i ) + E M i P . ( * -
1=1 i=i 
P R O O F . Suppose to the contrary that 
, a m 
swpf{x,y) + {x'^Bx)2 < ^tif{z,yi) + z'^Bw+Y,^^j93{z) 
s m 
-lp'''^'[Etif{z,yi) + Emjiz)]P-
i= l j = l 
Thus, we have 
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3 Tn 
i= l i = l 
for all yi € I'Cx), i = 1,2,..., s. 
It follows from ij ^ 0, i = 1,2,..., s, that 
U 
^ 0 , i = l ,2 , . . . , s , 
i=l j = l 
with at least one strict inequality, since t = (ti,t2,... ,t,) ^^  0. Taking summation 
s 
over i and using Eti = l,we have 
1 = 1 
E ii/{a-, Vi) + (x^Bx)5 < E Uf{z,Vi) + z'^Bw + E fijgjiz) 
3=1 i = l t = l 
1=1 7=1 
which by (6.2) and Lemma 1.1 yields 
s s m 
E tif{x, yi) + x'^Bw < E tif{z, yi) + z'^Bw + E Wji^) 
j = i t = i 1=1 
m 
b ^ ' ^ ' t i : *i/(-^. ^ 0 + E /^.PiC*- (6.3) 
• • i = i 1=1 
Now, h>-pothesis (i) gives 
f{x,yi) + x^Bw - f{z,yi) - z^Bw + lp^V^f{z,yi)p 
^ T{x, z; oc\x, z){Vfiz, yi) + Bw + V^f{z,yi)p}) + p\dP{x, z), i = 1,2,..., s, 
-g^{z) + ip^V2g,(z)p ^ T{x,z-a\x,z){Vg^{z) + V''gi{z)p}) + p]d^{x,z), j € M. 
On multiplying the first inequality by i^  ^ 0, i = 1,2,...,s, second by pj ^ 0, 
5 
j € M and on using the subhnearity of ^  with E *i = !> we get 
i=l 
tufix,yi)+x^Bw-ttifiz,yi)-z^Bw+lp'^V'ttifiz,yi)p 
i=l i = l t = l 
^ J^(x, z; a\x, z){V E ^/C^, yO + ^t/; + V^ E Ufiz, y,)p}) + E ^ipJ^'l^, ^), 
i = l i = l !=1 
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m m m 
^ T{x,z; a2(x, z){V E MiPiC-^ ) + V^ E /^i^j(^)p}) + E /^ iP?rf2(x, 2). 
j = i j = i j = i 
Adding the above inequalities along with hypothesis (ii) and the subUnearity of T, 
to get 
s a s m 
E Uf{x, yi)+x^Bw- E Uf(z, yi)-z^Bw+'^jFV' E <i/(^, yi)P- E t^i9ii^) 
i= l t=l i=l i = l 
TTV » S 
+b'^V2 D iijgj{z)p ^ T{x, z- a'{x, z){V E Ufi^, yi)+Bw+V' E <i/(^. yi)P 
j==l i= l t=l 
m m a m 
+ V E MiPi(^ ) + v^ E Mi9,(^)p}) + ( E Up} + E M.p?)rf'(^, ^)-
j = l i = l i = l j = l 
Thus, from hypothesis (iii), we have 
s 3 m 
E Uf{x, Vi) + x'^Bw-Etif{z,yi)-z'^Bw- Z N9j{^) 
i= i 1=1 i = i 
+ y V2[Eti/(^,yi) + E mMP ^ J'{x,z;a\x,z){VZUf{z,yi) 
t=l j= l i= l 
s m m 
+ BW + W'Y: tifiz,yi)p + V E /^iP;(2) + V2 E /Xi9i(-zM), 
t=i j = i j = i 
which along with (6.3) and a^{x,z) > 0 implies 
3 tn 8 m 
:F{x,z;V'ZUf{z,yi)+Bw+VElJ^j9j{z)+V''Y,Uf{z,yi)p+V'' E m A ^ ) ? ) < 0. 
t = l 3=1 t = l j = l 
a contradiction to (6.1), since !F{x,z;0) = 0. This completes the proof. 
T H E O R E M 6.3 (Strong Duality). Assume that x* is an optimal solution of (MMP) 
and Vgj{x*), j E J are linearly independent. Then there exist (s*,t*,y*) G K and 
{x*,w*,fi*,p*) e Hi{s*,t*,y*) such that {x*,w*,ff,s*,t*,y*,p* = 0) is a feasible 
solution of (MWD), and the two objectives have the same values. Further, if weak 
duaUty (Theorem 6.2) holds for all feasible solutions of (MMP) and (MWD), then 
(x*, lu*, /x*, s*, f *, y*, p* =0) is an optimal solution of (MWD). 
P R O O F . Since X* is an optimal solution of (MMP) and Vgj{x*), j € J are Unearly 
independent, then by Theorem 6.1, there exist {s*,t*,y*) e K and {x*,w*,fj,*,p*) € 
Hi(s*, r , y*) such that (x*, w*, n\ s\ t*, y*,p* = 0) is a feasible solution of (MWD), 
and the two objectives have the same values. Optimality of (x*, w*, (j,*, s*, t*, y*, p* — 
0) for (MWD) follows from weak duality (Theorem 6.2). 
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T H E O R E M 6.4 (Strict Converse Duality). Let x* and {z*,w\n*,s*,t*,y*,p*) be 
optimal solutions of (MMP) and (MWD), respectively. Assume that 
(i) Vgj{x*), J € J are linearly independent, 
(ii) [/(-.J/,*) + {•Y'Bw*,i = 1,2,...,s*, ^j(-), j € M] is second order strictly 
[J^, a, p, d)-type lat z*, 
(m) a^{x*,z*) = a^(x*,z*); and 
a* m 
t=l j = l 
Then z* = x*. 
P R O O F . Suppose to the contrary that z* ^  x* and exhibit a contradiction. Since 
X* and {z*,w*, fj.*, s*,t*,y*,p*) are the optimal solutions of (MMP) and (MWD), 
respectively and V^j(x*), j ^ J are Unearly independent, therefore from strong 
duality (Theorem 6.3), we reach at 
a* m 
sup f{x\y*)+{x*'^Bx*)-^ =Enf{^\y:)+^*'^Bw*+Y, tji*^gj{z*) 
a* m 
i=l i=l 
Thus, we have 
a* m 
/(x' ,y;) + (x*^Src*)5^ ^tr/(^*,^;)+z*^Bt/;*+ E Ai;p,(2*) 
a* m 
- b'^^v^iE tu{z%y:)+E /^ ;pi(^ *)]p*, 
»=i j=i 
foraUy;ey(a;*), i = l,2,... ,s*. 
Now, proceeding as in Theorem 6.2, we get 
a* a* m 
t=i t=i j = i 
_ a* m 
-ip*^V2[Et:/(a;*,yr)+E t^*j9A^*W- (6.4) 
t=i i= i 
The hypothesis (ii) yields 
f{x*,y;)-¥x*'^Bw*-f{z*,y:)-z*'^Bw*+lp*'^V^f{z\yt)p* 
> T{x*,z*;a\x*,z*){Vfiz*,yt) + Bw* + V^fiz\y:)p*}) + p\d^ix\z% 
-Pi(^*)+b*''v2^i(^*)p*>•^(2;^^^«'(^^^*){V9i(^*)+v25,.(^*)p*})+p2rf2(^^^*). 
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On multiplying the first inequality by t,* ^ 0, 2 = 1,2,..., s*, second by //^  ^0, j G 
M, respectively and on using the subUneeirity of J" with ^ i* = 1, we get 
t = l i = l t = l 
> :F(X*,z-;a\x\z*){V£Vlf{z\yt)+Bw*^V^ £t: /(z*,y;)p*})+f: t*p\^{x\z% 
.=1 t=l i= l 
m m m 
^ T^x\ z*; oc\x\ z*){v E /^ ;pi(^ *) + V2 E /x;^,(z*y}) + E ^^]p]^{x\ z% 
i = i i = i j = i 
Combining these inequalities together with hypothesis (iii) and the sublinearity of 
^ , to imply 
s* s* s* m 
znf{^',ri)+^*^Bw*-ztu{z\y:)-^*''Bw*^p*^v'^tu{z\y:)p*-J:^^*M^*) 
(=1 t = l t = l 3=1 
m s* 3' 
+|p*^V2 E /x*Pi(^V > J^(x*,z*;aHx*,z*){VE<»-/(^*,yn+5«^*+V2 E*.7(^*.y;)P* 
j=\ i = l 1=1 
m m s* m 
+ V E M;5i(^ *) + v2 E M*9,(^ *)P*}) + ( E np] + E t^*p')<^{x\z*), 
j=l j=l t = l J = l 
which by hypothesis (iv) gives 
s* s* m 
E *r/(^*. y.-) + x*'^Bw* - E <:/{^*, yt) - Z*'^BW* - E f^^M"^*) 
i = l i = l j = l 
s* m s* 
+ b'^ 'v i^Etr/c^ .^i/n + EMi5i(^ *)]p* > Hx\zW{x\z*){vY,t*f{z\y:) 
i-l j=l i= l 
s* m m 
+Bti;*+v2 5:tt/(^',y*)p*+V E M^Pi(^*)+v2 E /^;Pi{^*y})-
i= i j = i i = i 
The above inequaUty along with (6.1), the sublinearity of T and Q^[X*,Z*) > 0, 
reduces to 
3* s* m 
Et:f{x\y*)+x*^Bw* > Enfiz*,y*i)+z*^Bw*+^f,*^gj{z*) 
i = l t = l J = l 
„ s* m 
t = l j = l 
which is a contradiction to (6.4). Hence z* = x*. 
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6.3. GENERAL MOND-WEIR TYPE DUALITY 
In this section, we discuss usual duality results for the following second order 
dual to (MMP): 
a 
(MGD) max sup YiUf{z,yi)-}-z^Bw^ J^ I^j9j{z) 
is,t,y)eK (z,w,fi,p)^H2{s,t,y) »=1 J^Jo 
where H2{s,t,y) denotes the set of all (2,iy,/x,p) € i?" x i?* x i?!J* x il" satisfying 
s m s m 
V E Uf{z,yi) + Bw+V E MjPi(2) +V2 E tif{z,yi)p+V^ E I^M^)P = 0. (6-5) 
i=l 3=1 i= l i = l 
E /^ .PiC )^ - y V' E /^i^i(^)P ^ 0, /? = 1,2,... ,r, (6.6) 
u;^Bw ^ 1. (6.7) 
If, for a triplet {s,t,y) G K, the set H2{s,t,y) = 0, then we define the supremum 
over it to be —oo. 
T H E O R E M 6.5 (Weak Duality). Let x and {z,w,n,s,t,y,p) be feasible solutions 
of (MMP) and (MGD), respectively. Assume that 
5 
(i) [E *i/{-. Vi) + {•fBw+ E MiPi(-). E f^j9j{-), 0=l,2,...,r]is second order 
(.7^ , a, p, d)-pseudoquasi-type I at z; and 
{ii) P i _^ /3=1 
0:^ (0;, 2) c?{x^z) 
\ I 
> 0 . 
Then 
sup/(x,y) + (x^Ba:)5 ^ ^UA^.Vi) + -^ ^^^^ + E l^-idAA 
y e v i= i iG^o 
- b ' ' V 2 [ E * i / ( ; 2 , y i ) + E M ; 9 . ( * 
»=i jeJo 
P R O O F . Suppose to the contrary that 
sup/(x,y) + [x^Bx)\ < Eti/(z,yi) + z^B^ + ^ MiPj(2) 
!/ey t=l jGJo 
i=l iG./o 
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Thus, we obtain 
i= i jeJo 
-ip'^'[ttinz,yi)+ E mji^M 
t=l jGJo 
for all yi G Y{x), i = 1,2,... ,s. 
It follows from ti ^ 0, i = 1,2,..., s, that 
^i {fix.m) + (X^JBX)5) - ( ZtJ{z,yi) + z'^Bw + E MjPiW 
, i= l 
~y'7'[j:ufiz,y,)+ z m3(z)]p ^ 0 , i = l ,2 , . . . , s , 
with at least one strict inequality, since t = {ti,t2,... ,ts) 7^  0. Taking summation 
over i and using ^ ij = 1, we have 
i = l 
J2Uf{x,yi) + {x'^Bx)-2 < J2tif{z,yi)+z^Bw+ ^ ti^gjiz) 
>=i i = l 
i = l 
which by (6.7) and Lemma 1.1 yields 
J2tif{x,yi)+x'^Bw < t,Uf{z,yi) + z'^Bw+ ^ fijgj{z) 
-ip'^'[Euf{z,yi)+EmMp. (6.8) 
Also from (6.6), we have 
- E l^Mz) + y V2 E M^9i(^ )p ^ 0, /3 = 1,2,..., r. (6.9) 
The inequaUties (6.8), (6.9) and hypothesis (i) imply 
3 a 
T{x,z^(x\x,z){VY,td{z,yi)^Bw + VY,l^j9Az) + V''Y,Uf{z,yi)v 
'r'^^Y.^'i9i{z)p))<-p\d\x,zl 
jeJo 
J^(x, 2; cv2(x, 2){V 5 ^ //,^,(2) + V^ ^  mjiz)p}) S -Pld\x, z),P=l,2,...,r. 
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As a^(x, z) > 0, a^{x, 2;) > 0 and ^ is sublinear, we get 
:r(x, 2; V f: tif{z,yi) + Bw + V E iijQjiz) + V2 X: tifiz,yi)p 
+ v^  E mii^)p) < --^d'{x,z), 
_ ^rnv'^yi') = -~ 
Now, by the sublinearity of T, we summarize above inequalities to get 
jr(x,2;V E /^i^iW + V^ E A^,-5iWp)^--drTTd2(x,2),/3=l,2,.. . ,r. 
^:r(x,z;VEti/(2,yi)+Bw+v E MiPiW+v^E^i/l .^y^p+v^ E N9A^)P) 
+ E :?'(x,2; V E MjPi(^ ) + V2 E M;5i(2;)p) 
^ Pi s^ ^ 
< -
V 
which by hypothesis (ii) gives 
5 m a m 
t=i j = i 1=1 j = i 
which is a contradiction to (6.5), as JF{x, z\ 0) = 0. 
The proof of the following theorem is identical to that of Theorem 6.3 and hence 
being omitted. 
T H E O R E M 6.6 (Strong Duahty). Assume that x* is an optimal solution of (MMP) 
and Vgj{x*), j e J axe linearly independent. Then there exist (s*,t*,y*) € K and 
(a;*,ty*,/i*,p*) € H2{s*,t*,y*) such that {x*,w*,n*,s*,t*,y*,p* = 0) is a feasible 
solution of (MGD), and the two objectives have the same values. Further, if weak 
duahty (Theorem 6.5) holds for all feasible solutions of (MMP) and (MGD), then 
(x*, lu*, /x*, s*, t*, y*, p* = 0) is an optimal solution of (MGD). 
T H E O R E M 6.7 (Strict Converse Duahty). Let x* and (z*,w*,n*,s*,t*,y*,p*) be 
optimal solutions of (MMP) and (MGD), respectively. Assume that 
{i) ^9i(3"*)) J ^ J are Unearly independent, 
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(ii) [Y:tUi-^yt) + i-VBw* + i : Mj5i(-), E l^*i9A-)' ^ = 1.2,-..,r] is second 
i= l jeJo 3€Jp 
order (^, a, p, d)-strictly pseudoquasi-type I at z*; and 
Then z* = a;*. 
P R O O F , it can be proved by contradiction. 
R E M A R K 6 . 1 . liwetakea\x,z) = a^{x,z) = l; pj = 0, pj = 0,/3 = l,2,. . . ,r , 
and J^{x, z\ a) = rfix, z) a, for a certain mapping rj : Xo x X -^ BP' in Theorems 
6.5 - 6.7, we get Theorems 3.1 - 3.3 in [95]. 
6.4. UNIFIED HIGHER ORDER DUALITY 
In this section, we formulate the following unified higher order dual for (MMP) 
and derive duality results under higher order {!F, a, p, d)-type I/generalized higher 
order {J^, a, p, d)-type I functions. 
3 
(MHD) max sup T,ti{f{z,yi) + h{z,yi,p)-p^Vph{z,yi,p)} 
(3,t,y)eK (i,,„,p,p)gH3(s,t,i/) i= l 
+ z'^Bw+ E {f^j9j{z) + fijqj{z,p)-p'^VpifMjqjiz,p))}, 
where H3{s,t,y) denotes the set of all (2,iy,//,p) € if* x /?* x i2![* x il" satisfying 
3 m 
E WpM'2,yi,P) + ^« ' + E Vp{/xjg,(2,p)) = 0, (6.10) 
E {/^iPi(2^)+/ii9i(^,P)-P^Vp(/x,g,(2,p))} ^ 0, /? = 1,2,... ,r, (6.11) 
•UFBW ^ 1, (6.12) 
where h.R^x Y{z) x R^ ^ R axid q : BJ^ x R^ -^ R^ axe differentiable functions. 
If, for a triplet {s,t,y) G K, the set H3{s,t,y) = 0, then we define the supremum 
over it to be —CO. 
T H E O R E M 6.8 (Weak Duahty). Let X and {z,w,fj.,s,t,y,p) be feasible solutions 
of (MMP) and (MHD), respectively. Assume that 
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(i) [ E tifi; Vi) + i-fBw + D fXjgji-), E H9i{-), /3 = 1,2,..., r] is higher order 
»=i jeJo j^Jp 
{T, a, p, d)-pseudoquasi-type I at z\ and 
{it) 
Then 
P i ^ -9=1 
tpl\ 
Q1(X, z) a2(x,z) >0 . 
/ 
jeJo 
P R O O F . Suppose to the contrary that 
J a 
sup/(x,y)+(x^B2)2 < Y.U{f{z,yi)+h{z,yi,p)-p'^Vph{z,yi,p)}+z^Bw 
y € y t = l 
+ E {/^ iPi(^ ) + mii^^p) - p^^pimA^^p))}-
jeJo 
Thus, we obtain 
/(x,t/,)+{a;^Bx)5 < E*<{/{^.yi)+M^.J/i.P)-P^VpM-2,yi,P)}+-2^5«; 
t = i 
for all yi € Y{x), i = l,2,...,s. 
It follows from t, ^ 0, i = 1,2,..., s, that 
+ E {p-jOjiz) + mA^^p) - p'^^pimii^^p))}^ 
j&Jo 
ti {f{x,yi) + (x^Bx)5) - itu{fiz,yi) + hiz,yi,p)-p^V^z^yi.p)} + z'^Bw 
+ E {f^i9j{z) + mA^yp) - p^^pif^jQA^^p))}) ^ 0 , i = l ,2 , . . . , s , 
with at least one strict inequaUty, since t = ( t i , t2 , . . . , t s )^0. Taking summation 
a 
over i and using ]E fj = 1, we have 
i = l 
tuf{x,yi)+{x^Bx)h < tu{f{z,yi)+h{z,yi,p)-p'^V,h{z,yuP)}+z^Bw 
i = l t = l 
+ E {fj-jQA^) + mA^^p) - p'^^pimA^^p))}^ 
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which by JZ /^i5j(^) = 0 gives 
t ; t i / (a: ,yt)+(x^Bi)5+E y-idii^) < llii{f{z,yi)+h{z,yi,p)-p^Vph{z,yup)} 
t = l 
It follows from Lemma 1.1 and (6.12) that 
1=1 jeJo i= i 
+ 2^Bw+ E {i^i9j{z)-\-lijqj{z,p)-p'^Vp{Hjqj{z,p))}. (6.13) 
Also, from (6.11), we have 
- E {fJ'j9j{^) + f^jQj{z^P)-P^^p{mj{^^P))} ^ 0, /? = 1,2,... ,r. (6.14) 
The hypothesis (i), with (6.13) and (6.14) implies 
s 
J'{x,z;a\x,z){Y,UVj,h{z,yi,p)+Bw+ E ^pimii^^P)))) < -p\<^{x,z), 
T{x,z-a^{x,z) E Vp()U,g,(2,p)))^-p^cP(x,2),/3 = l ,2, . . . , r . 
On using a^{x, z) > 0, a^{x, z) > 0 and the sublinearity of T in the above inequal-
ities, we siunmarize to get 
/ 
J^{x,z\"^tiVJ,h{z,yi,p)^-B•w+Y.Vp{njqj{z,p))) < -
i= l j = l 
In view of hypothesis (ii), the above inequality yields 
Pi ^ 0=1 
tpl\ 
V 
Q.^{x,z) a'^{x,z) (f{x,z). 
J 
s m 
T{x,z\ E tiVph{z,yup) + Sw + E ^piHQji^^P))) < 0. 
i = l J = l 
which contradicts (6.10), as !F{x,z;0) = 0. This completes the proof. 
T H E O R E M 6.9 (Strong Duahty). Let X* be an optimal solution of (MMP) and 
let Vgj(x*), j e J be Hnearly independent. Assume that 
h{x\ylQ) = 0; Vph{^*,y*,Q) = Vf{x*,y:), i = 1,2,... ,s, 
qjix*, 0) = 0; Vpqj{x*, 0) = Vgjix*), j e M. 
(6.15) 
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Then there exist {s*,t\y*) € AT and {x*,w*,n\p*) 6 H3{s*,t\y*) such that 
{x*,w*^tM*,s*,t*,y*,p* = 0) is a feasible solution of (MHD), and the two objec-
tives have the same values. Further, if weak duaUty (Theorem 6.8) holds for all 
feasible solutions of (MMP) and (MHD), then (a;*,K;*,/i*,s*,t*,y*,p* = 0) is an 
optimal solution of (MHD). 
P R O O F . Since X* is an optimal solution of (MMP) and Vgj{x*),j 6 J are lin-
early independent, by Theorem 6.1, there exist {s*,t*,y*) e K and {x*,w*,fi*,p*) € 
-f^3(s*,f,^*) such that 
3* m 
E t?V/(a;*,y?) + Btw* + V E f^*j9i{^*) = 0, (6.16) 
m 
E /^ *P,(x*) = 0, (6.17) 
3=1 
t * ^ 0 , i = l ,2 , . . . ,s*, i : t* = l, (6.18) 
i= l 
w*^Bw* ^ 1, (6.19) 
(x*^Bx*)^ = x*'^Bw*. (6.20) 
Relations (6.16)-(6.19) along with (6.15) thus imply that {x\ w', ^*, s*, t*,y*,p* = 0) 
is a feasible solution of (MHD). Also, (6.15), (6.17) and (6.20) with p* = 0 show the 
equality of both objective values. Optimality of {x* ,w*, fi*, s* ,t* ,y* ,p* = 0) thus 
follows from weak duality (Theorem 6.8). 
T H E O R E M 6.10 (strict Converse Duality). Let x* and (2*,u;*,//*,s*,t*,y*,p*) 
be optimal solutions of (MMP) and (MHD), respectively. Assume that 
(i) Vgj{x*),j € J are linearly independent, 
(") [EtUi^Vi) + {-fBw* + E i,*^gj{-), E f^'M-l -9 = 1,2,...,r] is higher 
order (.F, a, p, d)-strictly pseudoquasi-type I at z*; and 
(in) Pi I ^=1 
a^(x*,2*) a2(x*,2*) 
\ / 
>0 . 
Then z* = x*. 
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P R O O F . Suppose to the contrary that 2* -^ x* and exhibit a contradiction. Since 
X* and (z*,ty*,/x*,s*,t*,y*,p*) axe the optimal solutions of (MMP) and (MHD), 
respectively and Vgj{x*), j G J are linearly independent, therefore by Theorem 
6.9, we reach at 
»* 
sup /(x*,y*) + (x*^Bx*)i = j:ti{f{^*,yt) + h{z\ylp*)-p*''V,h{z*,ylp*)} 
y'eY t = l 
Thus, we have 
f{x*,y:) + (x'^Bx*)^ ^ ZnUiz^y*) + h{z\ylp*)-p*'^Vph{z*,yf,p*)} 
i = l 
forally*ey(x*), i = l,2,...,s*. 
Now, proceeding as in Theorem 6.8, we get 
f:nf{^\y:)+^*'^Bw*+z f^*M'^*) < f:n{f{z\y*)+H^*,yip*)-p*'^^ph{z\yip*)} 
i = l ; eJo t = l 
+ ^*^BTI;*+ E{/^;ffi(^*) + Atigi('^ %P*)-P*^Vp(M;g,(^*,P*))}. (6.21) 
Prom (6.11), we have 
- E {;^ i^ i(2*) + A^ i<Zi(^ *,P*) -P*' 'VP(M;9,(^*,P*))} ^ 0, /3 = 1,2,... ,r, 
which by the second part of hypothesis (ii) gives 
J'ix*,z*;a\x*,z*) E Vp(/x*9,(^*,p*))) ^ -p2rf2(^*^^*)^ /3 = 1,2,. . . ,r. 
As a2(x*, 2*) > 0, it follows that 
H^*,z*; E Vp(/x*g,(^*,p*))) ^ - .^f ^^.d'{x\z*), P = l,2,...,r. (6.22) 
ieJ/j a \^ x , 2 ; 
Prom (6.10), (6.22) and the subUnearity of .F, we have 
r 
E PI 
T{x\ z*; E i^ Vp/i(^*,y*,P*) + Bt/;* + E Vp(/^*9,(2*,p*))) ^ l~\ A\x\ z*). 
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In view of hypothesis (iii) and the subhnearity of T, the above inequality implies 
:F(x*,z*;aHa:*,2*){E*.-Vp/i{^*>y*.P*)+^«'*+E Vp(/i;9,(z*,p*))}) ^ -p\^{x\z% 
t=i jeJo 
which by the first part of the hypothesis (ii) yields 
+ z*'^Bw* + E [fi^g^iz*) + ii]qi{z\p*) -p*^Vp(/x;g,(2;-,p»))], 
j&Jo 
which is a contradiction to (6.21). Hence z* — x*. 
6.5. SPECIAL CASES 
(i) Let h{z,yi,p) = p^Vf{z,yi) + \p^V'^}{z,yi)p, i = 1,2,.. . , s , and qj{z,p) = 
P^^gji^) + iP^^ ^5j(-2 )^P> 3 ^ ^- Then (MHD) reduces to second order dual 
(MGD) considered in Section 6.3. If, in addition, J^ = 0, S^ = 1,2,..., r, then 
we obtain the dual (MWD) discussed in Section 6.2. 
(ii) Let £1 = 0. Then (MMP) and (MWD) reduce to one of the pairs discussed in 
[15]. 
{Hi) If B = 0 and p = 0, then (MMP) and (MWD) become the problems proposed 
by Tanimoto [123]. 
(iu) Let 5 = 0. Then (MMP) and (MGD) reduce to the primal and dual problems 
of Liu [84]. 
(v) If we set 5 = 0 and Jo = 0 in (MGD), then we get another dual obtained in 
[15]. 
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Chapter VII 
SYMMETRIC DUALITY FOR MULTIOBJECTIVE 
FRACTIONAL VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS 
INVOLVING CONES 
Contents of this chapter are in print in European Journal of Oper-
ational Research, DOI 10.1016/j.ejor.2007.05.018. 
7.1. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of symmetric duality in nonlinear programming, in which the dual of 
the dual is the primal, was first introduced by Dom [42] but significantly developed 
and studied by Dantzig et al. [38], Mond and Weir [105] and Chandra et al. [25]. 
Bazaraa and Goode [9] generalized the results of Dantzig et al. [38] to arbitrary 
cones. Nanda and Das [109] studied symmetric duality in firactional programming 
involving arbitrary conra assuming the fimctions to be pseudoinvex. Chandra and 
Kumar [28] pointed out certain logical shortcomings in the proofs of duality theo-
rems of Nanda and Das [109]. 
Mond and Hanson [102] and Bector et al. [14] extended synunetric duaUty to 
variational programming, giving continuous analogous of the results of Dantzig et 
al. [38] and Mond and Weir [105], respectively. Smart and Mond [120] studied sym-
metric duaUty for variational problems with invexity, omitting the noimegativity 
constraints taken by Mond and Hanson [102]. Gulati et al. [45] presented a pau: of 
Mond-Weir type multiobjective symmetric dual variational problems and discussed 
duaUty results under generalized invexity assumptions. Kim and Lee [69] discussed 
symmetric duality for Wolfe type multiobjective variational problem under invexity. 
Chandra and Husain [26] studied symmetric duality for firactional variational 
problems. In [46], Gulati et al. established usual duality results for static and 
continuous symmetric dual fractional programming problems without noimegativity 
constraints. Recently, Kim et al. [70] and Ahmad [5] discussed symmetric du-
ality results for multiobjective fractional variational programs under invexity and 
pseudoinvexity, respectively. 
Generalizing convex functions, Hanson and Mond [53] introduced the func-
tions which satisfy certain convexity type properties with sublinear fimctionals. 
Egudo and Mond [43] named these functions as .F-convex, .F-pseudoconvex and 
.F-quasiconvex functions. Later on, Chandra et al. [25] used these functions in an-
other form to discuss symmetric duality. In this chapter, motivated by Hanson and 
Mond [53], Egudo and Mond [43] and Chandra et al. [25], we propose the continuous 
version of generalized .F-convexity and use this concept to prove symmetric duality 
results for multiobjective fractional variational programs involving arbitrary cones. 
Moreover, the dual programs are shown to be self duals. Finally, we specialize these 
results to static case. 
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7.2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
D E F I N I T I O N 7 . 1 . Let C C i r . Then C is a cone if and only if x e C implies 
Ax E C, for all A ^ 0. Moreover, C is called a convex cone, if it is convex. 
D E F I N I T I O N 7 .2. Let C be a cone. Then C* is said to be a polar of C, if 
C* = {p € i?" I p^x S 0, for all X € C}. 
Let I = [a, b] be a real interval; x : I -> R^ and y : I -^ iT" are differentiable 
fimctions with derivatives x and y, respectively. Let Ci C i?*, C2 C iT" be closed 
convex cones with nonempty interiors having polars CJ and C2, respectively. 
Let 5(7,72") denote the space of piecewise smooth functions x with norm 
||xj|=||x||(x,+ || Dx Hoc, where the differentiation operator D is given by 
u = Dx '^=^ x(t) = a + I u{s)ds 
Ja 
where a is a given boundary value. Therefore, ^ = -D except at discontinuities. 
Denote by Y{I, RJ"), the space of piecewise smooth functions y : I -> FT* with the 
norm as that of the space 5(7, /?*). 
hettlj-.IxRJ^xHrxRrxRr^RheaLdifferentiable function. 
D E F I N I T I O N 7 .3 . The functional J^rl;{t,x{t),x{t),y{t),y{t))dt is said to be .F-
pseudoconvex in x and x for fixed y and y, if 
J^ J^{t, X, x, u, u; t}}x{t, u, u, y, y) - D^i{t, u, u, y, y))dt ^ 0 
= ^ /a V*!*, I , i , y, y)rft ^ /a ^(*, w, w, y, y)dt, 
for all X, u : 7 —> 7?" and for some arbitrary sublinear functional J^. 
The fimctional /^ V(<, 2;(0. ^ (0. v{^)^ y{t))dt is said to be strictly .F-pseudoconvex 
in X and x (x ^ u) for fixed y and y, if 
Xf .?^(i, X, X, u, u; ipa:{t, u, u, J/, y) - Di^iit, u, u, y, y))dt ^ 0 
= ^ /a V'(«, X, X, y, y)dt > J^ ^ {t, u, u, y, y)dt, 
for all x,ii : 7 -> 72" and for some arbitrary sublinear functional J^. 
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D E F I N I T I O N 7.4. The functional J^rp{t,x{t),x{t),y{t),y{t))dt is said to be .F-
pseudoconcave in y and y for fixed x and x, if 
Sa Hti V, V, y,y; -{ipyit, x, z, v, v) - DipyiU x, x,v, v)})dt ^ 0 
=^ la ^(*. 2:> i . u, v)dt ^ /* V'(t, X, x, y, y)dt, 
for all y, V : / -» i?"* and for some arbitrary sublinear functionjil J^. 
Similarly, strict ^-pseudoconcavity of the functional J^  ip{t-,x{t),x{t),y{t),y{t))dt 
can be defined. 
E X A M P L E . The function il):IxRxRxRxR-¥R defined by 
^{t,x{tlx{t),y{t),m) = {x{t)+y\t))t 
is J"-pseudoconvex in x and i for fixed y and y on I = \a,b], a < b, with respect to 
the subhnear functional 
T{t, x{t), xit), y(i), y(i); 2) = (x(t) - y(<)) 2. 
The function rp is .^-pseudoconcave also in y and y for fixed x and x on J = [o, b], 
a <b, with respect to the subUnear functional 
J^it,x(t),x{t),yitU{t)\z) = I {^(t) - ^ ) •^ 
In the sequel, we will write J^{t, x, u; ^) for J^{t, x, x, u, u; ^ ) and ^{t, v, y; 7/) for 
J^{t,v,v,y,y;T}). 
7.3. SYMMETRIC DUALITY 
In this section, we present the following pair of multiobjective firactional varia-
tional symmetric dual programs and derive duality relations. 
(SP) Minimize J'f'it,x,x,y,y)dt j'Pit,x,x,y,y)dt j'f''{t,x,x,y,y)dt' 
Jlh^{t,x,x,y,y)dt S^h'^{t,x,x,y,y)dt' ' J^h''{t,x,x,y,y)dt 
subject to x{a) = 0 = x{b), y(a) = 0 = y(6), 
x{a) = 0 = x{b), y(a)=0 = y(6), 
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5 2 A* {ir{x,y) ( 4 - Dfl) - nx,y) (h], - D/i^} € C^t e /, 
t=i 
k 
yitfT.^' {HKx,y) (/* - D4) - nx,y) {hi - Dh),)} ^ 0,t G J, 
i = l 
(SD) Maximize 
A > 0, x{t) eCu te I. 
J^f^{t,u,u,v,v)dt J^f{t,u,u,v,v)dt J^f''it,u,u,v,v)dt 
J^h^{t,u,u,v,v)dt J^h^{t,u,u,v,v)dt J^h''{t,u,u,v,v)dt 
subject to u{a) = 0 = w(6), v{a) = 0 = v{b), 
u(a) =0 = u{b), v{a) = 0 = v{b), 
k 
- 53 V {H\u,v) (r, - D/i) - r{u,v) (K - Dh"^} € c:,t e i, 
k 
A > 0, v{t) eC2, te I, 
where /* : IxCixCixC2xC2 -> i2+and/i': IxCixCixCiXC^ -> il+\{0}, i € K, 
are twice continuously differentiable functions and 
pb fb 
F^{x,y)= / r{t,x,x,y,y)dt, IP{x,y)^ / h\t,x,x,y,y)dt. 
Ja Ja 
Similarly, F^{u,v) and W{u,v) are defined. 
R E M A R K 7 . 1 . if Ci = ii:^, C2 = iJlJ* and ifc = l, then (SP) and (SD) reduce 
to those considered by Gulati et al. [46] with the omission of x ^ 0 and u ^ 0, 
respectively. 
On using an abstract version of Dinkelbach's results [41], we define for each 
H'{x,y) H^(u,vy 
and express the programs (SP) and (SD) in the following equivalent forms: 
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(SPy Minimize s = {s\s'^,...,s'') 
subject to z(a) = 0 = x{b), y{a) = 0 = y(6), (7.1) 
z(a) = 0 = x(6), y(a) = 0 = y(6), (7.2) 
/ f{t, X, X, y, y)dt - s' j h% x, x, y, y)dt = 0, ieK, (7.3) 
J2 A' { (Py - Df^ - s' {hi - Dh^ }eClteI, (7.4) 
'a 
k 
t = l 
A; 
yitf E V {(4 - Z)4) - s' {hi - D 4 ) } ^ 0, t G / , (7.5) 
i = l 
A > 0, x(i) G Ci, i € / . (7.6) 
(SD)' Maximize r = {r^,r'^,...,r'') 
subject to u{a) = 0 = w(6), •u(o) = 0 = v(6), (7.7) 
w(a) = 0 = u{b), v{a) = 0 = i;(6), (7.8) 
/ f{t,u,%v,v)dt-r' j h\t,u,u,v,v)dt = Q, ieK, (7.9) 
Ja Ja 
k 
- E '^ {(/x - Dfi) - r' (/i* - Dh^ }ecitei, (7.10) 
t = l 
^i^f Yl^'lifi- Dfi) - r' {hi - Dh^}^0,tel, (7.11) 
i= l 
A > 0, v{t) eC2,t£ I. (7.12) 
Let P and Q denote the sets of all feasible solutions of (SP)' and (SD)', respec-
tively. 
In the subsequent analysis, weak, strong and converse duality theorems are 
discussed in terms of (SP)' and (SD)', but equally apply to (SP) and (SD). In the 
following theorem (Theorem 7.1), it is assumed that: 
J^{t, x, u; 0 + u^( ^ 0 , for all X, u e Ci, - ^ 6 C^ and t G / (7.13) 
Ht, ^.y; ri) + y^r) ^ O, for aU u,y e C2, - r? € Cj, and i G / . (7.14) 
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T H E O R E M 7.1 (Weak Duality). Let {x, y, X,s)eP and (w, v, A, r) € Q. If, either 
b * • • (^ ) la Z^-^H/*!*)".',!/)?)) - ''''«•'(*. •>•>!/)y)}^* ^ ^-pseudoconvex in x and a: for 
i = l 
fixed y and y, and /^ I ] A'{/'(f,a;,i;,-,-) - s^h*{t,x,x,',-)}dt is strictly .F-
t = i 
pseudoconcave in y and y,y ^v iov fixed rr and x; or 
J, fc . . (^ *) /a 5^ '^'{/'(*) •> •) y> i') ~ r^h^{t, •, •, y, if)}<^t is strictly ^-pseudoconvex in x and 
° t=i 
X, X j^ u for fixed 1/ and y and /^ 1] A*{/'(f,x,x, •,•) - s*/i'(t,x,x, •,-)}ctt is 
^-pseudoconcave in y and y for fixed a; and x, 
holds, then 
s ^ r. 
P R O O F (i). By taking C = E A" {{fi - £>/!) - r^  [hi - D/ii)} and using (7.13), 
we get 
J^(t, X, tz; E A' {(/^ - P 4 ) - r^  ( ^ - Dh^)}) ^ -n^ E A» {(/;[ - D/|) - r' (/i^  - ^ 4 ) } 
^ 0 , (by (7.11)), 
which imphes 
la Ht. ^, ^ ; E A' {(/* - Df^ - r» (/.• - Dm)dt ^ 0. 
t=i 
J, fc . . 
This, in view of J"-pseudoconvexity of /^ E A'{/'(*.". •>!/. y) - r*/i*(t, •, •, y, y)}d< in 
i=l 
X and X for fixed y and y gives 
taY:>^V%^.x,v,v)-r'h%x,x,v,v)}dt^t^Y.>^V%n,u,v,v)-r'h^^^^ 
t=i i= i 
The above inequality together with (7.9) yields 
fc ^ 
la E A*{/'(*. a;, i , u, i;) - r'h'{t, x, x, t;, i;)}rft ^ 0. (7.15) 
t=i 
On taking ^ = - E A' { ( ^ - I*/^) - s' (/ij, - i^/i^)} and using (7.14), we obtain 
1=1 
Ht, V, y; - E A' { (4 - D/') - s' (/ij, - D/i^ }) 
^ / E M^ ifi - ^4) - «^  (^ t - ^ '^^ )} ^  0. (by (7.5)), 
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i = l 
i = l 
which shows that 
t=i 
The strict ^-pseudoconcavity of /^ ^Z - '^{/'C*'^ >^> ">') ~ s*h*{t, x, x, •,-)}dt in y and 
y for fixed x and i along with (7.3) yields 
/a E ^*{/'(*. a;, X, V, i)) - s*h'{t, z,x, v, u)}d< < 0. (7.16) 
°^ t=i 
Combining (7.15) and (7.16), we get 
k 
Sa E '^ '{s* - ^')^*(*. a:, X, u, i')dt > 0. (7.17) 
t=i 
Suppose, if possible that s <r, i.e., s' ^ r* for all i and s* < r' for at least one i, 
then by A' > 0 and J^ /i*(t, x, x, v, v)dt > 0, i e K", we have 
/a E ^'(s' - r')h% x, X, t;, v)(ft < 0, 
which contradicts (7.17). Hence 
s •^r. 
(ii). The proof is same as that of part (i). 
T H E O R E M 7.2 (strong DuaUty). Let 
(al) (x, y, A, s) be a weakly efficient solution of (SP)', 
(a2) [$(t)^  { E A'(4 - Thi^) - DE A'(4 - ^ Kv)} 
0 impUes $(<)'= 0, where $(t) = (7(4) - ^{t)y{t)), t e /; and 
(a3) the set {{{fi - s^/ij) - Dif} - s^h])),.... {{f^ - g^/ij) - D ( / | - s*/ij))} be 
linearly independent. 
Then (x, y. A, s) e Q with A = A; and the objective values of (SP)' and (SD)' are 
equal. If, in addition, weak duaUty (Theorem 7.1) holds, then (x,y,s) is an efficient 
solution of (SD)'. 
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P R O O F , since {x,y,X,s) is a weakly efficient solution of (SP)', by Fritz John 
optimality conditions [121], there exist a € R'', (3 G i?*, piecewise smooth 7(t) : 
/ ->• C2, ^(t) :I-^R&nd6eR'' such that 
-D(7(t) - m m ? E AH(4x - ^ i^x) - ^ ( 4 - ^^x) - ( 4 - ^^ Jx)} 
Vx(OGCi,tG 7,(7.18) 
and the equalities (19)-(24) and (26)-(28) (with g* = ?) in [5] hold. FoUowing the 
proof of Theorem 2 [5], we obtain 
7(t)-C(i)y(t) = 0, t G J (7.19) 
and 
/? = i{t)\ t 6 I. (7.20) 
For ^(t) = 0, we reach at a contradiction and therefore ^(t) > 0. So, we have 
m = H ^ 2^, t 6 7. (7.21) 
Now, (7.18) along with (7.19), (7.20) and with ^{t) > 0, gives 
E \'{{fi - s^K) - D{fi - tlCM^it) - m) ^ 0, i G 7. (7.22) 
Let x{t) G Ci. Then x{t) + x{t) G Ci, t G 7 and so (7.22) shows that for every 
x(t) G Ci, 
k 
Y^y{{f. - ^hi) - D{fi - m}<t)z 0, t G 7, 
k 
ie., - Y, *^{(4 - ^K) - Difi - s'h^} e c u el. (7.23) 
1=1 
Also, by letting x{t) = 0 and x{t) = 2x(t), simultaneously in (7.22), we obtain 
^{tf E A'{(/i - ?/ii) - D{fi - s^/ii)} = 0, i G 7. (7.24) 
t = i 
Thus, from (7.21), (7.23) and (7.24), it follows that (x,y, A,s) G Q with A = A and 
the two objective values are equal (i.e., s = f). 
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If (x, y, s) is not an efficient solution of (SD)', then there exists a feasible solution 
(u*,i;*,r*) of (SD)', i.e., {u\v*,~X,r*) e Q such that 
s<r*, 
which contradicts weak duaUty (Theorem 7.1). Thus {x,y, s) is an efficient solution 
of (SD)'. 
Since in synametric dueiUty, the dual of the dual is the primal problem, the 
statement and the proof of the converse duahty theorem go exactly as for the strong 
duality theorem, and hence its proof is being omitted. 
T H E O R E M 7.3 (Converse Duality). Let 
(al) {u, •u, A, f) be a weakly efficient solution of (SD)', 
(a2) ntV ( E A'(/L - ^^L) -DZ AH/lx - f'hi^)] 
0 implies ^(t) '= 0, where ^(i) = (7(4) - ^(t)u(O), t € /; and 
m = 
(a3) the set {((/] - f'hi) - D{fl - f'hV)\..., ((/* - f^hl) - D{fl - f^hl))} be 
Unearly independent. 
Then {u,v,\,f) € P with A = A; and the objective values of (SP)' and (SD)' are 
equal. If, in addition, weak duahty (Theorem 7.1) holds, then (S, u, f) is an efficient 
solution of (SP)'. 
7.4. SELF DUALITY 
A mathematical programming problem is said to be self dual, if its dual can be 
written in the form of the primal. 
The function /'(t,u,u,u,t;) : IxCxCxCxC-^ /?+, i 6 if is said to be 
skew symmetric, if 
f{t,u,u,v,v) = -P{t,v,v,u,u), i€K, tsl, 
for all u and v in the domain of / ' and the function h\t,u,u,v,v) : I x C xC x 
C X C -^ R+\ {0}, i e K is said to be symmetric, if 
h'{t,u,u,v,v) = h\t,v,v,u,u), ieK, tel, 
for all u and v in the domain of h\ 
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Consequently, it follows that 
/i(t,u,ii,V,v) = -fiit,V,V,u,u); 4(*,•",u,v,v) = -fi{t,v,v,u,u), i e K, t e / , 
hi^{t,u,u,v,v) = hl{t,v,v,u,u)\ hl{t,u,u,v,v) = h*^{t,v,v,u,u), ieK, tel. 
Now, we assume Ci = C2 = C\ CI = C^ = C*\ p and h\ i e K to be skew 
symmetric and symmetric, respectively, to show that (SP) and (SD) are self duals. 
The program (SD) can be recast as a minimization problem as: 
/a/H*>w.'",'".w)<^* J^P{t,u,u,v,v)dt J^f''{t,u,u,v,v)dt 
Minimize — J^ h^(t, u,ii, V, v)di f^ h^{t, w,ii, v, v)dt' ' f^ h*(t, u,u,-u,v)dt 
subject to u{a) = 0 = u{b), v{a) = 0 = v{b), 
u{a) = 0 = u{b), v{a) = 0 = v{b), 
k 
- X ; A^  {H'{u,v) (f, - Dfi) - nu,v) {hi - Dhl)}eC\teI, 
1=1 
k 
t = i 
A > 0 , t;(t) eC, tel. 
On using the skew symmetry of /* and symmetry of h*, for each i e K, the above 
program is transformed to 
fa f (*. •">•".". ^ )^* Igfi^^ ^. •"» w, u)dt J^ /*(t, u, u, u, u)dt (SD)* Minimize 
J^h^(t,v,v,u,u)dt J^h'^{t,v,v,u,u)dt J^h''{t,v,v,u,u)dt ' • • • ' r6 a 
subject to u{a) = 0 = u(6), v(o) = 0 = v{b), 
u{a) = 0 = 1/(6), v{a) = 0 = (^fe), 
5 ] V {//^(v,tz) (/» - Dfi) - i^(v,tx) (/ij, - Dhi;}}eC*,t€l, 
1=1 
» = 1 
A > 0, v{t) ec,tel, 
which is formally identical to (SP), i.e., the objective, the constraint functions and 
the boundary conditions of (SP) and (SD)* are identical. Thus, (SP) is a self dual. 
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7.5. THE STATIC CASE OF SYMMETRIC DUALITY 
If the time dependency of programs (SP) and (SD) is relaxed, then we obtain 
the following multiobjective fractional synametric dual pair: 
(MP) Minimize h'{x,yyh'^{x,yy-'h>'{x,y) 
subject to E A' {h'fi - f%} e C;, 
t = i 
i = l 
(MD) Maximize 
A>0, xeCi. 
f\u,v) p{u,v) f'{u,v) 
subject to - E A' {h'fl - f%} e CI 
i = l 
k 
A > 0, V € C2. 
»=i 
REMARK 7.2. 
(i) li Ci = H^, C2 = H!^, then the programs (MP) and (MD) reduce to those 
considered by Weir [130], with the addition of A'^ e = 1. 
(ii) If Ci = i?:;:, C2 = R^'m (MP) and (MD), then we get the pair of symmetric 
dual fractional programs presented by Lalitha et al. [78], with the omission of 
a; ^  0 and v^O. 
Like Section 7.3, equivalent forms of (MP) and (MD) i.e., (MP)' and (MD)' can 
be obtained by defining for each i € K, 
r^tpvl and f' = fl24. 
h\x,y) h\u,v) 
Let P and Q denote the sets of all feasible solutions of (MP)' and (MD)', 
respectively. In the following theorems, we assume 
and 
J'{x,u;0 + u^^^O, foralla;,wGCi, -(eC^ 
Hv,y;v) + y^r]^0, for allu,yGC2, -V^C^. 
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T H E O R E M 7.4 (Weak Duality). Let {x,y,X,s)eP and (u,v, A,f) e Q. If, either 
k . . . fc . . 
(^ ) Z) -^'{/'(^ y)~^*^*('> y)} is ^ -pseudoconvex in x for fixed y and ^3 A'{/'(x, • ) -
s*/i*(x, •)} is strictly ^-pseudoconcave my, y^v for fixed x; or 
(it) 5]^  A*{/'(-,y) - r*h,*(-,t/)} is strictly J"-pseudoconvex 'va. x, x ^ u for fixed y 
i=l 
and 52 - '^{/'(^^j •) ~ 5'/i'(x, •)} is ^-pseudoconcave in y for fixed x, 
holds, then 
s ^ r. 
T H E O R E M 7.5 (Strong DuaUty). Let 
(al) (x,y. A, I) be a weakly efficient solution of (MP)', 
(a2) 5Z ^ \fiy - ^'^ty) be positive or negative definite; and 
1=1 
(a3) the set {(/^ - I /ij), . . . , (/^ - I /i^ J)} be linearly independent. 
Then (x,y. A, I) 6 Q with A = A; and the objective values of (MP)' and (MD)' are 
equal. If, in addition, weak duality (Theorem 7.4) holds, then (x, y, I) is an eflElcient 
solution of (MD)'. 
T H E O R E M 7.6 (Converse Duality). Let 
(al) (u, V, A, f) be a weakly efficient solution of (MD)', 
fe _ . 
(a2) 52 A*(/*j. — fh\.x) ^6 positive or negative definite; and 
t = i 
(a3) the set {(/^ - r hi), . . . , ( / * - f /i*)} be linearly independent. 
Then (u,v,X,r) e P with A = A; and the objective values of (MP)' and (MD)' are 
equal. If, in addition, weak duaUty (Theorem 7.4) holds, then (u, v, r) is an efficient 
solution of (MP)'. 
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